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INTRODUCTION

Nineteenth century literary critics are today

generally respected for their all-incluaive Interests in

the various arts. John Ruskin wrote of literature, painting,

sculpture, architecture, and music and enjoyed some acclaim

as an authority in each. No less admired is Matthew Arnold,

who, though he concentrated on one art instead of contem-

plating all, proved his acute familiarity with the whole

range of English literature in discussing the functions of

criticism in his time. The ar;e was one of versatility, in

which breadth of interests was not confined to the illus-

trious alone. Prom time to time some unknown person,

perhaps honored in his own day but forgotten in ours, can

Justly be a claimant for literary recognition. This study

frankly projects as its paramount purpose a restitution in

the stature of Charles V/entworth Dilke II, a literary

critic of the nineteenth century. His wide range of inter-

ests proves him to be no exception to his age. His cath-

olic tastes fitted him for intense study in practically

every phase of English and classical literature.

Though the name Charles Wentworth Dilke^ is known

only to a few specialists in the eighteenth and nineteenth

Hereinafter referred to as Dilke,
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centuries, he merits recognition for various reasons, the

first of which is the establishment of the Athenaeum, a

literary journal for which he was sixteen years editor.

Dilke for the first time in the history of literary period-

icals proved that complete impartiality from all influences

was possible. His imtiring efforts and courage in vocif-

erously condemning the unsavory practices of contemporary

booksellers and editors should merit the perpetuation of

his name.

BiTt Dilke is most often remembered in connection

with his friendship and intimacy with some of the most

illustrious literary figiares of his time. He was one of

the three or four of Keats' closest friends, flis connections

with the London Mer.azlne and later the Athenaeiua resulted

in almost daily intercourse with such famous men as Hunt,

Lamb, Cunningham, Hood, Thackeray, and the Drownings. He

worked side by side with Charles Dickens in a variety of

projects for a good part of a lifetime.

Yet, not from reflected glory is Dilke most deserving

of honors; in his own right, he was a critic of the first

rank. His familiarity and insight into the Elizabethan

age, the Age of Dryden, the eichteenth century, and his

own are amply evidenced in various articles and volumes

he produced over a period of a half-century. This thesis

attempts to evaluate Dilke 's contribution to the literary



milieu of his age, especially his activities as a critic,

and to measure the extent of his influence upon his contem-

poraries.

It is not intended in this study to consider the

entire body of criticism that Dilke published. While it

is felt that a sufficient queuitity of criticism known to

be his is examined in this thesis, two types of limitations

prevent a definitive treatment. The first limitation is

the inaccessibility of letters and other papers in the

British Museum, the Dilke Papers, Addenda ij3,910-I|.3,913«

However, Professor Leslie A. Marchand, who has examined

these papers in the preparation of his book The Athenaeum ;

A Mirror of Victorian Culture (19Ul) testifies that

criticism contained in the Dilke Papers is inconsequential

in both quantity and quality.

A second limitation imposed on this study is the

lack of information on the location of various of Dilke 's

articles scattered throughout periodicals in the early

nineteenth centiiry. In his early period Dilke is said to

have contributed many such articles of a critical nature

to ntimerous literary journals. Because he rarely sinned

his name to any of these articles, their authorshit) must

be established from internal evidence. A number of contri-

butions arr-ears to be written by him in the London Martazlne

euid In the Retrospective Review , both of which have been
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care frilly examined in the Library of Congress for the

background material of Chapter II. Proof of Dllke's author-

sliip Is in most cases unfortunately lacking. Where evidence

as to their authorship is merely inferential, these suspect

articles have been rejected for this study.

Various types of external and internal evidence

serve in some instances to establish Dllke's authorship

beyond doubt. Unquestionably, the greatest aid in the

identification of his hand in the Athenaeum articles is

Marchand's list in Dllke's handwriting of the contributors

to the Athenaeum during the period when he was editor.

These notes, hereinafter referred to as the Marked Pile,

which Professor Marchand has generously placed at my dis-

posal, establish almost beyond question the editor's con-

tributions to his ovm journal. Sir Charles Dllke IV,

grandson of this critic, demonstrates in iiis two-volume

edition of eighteenth century criticism by Dllke that he

often employed a unique signature wVdch is easily identi-

fied—the initials of the title of the article. If the

title were lacking, he signed the contribution \d.th the

initials of the first three words. Thus, if the title of

the article was "Macleane not Junius," the signatxire was

M. N. J. A third means of Identification of Dllke's

contributions is afforded in various types of Internal

evidence. A review of mines' Life of Keats U81|8) is

admitted as Dllke's because it contains many phrases and
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Bome entire sentences found In Dilke's annotated copy of

Mines' Life , wlilch fortunately was available for exeml-

natlon in the J. Pierpont Morgan Library in New York.

Chapter VI of this study assumes an article on Heywood from

the Retrospective Review, March, lB2^, to be tils for Its

unique form, which Is exactly like that in the Continuation

of Dodsley's Old English Plays , known to have been edited

by Dilke. This assumption is supported by his grandson's

authority; only one of the three articles for that month is

about subjects befitting a literary critic, i<'infilly, mere

testimony in friends' letters without other supporting

evidence has not in itself been admitted as svifficient

grovmds for identification. Distinguishing stylistic

qualities have been of assistance in furnishing such

supporting evidence: his frequent use of the ejaculation

"why"; his penchant for quoting Shakespeare in the course

of the article; his love for understatement; his repeated

questions of "what are the facts?" But most suggestive of

his ©uthorshlp is his frequent practice of using the same

statement—with a significant difference— at the beginning

and end of his articles,

lixcept for the memoir by his grandson in the t\<^o-

volume selection of Dilke's elj^-hteenth century studies. The

Papers of a Critic (1875), the only other extended comment

about Dilke is Marchand's The Athenaeum: a Mirror of
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Vlctorian Ctilture (19li.l), wherein Marchand demonstrates this

critic's untiring and ultimately successful efforts to estab-

lish the Athenaetam as a thoroughly impartial and independent

magazine. Gwynn and Tuckwell's Life of Sir Charles Dilke

(1917) discusses Dilke »s life and devotion to the education

of his grandson. The Dictionary of National Biof^raphy con-

tains an article on Dilke by Norman MacColl, though the

grandson's memoir is largely MacColl' s authority. Brief

mention is riven to Dilke in such works as Porman's edition

of the Letters of Keats (1956) and in Rollins' edition of

the Keats Circle (I9I4.8). His intimacy with Keats is noticed

by Colvin, Lowell, and all subsequent biographers of Keats.

So far as is known, no coiimient on Dilke' s literary criticism

has been published, and no extended accotmt of his life has

been written since the short sketch by his grandson in 1875.

The basic primary source materials for this study,

therefore, are, in order of their importance, the Papers

of a Critic ; the six-volume Continuation of Dodsley's Old

English Plays (I8II4.-6), edited and prefixed by introductions

by Dilke; articles in the Athenaeum and in the Retrospective

Review ; Leslie A, Marchand' s iinpublished notes on the Marked

Pile of the Athenaeum ; Dilke 's annotated copy of Milnes'

Life of Keats (I8I4.6); Rollins' edition of the letters of

the Keats Circle (I9I4.8); and Dilke 's unpublished letters

in the HartiT5stead Library in England, now on microfilm in

the Houghton Library at Harvard.
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The main body of tlals study has been divided into

six chapters. Chapter I presents Dilke's background, his

forbears and descendants, a brief review of his publishing

career, his paramount interests, his politics, religion,

philosophy of life, and personality. Chapter II is an

inquiry into the status of periodicals Just prior to Dilke's

teiTO of editorship. Here are noted certain special interests

and unethical procedures practiced by proprietors of maga-

zines and booksellers in the nineteenth century when Dilke

came upon the journalistic scene. Chapter III contains en

analysis of various measures taken by Dilke in his efforts

to combat the unwholesome influences pointed out in the

previous chapter and, in addition, notes his success in

overcoming other difficulties peculiar to his own career

as editor. Chapter IV reviews the history of Dilke's rela-

tionships with his contemporaries—Keats, Hood, Lamb,

Ciinningham, Dickens, and others— and suggests the dep:ree

of influence he exercised over these writers.

Chapter V illustrates his insistence that factual

detail be the paramovmt consideration in biographical schol-

ahip by reference to his articles in the Athenaeum and Notes

and Queries on eighteenth century studies. Chapter V also

notes the value of his biographical criticism by comparing it

with that of other critics In his own and of the present day.
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Chapter VI attempts to Measure Dilke's stature as a critic

by comparing his views, prejudices, and methods of criti-

cism with those of other conteinporaries. After noting

likenesses and differences, this chapter indicates Dilke's

contribution to the Romcntic age and mentions his influence

over certain contemijoraries. The conclusion of this study

reviei^s Ms career, influence, critical method, critical

preferences, and aug~jests his degree of success and rank

as a literary critic.



CHAPTER I

CHARLES WENTWORTH DILKE

Charles Wentworth Dilke, the second In a long line

of Charles Wrntworth Dllkes, was praised by many friends and

censured by a few enemies during his long career of nearly

sixty years in public life. Almost every important literary

figure of his time, as well as meuiy lesser personages, had

something to say about him. His influential position as

owner and editor for sixteen years of England's largest

weekly literary periodical, the Athenaeum , caused him to be

respected by most of the important men of the day, and the

many letters and opinions of his contemporaries attest his

unique character, his forthright princioles, and his varied

accomplishments.

Charles Wentworth Dilke II c-ame of an upper middle-

class family that dated back to the Civil Wars in the fif-

teenth century. His forbear, Pisher Dilke, who married into

a Wentworth family distinguished for their connections with

Cromwell's Council of State, inherited property through his

wife on the condition that the heirs should assume the name

of Wentworth. His descendants, in keeping with this pledge,

were known through succeeding generations as the Wentworth

Dilkes or Dilke Wentworths until the end of the seventeenth

•9-
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century.

During the reign of George II a Wentworth Pilke was

clerk to the Board of Green Cloth at Kew Palace. To this

Dllke was bom an only son, Wentworth Dilke Wentworth, sec-

retary to the Earl of Litchfield, He In txim left an only

son, Charles Wentworth Dilke, a clerk in the Admiralty, who

became the first of five in successioa to bear that name.

A friend of the Dickens family, Charles VJentworth Dilke I

married in I783 Sarah Blewford and had two sons, Charles

Wentworth II (1789-1 861;) and William (1796-1885) and on©

daughter. This daughter later married John Snook, at whose

home Keata spent his last night in Ehgland,

The second Charles Wentworth Dilke had one son,

Charles V/entworth Dilke III, upon whom it is believed he

probably bestowed too much attention. Though not an intel-

lectual, this son became an eminent man. He was extremely

royalist, was a good friend of the Prince Consort, and came

to be regarded in Europe as an authority on horticulture and

truck-gardening. He was one of the main promoters of the

Great Exhibition of 18^1 and of another Exhibition a decade

later, for which service Queen Victoria bestowed upon him a

baronetcy, which he accepted against his father's advice. He

died in 1869, leaving two sons, Charles Wentworth Dilke IV

and Ash'aon Wentworth Dllke (I85O-83), This fourth Charles

Wentworth Dilke, generally called Sir Charles Dilke, 2nd

Baronet, edited the Papers of a Critic , a two-volume



selection of his grandfather* s writings on the eighteenth

century. He was a proi'dnent ra'^lcal politician and extensive

traveler in Prance, Italy, Russia, the United States, and was

the author of several books. He had an only son, Charles

Wentworth V, third baronet, who was a civil servant, and died

without leaving any lineal descendants,

Pllke was self-educated, Farly in life he accept'^d

a position in the Navy Pay Office, a position which his

father before him had held and %*iich Pilke continued to hold

until the office was abolished in I836. This unpretentious

occupation, though not very remunerative, afforded Dilke

ample time for extensive reading and literary research.

Before he was nineteen he laarrled Maria Dover Walker, who was

noted for her gaiety, beauty, and gentle disposition. Sir

Charles Dilke, her grandson, after her death in I850, reports

that she and Dilke "lived in the most complete happiness for

more than forty years. "^

Dilke bec?an his extended publishing career by editing

In l8ll;-l5 a Continuation of Dodsley's Old Enpilish Plays , In

which ho Intended to present not especially the best works of

particular writers In the Fllzabethan pf.'riod, but rather to

make public the best plays that were not generally available

In print. In the opinion of ; ost readers the critical

2 Vols,
^Dilke, Papers of a Critic , ed. Sir Charles Dilke,
(London, 1«75), I,~p. 72.
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judgnent he exercised in the editing of the Continuation of

Dod3le7*s Old Enpilish Plays

^

was painstaking, accurate, and

just. The result was that Gifford, editor of the Quarterly

Magazine, spoke highly of him, an endorsement which helped

Dllke to achieve early recognition as an acute critic. This

reputation was raade y* t more substantial as a result of

Dilke*s many contributions to various inagazinea from iBlij. to

1830, In January, I818, Dilke succeeded John Keats as theat-

rical reviewer for the ChaTgpion Maf^azine , though Dilke did

not remain in this position for wore than two or three months.

Either as e<^itor or as contributor, Pilke had pub-

lishing relationships with numerous periodicals of his time*

Sir Ch'^rles Dilke details in his "Memoir" in the Papers of a

Critic some of Dilke »s contributions to various journals, A

political pamphlet in the form of a letter to Lord John

Russell, published separately in l821, appears to have

attracted njuch attention for its radical overtones. In l822,

in addition to Dilke's contributing to the London Review and

Colbum's New lonthly , Charles Brown confidently asserts that

some of Dilke' 3 articles were republished In the Parisian

Literary Gazette, edited by aalignani,3 Sir Charles Dilke

^Hereinafter referred to as Continuation ,

3Dilke, Papers, I, p, 1^; no oeriodical by that nam©
is apparently in existence now, --ind a thorouKh investigation
in the Library of Congress and in the British Museum fails to
reveal any trace that such a perioiical ever existed,
Galignanl was in 1822 editor of The Paris Konthly Review of
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erroneoualy records that In I823 Dilke wrote In the London

rtagazlne as "Thurusa."U Other contributions appeared In

Colbum'3 ^Tew Monthly , "^oveniber, 1823» and In the Petro-

3 'ecl:ive Review , March, iP?^. ?fora I823 to l825, he was one

of the coterie writing for the London Magazine , along with

Lamb, Hood, Reynolds, liazlltt, "oole, Talfourd, Bariy Corn-

wall, Allan Cunningham, De Quincey, jeorge Tarley, Hartley

Coleridge, and others. T^nice Is best remembered, however,

for his articles in the Hetrospectlve Review, which was con-

cerned only with authors before I80O, and for his political

articles in the Westminster Review, which claiiuec! to no great

literary pretensions but was a propaganda d3vice for the

Benthamites*

In 1826 'Oilke went to the continent •.•;lth his son,

whom he left in Charles Brown's care, ani visited Keats's

tomb. He continued imtil I830 to write for various magasines,

p^rtlculnrly the ITew Monthly Magazine . In that yeir he

gained sole control and three-fourths ownership of the

Athenaeum . V/ith cool-headed, deliberate Judgment, with

fierce honesty, with d<irlng and precarious Juggling of prices.

British and Continental Literature , continued in I823 as
G'-.?Ll).';na'iii« 3 ;£.:^azine and "''arls .fonthly Review . These holdings
in tne British Museum were destroyed during World War II.

^Ibld. ; from 1820-30, no articles are signed by that
name; "The 1 sit la" and "Thurraa, " however, do appear, and Sir
Charles' memory may have been faulty hsre.
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and imdcubtedly, with some pure luck, tJllke succeeded grad-

ually In establishing this journal not or.ly on a paying

baaia, but also aa the leading magazine of its type. During

this tine he wrote comparatively little, yet he contributed

roo^e than Sir Charles "Hilke and others give hira credit for

writing. Leslie A. Ifarchand's notes of the Harked File of

the Athenaeum^ point out at least twenty-five articles of

Dllke's, not to Mention those unsigned articles appearing

almost weekly. Most of these are of no great literary value

except insofar as they illustrate a nethod of reviewing.

In l8Jf6 Dllke resigned editorship of the Athenaeum to

become nanager, vTlthoiit salary, of the Daily News , which was

at that time in a precarious financial position. Sir Charles

Dllke records that the newspaper was only three months old

when Dilke was first called in as "consulting physician."

The purpose In securing DUke for the position was to estab-

lish the newspaper on a sound financial basis. In a short

time he was vested with absolute power in all business

matters. He was second in corairjand, with the right to dis-

charge any of the staff except his chief editor and friend,

John Porater. Using the same strategy he had employed in

Increasing the circulation of the Athenaeum , Dilke immedi-

ately lowered the price of the paper to one-half its original

^Collected by Professor Marchand for research on the
Athenaeum ; A rtirror of Victorian Culture (Chapel Hill, IS^.!)
from the offTce of the New Statesman and Nation,



coat and gained 1^,000 new readers. His announced Tilaii was

to establish "a daily newspaper which shall look for support,

not to comparatively few readers at a high price, but to many

at a low price. "^ Even so, the newspaper did not fare well

financially. Dilke, after all, was not editor, and the

powers he did have were limited to financial matters. In

effect, it a -'Dears that the wishes and political affiliations

of many proorietors were at cross-purposes, so that it was

difficult for the editors— at first Porster and then Pickens

—to maintain harmony and satisfy everyone, a condition that

militated against the newspaper's chances for solvency. Nat-

urally, Dilke* 8 position of rendering substantially remuner-

ative the conflicting propositions of various proprietors

oroved even more difficult. He had signed an agreement to

serve as i-anager for three years, and at the end of his term

in the spring of l8i4.9 he submitted his resigjiation. The

following letter "in the name of the staff," showing an

esteem for him as a man and as a superior, was sent to "Dilke:

I am sure there is not an individual connected with the
Daily Newa—wLio icnowa ltd true Intcre it3--wao will not
look on this day as the blackest in its calendar, for
today, I am told, you finally retire from tiie tunaoe^ient
of the paper. ... in/ithout your energy and consummate
skill, the naily Nevjs would have died a few nonths after
its birth.

Judging from expressions v/hich I have heard since
your intention to retire became known, I am certain that
from the suta-editors oown to the sifjallcst boy, there is
not one in the office that has had direct communication

^Dilke, Papers . I, p. 62.
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wlth you, who does not look upon your loss as a personal
misfortune. There has been such perfect reliance in the
justice of even your censures, that I never yet heard a
man say he was aggrieved by the severest of them, and
when you found room for praise and gave it, the recipient
felt he had something to be proud of ,7

Although Dilke did not irieet with such financial success in

this venture as he did with the Athenaeian , he was in some

measure rewarded for his efforts, since the newspaper had

attained greater solvency when he left it than when he

assumed managership.

This resignation marked Dilke»s retirement from pub-

lic life. His remaining fourteen years were devoted to lit-

erary research and to the education of his grandson. In

18^0, when Iferia died, T>ilke toured Scotland and Ireland

(1851-185^2), during which time he "corresponded incessantly

with his daughter-in-law, to whom he was much attached."®

His grandson reports that in nearly all these letters Dilke

showed himself to be, like all old radicals, a violent Tory

in everything but pure politics. He rails against the cities

of Manchester and Leeds, probably because of their railroads

and manufacturers, and defends Bristol because "it has a

human heart in it," Sir Charles explains that Dilke 's liking

for Bristol was largely attributable to his fondness for the

old book shops he found there.*' He returned in lQ^2 to live

7lbld., pp. 69-70.

^Ibld., p. 75.

9lbid.



with his son, to whom he assigned most of his pror)erty.

At this period In his life Dilke had, aside from lit-

erary research, two paramount interests: the education and

rearing of children—applied In a practical manner to his son

and later his grandson~and the mismanagement of the Literary

Fund, a foundation organized to aid literary figures in finan-

cial need. In the opinion of Dllke's friends, his strong

sense of the family bond caused him to worry too much about

his son Wentworth's progress in school. In a letter to his

brother George, Keats writes concerning Dllke's unusual

Interest in his son:

Dllke has continually in his mouth "My Boyl" . . . One
would think Dllke oupht to be quiet and happy—but no

—

this one Boy makes his face pale, his society silent and
his vigilence Jealous. ^^

PeriifiDS Kejjts was Justified in censuring Dllke on this matter.

But Dllke realized and perhaps excused, as Maria did, his

overemphasized interest in his son's welfare. In a long

letter to Wentworth in Italy he writes:

I ou^t to be in bed, but somehow you are always first
in ray thoughts and last, smd I prefer five minutes of
gossiping with you. . . . How, Indeed, could it be
otherwise than that you should be first and last in my
thoughts, who for so many jrars have occupied all my
thoughts. For fifteen years at least it has been my
Pleasure to watch over you, to direct and to advise.
Now, direct and personal interference has ceased. . . •

It Is natural, perhaps, that T should take a greater
interest than other fathers, for I have a greater inter-
est at stake. I have but one son,^^

lOLetters of John Keats , ed. B. Porman (London and
New York, 1952), p. 3^1^^

•^^Dllke, Papers, I, r>, l8.
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As to the education of children, Dllke seta forth his theory

and offers advice In a letter to Wentworth, after the iwmnep

of Lord Chesterfield, but with infinitely more of affection

and tenderness and probably with considerably less expesta-

tion that it would someday be examined In the cold light of

research:

I like your purchases, and envy you the pleasure of
reading the Letters of the Younger Pliny. You seem to
have something of your father and of your grandfather in
you, and to love books; but do not mistake buying them
for reading them, a very common error with half the
world. If you have, as I hope, bought Terence, and
Plautus, and Valerius Maxlmua, and the others , because
you intend to read them, and if you do read them in defi-
ance of the little difficulties you will at first meet
with, you will very soon be of my mind; there will no
longer be much occasion for me to think for you, or to
advise youj the thing desired will be accomplished. Once
feel the pleasure of learning, or rather of knowledge,
and I cannot conceive a man ever forsaking it.^^

Dilke offers his son advice about books and how to use them.

Perhaps he had in mind Bacon* s famous esaay on this subject;

the terse, brief, and to-the-point style indicates as much:

If you buy what you do not intend to read, your library
is no better than a curiosity-shop, A library is nothing
unless the owner be a living catalogue to it. I do not
mean that you ought not to buy what you cannot immedi-
ately read, or read through; some books are to be skimmed,
others are for reference, others are to be read, though
not at that time,-'-3

Then Dllke advises his son concerning the Importance of Latin

and Creek, advice which is ccaisistent with his Interest In

12lbld .. p. 21.

13lbid.



the classics. While he does not expect nor desire his son to

be a great Latin or Greek scholar, he does wish him to know

and understand Latin as well as English. His reason for

stipulating such a naatery of these languages Is that such

proficiency Is the beat and moat direct means to acquiring

general knowledge. Though Diike considered a knowledge of

the classic Latin and Greek writers necessary to the educa-

tion of children, these Interests must not be so all-enrros-

slng that factual, practical knowledge Is neglected,

I should recormend you to run over Virgil's Bucolics.
In Italy you will find the very scenes. After such
reading, a walk will illustrate Virgil, and Virgil
exnlaln a walk. Keep your mind always awake to what is
going on about you—to the habits of people, especially
the ootintry neople, Tret Into talk with thera, observing
their rnanner of cultivation, the rotation of crops, the
price of land, both for nurchase and rental. This Is
knowledge, and knowledge gained by merely opening your
' -^rs and your eyes. It costs no time, no labour, no
money, 1^-

In addition to Dilke'a interest in the education of

children, he held some definite convictions concerning child

psychology, Wher his grandson was about eight, Dilke wrote

Mary, his daughter-in-law, a long and interesting letter on

the subject of rearing children. Ho beriins by a kind of

analysis of thouijht cmd behavior suggestively modem in

its attitude but replete with understanding and sympathy:

The subject is to me one of the deenest interest and
ever has been. . . .Children live wholly in the present.

14Ibid,
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The past is with them clean gone, and the future unlcnown

and lindreamt of. You may easily make them actors, and it

is thoup-ht a fine thlnF when they are actors. You may

even make them artful, cunning, hypocritical, but you

cannot alter their nature. They are still children. You

may make them miserable for a moment by bringing the past

or the future before them a£ if i^ were the present , but

leave nature play for an hour and they are living only in

the present again. You cannot trifle with this part of

child-nature without fearful mischief to the moral

future.^5

The child's awareness only of the present, Dilke seems to

imply, is responsible mainly for misbehavior. He suggests,

moreover, that it is useleas to attempt to instill in chil-

dren at this age a sense of the future or past. This kind of

knowledge must come with time, and correction must be admin-

istered accordingly:

They are not corrected at all by external force. The
fault remains, viith hypocrisy superadded,—cunning to

conceal. The only true correction is self-correction,
and this must be coasequent on increased knowledge and
enlarged sympathy and feeling. It is well to direct a

child's attention to a bad habit and to help him correct
it; but only to one error or habit at a time. To attack
all is to keep up a worry, in which all the authority
derived from affection is lost.^^

The predominant ideas in Dilke' s scheme of child psychology,

then, anpe^^ to be sympathy and knowledge. Prom these the

parent gains parental respect, but he must not abuse that

respect for authority by being too critical: "only . . . on©

error ... at a time." The wise parent will not concern

himself much with the child's little mistakes in the growing-

up nrocesa:

l^Ibld., p. 7k»

l6ibid., op. 714.-75.
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Children are children as klttena are kittens. A sober
sensible old cat, who sits purring before the fire, does
not trouble herself because her kitten is hurrying and
dashing here an^ there, in a fever of excitement, to
catch its own tail. She sits still and purrs on. People
should do the same with children. ^7

Because he applied these psychological and educational prin-

ciples in the rearing and education of children, Dilke lived

to see their happy fruition in his grandson: "What a bless-

ing that boy has been to ray old agej"^°

dike's other great interest, beginning when he was

forty-seven and lasting into his seventies, was an attempt

to bring about reform in the Literary Fund, As early as

1836, he had expressed in a letter to Britton, Junius schol-

ar and antiquary, his interest in the correction of certain

abuses in the administration of the Pttnd, In this letter h«

confesses himself pleased that his "eternal opposition" at

the Literary Fund meetings had not been mistaken for "per-

sonal and fractious carping," He explains his reasons for

his opposition;

I should not, indeed, presume to question the decisions
of the committee, if they were but consistent, but rather
my own Judgment. . . . All I want is some well-defined
and intelligible course of proceedings, some recognised
principle that we nay rest on and refer to as a rule of
conduct, *-°

17ibid,, p. 75.

^".Stephen Gwynn and Gertrude Tuckwell, Life of Sir
Charles Dilke , 2 Vols. (London, 1917), I, p« k^

l^Dllke, Papers, I, pp. k^-hk*
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Dilke then points out several Instances of aoparent inls-

manageraent

:

It stands recorded on the books that the largest sum of
money (double the a!r;oiint of any other vote) was given to
the widow of a mewber of the committee— a nan who had
died possessed of i-7000. V/hen this fact was proved—and
it was proved, though the committee would not furnish
the proof— it was stated that the -loney had been voted in
error. '.Vhat, then, is so reasonable as to inquire how the
comr.ittee were led into so extraordinary an error? Who,
according to the established forms, applied for the
grant •» Who certified to the "distress"? And yet, for
want of such certificates, I have seen fifty cases
rejected. No trace was to be found on the books or on
the papers. Was it on the representation of a member of
the committee? Who moved and seconded the resolution?
Aga5.n, money was lately voted to one person gs the widow
of a literary man, and a few months afterwards there waa
a second voted to a second widow. How was the committee
misled in the first instance?^©

The interest in this organization continued to grow until

1858, when, together with Dickens and Porster, his former

co-workers on the Daily News of a decade before, Dilke

launched an attack on the current management of the fund and

called for reform.

As stated by Dilke, Forster, and Dickens, the case of

the Reformers waa as follows:

. . . The Literary Fund Society is a Society of abuse,
because it is ".ovemed, in direct opooaition to the evi-
dent and exoressed intention of its Charter, by an irre-
sponsible Committee; because it limits its proceedings,
in direct opposition to the evident and expressed inten-
tions of its Pounder, to dealing with the followers of
Literature as beggars only; and because its enonnous
annual expenditure will not bear comparison with the
expenditure of any other similar institution on the face

20ibld., p. i^.
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of the earth. 21

It Is reported by Norman MacColl, however, that although the

reformers had the best of the argiorient, they had the worst of

the voting, 22 The three leaders in the revolt, with the aid

of Lord Lytton, then attempted to foiind the Guild of Art and

Literature, which, it la further reported, did not meet with

the success anticipated. 23

Dilke's political opinions changed very little

throughout his life. If he was not so outspoken, it was

because the times had changed, not his own views. He pro-

fessed himself to be a RRdlcal early in life, and he was

remembered later for his controversial contributions to the

Radical Westminster Review . As Carlyle did later, Dilke in

1821 vigorously advocated the repeal of the Com Laws. He

addressed to Lord John Russell 2i|- a pamphlet in the form of a

letter, which he later had Rodwell and rfertin publish under

the title "The Source and Remedy of the National Difficultiea^

deduced from the Principles of Political Economy." In this

pamphlet he remarks that he believes Lord Russell to be

21charles W. Dllke, Charles Dickens, and John Porsteiv
The Case of the Refowners in the Literai'y Fund (London,

^^Nornan I-fecColl, "Charles Wentworth Dilke," t^NB , ed.,
Steph«i and Lee, (London, 1917), p. 982,

23ibld .

^In one year Russell Introduced three reforms in the
House of Commons about a decade later.
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sincere and zealous In his public opinions and conduct and,

because of his youth, not likely to have his understanding

clouded by eatabllsher? theories. Having been convinced by

one of Russell's essays that this author was inclined to

liberal principles, Mike set forth certain arguments In

favor of the laboring classes:

. . . the richest nations are those where the greatest
revenue Is raised; as If the power of compelling men to
labour twice as rnuch at the mills of Gaza for the enjoy-
ment of the Philistines, were the oroof of anything but
a tyranny or an Ignorance twice as powerful. 25

As editor of the Athenaeum , Dilke fought for liberal meas-

ures, such as the unstamped press, 26 Later In life, however,

his Interest in politics became more passive. He declared

that having "once committed myself by trying to take the tin

kettle from the tall of a Socialist," he did not care to get

further embroiled In politics. 27 in l86i|., he was quite sat-

isfied with the British Constitution, He maintained that

each form of government may be good under certain circum-

stances and bad lander others. He believed that no form of

government could be permar-ent, for conditions are not perma-

nent. But in his own ooinion, a democratic form of government

is best:

25Dllke, Papers, I, p. 15.

2oThe "stamped press" was a tax levied against
printed media; Dilke believed that instead of economical, the
issue was political,

27ibid .. p. 47.
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The best rrovemraont • • • Is that which beat represents
the wishes and the feelings of the governed; and by its
plasticity, mobility, adaptability . . . most easily
adopts itself to the varying circumstances and feelings
of the people. In thla respect the British Constitution
has shoxm itself good beyond all the hopes of my early
life. . . ipThe just will of the people peacefully
triumphed, 28

Dilke shared the ODtliiiara of the Romantic poets

about the future. He was strongly influenced by Oodwin,

thou^ unlike the Romantic poeta, who visualized a better

world largely through improved moral and ethical precepts,

Dilke 's hope lay in science and machinery, Barry Cornwall,

a popular author in his day, once leveled Irrocent fun at

Dilke on this score:

Illustrir^ua Dilke,
You are sitting there In all the pride of science,

railroads, your Elyaian fields, chimneys, your delectable
mountains, artesian wells, your castles; and yot with
all this disadvantage and prejudice against me, I drive
on, head foremost, and send you a dozen lines, rendered
literally alviiost from Victor Hugo—a ^©i^tlei'ia^^ o^ some
mark (Cod save itD—and who will be remembered, perhaps,
when Tredgold and the 999 as.iociates have been pounded
and pulverized into fresh raafpiesia, to supply the future
bones of the mechanical geniuses of 1939, V/hy do you,
a man of lar5e heart, take under your wing (your waist-
coat) the wheels, and levers, and cogs, and spinning
jennies of the time. Jennies I would excuse, and even
laud you for. but spinning, jennies are good for nothing
but to spin,^"

Coupled with this faith in the scientific future,

however, was Dilke* s belief that the "humanizing influence

of literature" would keep pace with scientific discovery.

2°Aa quoted in Marchand, p, 31.

^^As quoted in Dilke, Papers . I, p. 37-38,
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Humanlty then would still retain Its Indiviauallty and gradu-

ally become more humane. In a "bowing out" coriraent in the

final Athenaeum issue of I835, Dilke writes:

If literature have its hunanlr.lng influence—and who

can doubt it?—what mighty engines, for the happiness

and improvement of society, are at this moment in

operation all over the worldl30

It Is probable that this "scientific-ethical" optimism

rather took the place of reli;^ion in "Diike,

Concerning Dilke's religious principles little has

been said by himself or by his contemporaries, but what few

comments have been made indicate two things: first of all,

it appears that he was not a firm believer in traditional

Christiarity; and secondly, it appears, as in politics, that

once hi3 mind was made up about matters of religion, he

never changed them. In March, I818, Dilke reviewed in the

Ghamnlon a sermon published by his friend Benjamin Bailey,

who tells a corresr)ondent "for the sake of the book, '^*, I

think, for his own, he had better have let it alone. He is

at best a Sceptic in his principles. "31 Nearly a decade

later in an oft-quoted letter to his son, Dilke, after

acknowledp-ing that his one son "had been brought up dif-

ferently from others," writes that from "the first hour

3QAthenaeuffi . lecember 26, I835, p, 968.

'^Q Keats Circle ,

(Cambridge, igi+B), I, p. 20,
-^•'"The Keats Circle, ed. H. E. Rollins, 2 Vols.
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I never taught you to believe what I did not layself believe.

I have been a thousand times censureci for it* but 1 had that

confidence In truth, that I dared put my faith in it and in

you. "32 It is likely that this "difference" refers to

religious training; otheirwlae, it is difficult to imagine

how Wentworth could be different.

Again, in reference to Dilke*s religion, his grand-

son writes:

ly mother had been a strong Low Church woman, and those
of her letters which I have destroyed very clearly show
that her chief fear in meeting death was that she would
leave me viithout that class of religious training which
she thought esaential. SAj grandfather and my father,
although both of them in their way religious men, (emd
my f-;randfather, a man of the highest feeling of duty),
were neither of them churchgoers, nor of her school of
thought .33

Thus, while it is difficult to generalize about Dilke's

religious views, it is safe to say that he possessed a deep

moral and ethical sense and a profound faith in mankind: a

type of "social perfectibility" optitaism. It appears that

the grandson was correct in affirming that Dilke was

religious in his way.

Dilke's personality was often a matter for conver-

sation among his friends. Perhaps the chord most expressive

of "Cilke's character was rjounded by Keats in a letter to

^^Dilke, Papers , 1, pp. 18-19.

33awynn and Tuckwell, pp. 17-l8,
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George and Georglana at Louisville. Keats in October, 1818,

had called Dilke a "Oodwln Perfectiblly /sic/ ifen,"3l4- and

nearly a year later referred to him a "Godwin Methodist. "35

He perhaps meant by these epithets that Dilke must arrive at

conclusions through very logical, skeptical steps, a trait

which hints at a lack of imagination, though Keats never says

as much. But in the same letter Keats writes:

I wrote Brown a ooraraent on the subject, wherein I

explained vxhat I thought of Dilke 's Character. Which
resolved itself to this conclusion. That Dilke was a

Man who cannot feel he has a personal identity unless
he has made up his Mind about every thing, 3o

Keats felt that Dilke was stubborn and argumentative, always

testing the truth of any assertion, and, at the same time,

obstinate and unchanging in his attitudes. This character-

ization is borne out by Dilke »s relatively unchanging relig-

ions and political ideas.

Of the many features that are prominent in Dilke s

character, the salient one is his cool-headed, deliberate

judgm«it. Even tefore he took control of the Athenaeum ,

he had gained a reputation for sound scholarship, sound

reasoning, and above all, his capability for giving sound

advice. Sir Charles Dilke writes that he ". . . was a man

who made a greot impression upon his friends by the solidity

3^Letter8, p. 23U.

3^Ibid .. p. I4.26.

36ibid .. pp. 1^.25-i|.26.
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of his Judgment. The phrase »con8ult Dllke*''37 occurs

repeatedly in the letters that Keats, Hood, Lady Morgan,

Lamb, and others wrote to various people.

Many letters attest Dllke's good humor, geniality,

and capacity for sympathetic understanding, in spite of

Chorley's testimony of Pllke's "many prejudices":

"To two persons could be more unlike in many matters of
taste, opinion, and feeling than the editor of the
"Athenaeum," the late honoured Charles Dilke, and myself.
But it was impossible to know and not respect him, how-
ever so many were his prejudices (and they were many),
however so limited were his sympathies (and they were
limited), 38

But the Harapstead home was noted for its hospitality. The

pleasant, witty, and pretty Maria and congenial Dilke had,

as a result, almost continuous visitors, Keats' sister,

Panny, more than once spent a pleasant week there, and Keats

himself lived with Brown in Hampstead next door to Dilke,

Keats writes to his brothers that "Brown and Dilke are very

kind and considerate towards me. "39 Dickens, too, calls

Dilke a "capital old stout-hearted man,"^^ and again, on the

notice of Dilke »s death:

You /Wentworth/ know how heartily I admired and respected
him, and what Interest I derived from the association I

37Dllke, Papers . I, p, 26,

3°Henr£ Fotherpjill Chorley ; Autobiop^raphy , Memoir ,

and Letters, ed., Hewlett, 2 Vols. (London, 1H73), I, p. IOI4.,

•JO

^'Letters, pp. 106 and 296,

*^-^John Forster, Life of Dickens. 2 Vols. (London,
l872-7i<.), II, P. 310.
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was 30 fortunate as to have tirith that sound head, and

staunch true heart. Never on this earth shall I fight

any fight by the aide of a more reliable and faithful
man, though I live as long as hel^l

Testimonials to Dilke's honorable reputation as a man are

abundant. Forster, the third member of the "reformers,"

voiced praise for Dilke at his death:

Sorrow may be . . • expressed that no adequate record
should remain of a career which for steadfast purpose,
conscientious maintenance of opinion, and pursuit of

public objects with disregard of self, was one of very-

high example. So averse was I^. Dilke to every kind of
display that his narae appears to none of the literary
investigations which were conducted by him with an acute-
ness wonderful as his industry, and it was in accordance
with his express instructions that the literary Journal
which his energy and self-denial had established kept
silence respecting him at his death. . .

.^'^

rfr. Thoms, who was formerly on the staff of the Athenaeum

under Dilke and who enlisted Dilke's aid in setting up the

new Notes and Queries , wrote:

Mr. Dilke was one of the truest hearted men and kindest
friends it has ever been our good fortune to know. The
distinguishing feature of his character was his singu-
lar love of truth, and his sense of its value and inpor-
tance, even in the minutest points and questions of lit-
erary history. V/hat the independence of English Literary
journalism owes to his spirited exertions, clear judgment,
and xmflinchlng honesty of pumose, will, wo trust, be
told hereafter by an abler pen than that which now
aj;nounces his deeply lamented death. U3

ip-As quoted in Marchand, p. 32«

H-^Porster, II, p. 310. ?orster's last statement is
somewhat in error; in the "vVeekly Gossip" column for the
issue Aug-ust I3, lv%l| (p, 211^.) is the following announcement:
"Died, on Wednesday, August 10, at Alice Holt near Pamham,
In his seventy-fifth year, CHARLES WIJTWORTH DTLKE: who was
for many years intimately connected with the Athenaeum."

^3Dilke, Papers, I, p. 86.
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Mr, Thona had known Dllke for more than twenty years. He

had stated earlier In this article that of the rany contrib-

utors that had 3ubinltt;ed rjapers to yotea and Queries , none

had submitted such excellent ones as had Dllke, In answer

to inquiries of a certain correspondent. Thorns wrote again

the following month:

'Tone but those who know how thoroughly our lamented
friend exhausted every inquiry he took up, can form an
idea of the perseverance and in^^enulty with which he
pursued such researches. He had no pet theory to main-
tain. The truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, was the end and object of all his Inquiries, and
in the search after this he was indefatigable. 44

His contemporaries likewise recognized Dilke's worth

as a literary critic. Flizabeth Barrett told a correspondent

that rilke was not brilliant, but that he was "a Brutus in

criticism. "'•^ Even during Dilke's lifetime. Indeed, even

before the main body of his work was completed, he was an

acknowledged critic. As early as IB36, Ilr, Britton, the

noted antiquary, called Dilke the "first critic" in Fngland.U^

In 18^2, a writer for Men of the Time reports:

TTow ani then he may be seen in the Reading Room of the
British ?4\aseura . , , poring over some seldon-seaiched
page, pr5.nted perhaps by a flying press durln?? the tur-
moil of the Civil Wars, or, it may be, in the less san-
guinary but scarcely less exciting day of "Wilkes and
»1^5," when lord mayors and sheri fs l_t_J bearded Parlia-
ments and r^inisters, and the press was struggling to be

U4ibld.

^^April, 1850, to iMlss Mitford; Letters of Elizabeth
Barrett Browning , ed. P, Kenyon, London, 1^97.

^6r,iike, Papers. I, p. 1|2,
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fpee. In some nuraber of the "Athenaeum" thereaf^^er may
be detected, perhaps, a paper evidently written by a man
who had . . • looked at It, turned it about, exaialned

every passage of its history, connexions and relations,
had tested it by the standards of logic and of strong
copanon sense, and then woixnd up pen In hand, by pouring
out the whole results in some fluent coiurms of type
deserving a more distinctive existence than that gener-
ally attaching to the articles in a weekly journal. 4-'

Dilke's reputation as a critic rests largely upon

his introductions to the plays in the Continuation, his con-

tributions to the London Ma^^azine , and his eighteenth century

studies that appeared in the Athenaeum and Notes and Queries »

But his worth as a literary figure does not reside wholly In

his valuable criticism. His prominent place in the Keats

Circle, his intimate relationship with practically all the

leading literary men of his day, and most of all his editor-

ship of England's leading literary magazine for over a decade

and a half merit for hire a prominent place in the literary

history of nineteenth century England. In the eyes of his

contemporaries, at least of those who knew him, one of his

greatest achievements was hia editorship of the Athenaeum .

In order to appreciate the difficulties facing this editor,

and to evaluate his direct and indirect influence upon the

literary periodicals of the first half of the century, it Is

appropriate to examine the status of these periodicals and

bring Dilke's contribution into proper focus.

klnen of the Time (London, 185^2), p. 123«



CHAPTER II

MAGAZINES IN THE EARLY
NINETEENTH CENTURY

The age in which Dilke lived was a heyday for the

literary periodical. It was a period of tremendous growth

not only in the nvtraber that came into existence but in the

variety of interests that these periodicals served. Peri-

odicals that were started near the turn of the century were

radically different in format, feature articles, editorial

policy, and even day-to-day news coverage from those that

came twenty-five to thirty years later. Owinf^, no doubt,

to the tremendous competition at that time, the later maga-

zines are characterized more than anything else by their

variety. Each periodical appears to have sensed a need

for some neculisr or distinguishing feature. Thus, the

magazines of the l830«s could boast of many features not

found in the earlier magazines.

The political, literary, and even personal preju-

dices that governed the editorial policies of these peri-

odicals were of paramount importance. The industrial

revolution had by 1802 forced issues between Whig, Tory,

end Radical to become sharply defined, while at the same

time the Romantic type of literature, so different from

-33-
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the eighteenth centU3ry*s approach to style, subject matter,

and purpose, was beginning to demand a hearing from the

critics. These considerations were not overlooked by the

editors and the sponsors of periodicals.

The critic as well as the editors sometimes reacted

according to personal, political, literary, religious, or

even mercenary considerations, Walter Graham defines in

part the outside pressures serving to influence literary

criticism of the nineteenth century:

... in two ways the Review of the nineteenth century
differed from earlier periodicals of the same type—it
wes comparatively free from the bookseller's Influence,
and it was affected as never before by political par-
ti sanship.l

Although evidence does not bear out the first of Mr.

Graham* s distinctions, there can be little argument over

the soundness of his second. However, the practice of

securing political backing for nominally literary produc-

tions was not peculiar to the first part of the Roraentic

Period. The eighteenth century, too, had its share of

political propeganda in literary raapiazines. The Tatler

end Spectator , with their compararively pale political

connections, are notable exceptions to the mile. Even so,

the nineteenth century periodical, as Graham states above,

"was affected as never before by political partisanship."

^Walter Graham, English Literary Periodicals (New
York, 1930), p. 227, "
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At the turn of the century noteworthy perlodlcels, osten-

sibly literary, sprang up to disseminate political propa-

ganda. It is true that the Edinbur^ Review was begun in

1802 not primarily as a party organ, although its fovmders—

Smith, Jeffrey, and Homer—were decidedly Whiggish. Wit

and f\in were to be their first concern, Graham explains

that the idea "was not to avoid politics alto,n;ether, but

to allow them to be handled by the partisans of either

camp, as long as they could provide amusement and informa-

tion for the reader. "2 But as Francis Jeffrey gradually

took over complete editorship of the Edinburgh Review , so

did the magazine gradually gain the reputation as a party

mouthpiece. Pux^hermore, Jeffrey's conservative literary

leanings cause him to be remembered for his bed criticism.

In reviewing Southey's Thalaba , Jeffrey says: "Poetry has

this much, at least, in common with religion, that Its

standards were fixed long ago, by certain inspired writers,

whose authority it is no longer lawful to call in question. "3

Such a dogmatic and absolute basis for criticism was out-

moded and could not be reconciled with Romentic experi-

mentetion and novelty.

The Quarterly Review was established in l809 for

the pui»POse of opposing the Whig-governed Edinburgh Review:

2lbld., pp. 233-4.

3lbld., p. 23!^.
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"... it was frankly intended as a party organ, "i}- though,

like the gldinbtirp^h Review, its avowed paramount interests

were literary. Smarting under the Edinburgh Review's

adverse criticism of his Marmion . Sir Walter Scott has con-

sidered setting up a magazine in opposition to the

Edinbur,^h Review's Whigglsh principles. He was persuaded

by Murrey, publisher of the proposed Journal, to be a

member with Southey on the regular staff of the Qu&rterly

Review.5 fhe general political conservatism of the Lake

Poets was irecoming known, and paradoxically enough, as the

Whlggish organ rebelled against the new poetry, the Tory-

minded Qnarterljs: became liberal-minded so far as literature

was concerned, and, in consequence, championed the Lake

School.

6

But if Jeffrey frequently allowed his conservative

bias to affect his literary Judgment of Wordsworth and

others, the Cfaarterly Review's critics evinced an even more

narrow-minded attitude in their championship of the

Established Church, "the palladium of privilec-ed

1953), pp. l|6-7.
^Josephine Bauer, The London Ma.-azlne (Copenhagen,

f-v,. r.A ; ^^L ""^^ °^ *^^ ™°s^ conservative influences in
R^v^^i^'Ji'^ °^.*^f ^^^^^^^IJ P^ns, and helped to give the
ill^r,^ri?'^t°^^ ^ ^"^^^^ °^ y«^^^ th^ characte? of narrow-
?fw^^V''*°i^''^^® ^^^^ «^« peculiarly his own."(Quoted from Bauer, p, 1^.7)

6
Graham, p. 2)4.5,
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Arlatocracy."

Whatever tended to decx*ease geneiral respect for the
eatabllshed order, the Church, the monarchlal form
of Govemrarnt, the laws, the king, and the l&nded
ariatocraey, waa evil* Modified and varied by its
applications, this was always the major ccnsi dera-
tion.

For thia reason, the Quarterly Review , during
the first half of the nineteenth century, earned
a reputation for unfaimees end vitureretlon* The
abuoive and usually T.mwarrented CBstlgationa of
Keats, Lei^^.h Fhmt, Hazlitt, Ltmb, Shelley, Tennyson,
Kacaulay, Carlyle, Dickons, and Charlotte Bronte
owed their vir»ilence to party op raligious prejuric©.7

Probably of this -roup Runt and Razlltt were the chief

antagonists of the Quarterly Review policy. Both their

works and their characters were asaailed, but the ancnyooua

attackers doubtless came off second-best in the articles in

the Eamiainer and in Haslitt'e Letter to rrifford and later

in hia Spirit of the ^ge. It Id said that while neither

side gave nor expected quarter, probably "Hunt and Hizlltt

rather gloried in theee raud-slln.c^in/s, name-calling bettle8.''fi

At any irate, }iunt»s and Hazlitt* s effective defense against

unwarranted attacks in the Quarterly Review probably served

as well as anytiiing else to give that periodical its

deserved bad reputation. It was felt that, in view of the

disfavor the Cucrterly Rrview had brought upon Itrelf, a

new Tory orp;an was needed, /ccord^n ';ly, Vvillioin niecVwcod

"^

Ibid ,

^!3auer, p. k^.
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projected Blackwood's Magazine in Edinburgh, the northern

capital harboring the Edlnburp!:h Review . The Tory raegazlne

purported to offer "more scope for lightness, variety,

humor, and original composition, "9 After some difficulty

with two editors, Pringle and Cleghorn, who, as it happened,

proved false to Blackwood's desi^^n and Joined Vvhig forces,

Blackwood engaged John Wilson (Cliristopher North), James

Hogg (the "Ettrlck Shepherd")* and John Gibson Lockhart,

to assume editorial responsibility. In their first number

they included the famous "Chaldee Manuscript," a somewhat

blasphemous satire giving the history of the Cleghom-

Prlngle episode and saturated with Tory propaganda. This

article resulted In lawsuits, outraged rebuttals, and an

immediate fame throughout the country for the new Tory

publication, "Blackwood was delighted. He cheerfully

paid off outraged individuals, made apologies, disclaimed

knowledge of the contents, end attributed the whole thing

to the injudicious high st^irits of youth, secretly patting

his impudent young crew on the back and encouraging them

in their reckless buffoonery, "10 But while it was true

that as a political instrument Blackwood's Magazine was

9lbld., p. ^2.

IQibid., p. $k*
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unscrupxilous, its relative fairness and linpartlallty as a

literary magazine redeemed It to some extent, John Scott

»

who will never be remembered for iindue kindness towards

Blackwood' s Kap^azine , observed:

Its principal recommendation is a spirit of
life. . • • Generally speaklnn;, it has done important
sei'vice to the cause of taste and truth by its poetical
criticisms: indeed, before its appearance, there was
no periodical work whatever, belonging to any part of
the united kingdom, that could be looked to for a
decent Judgment on poetry, . , . It has vindicated
with ability, energy, and effect, several neglected
end callumniated, but highly deserving poetical repu-
tations,

H

The final contending titan, the first issue of

which appeared in l82i|, was distinguished from a literary

standpoint in that it professed no literary pretensions.

Poetry could not help FJngland "spin cotton or abolish poor

laws or institute free trade, "12 This was the Westminster

Review (1821).), and its radical policy saw fit to castigate

not only the tamer Edinbur,n;h Review or the diametrically

opposed Quarterly Review and Blackwood's Magazine , but

Leigh Hunt's liberal Examiner as well. The Benthamite

school boasted such luminaries as James and John Stuart

Mill and John Bowring, \Vhat literary value this frankly

political ma.7;azine did possess is contained in its book

reviews, and even in these the ultimate purpose is

l^Quoted from Baurr, p, ^l^.,

^^Ibid.. p, 51.
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Utllltarlan propaganda. Furthermore, authors and Institu-

tions under traditional Tory sponsorship finally became

vulnerable to attack. For the first time Sir Walter Scott

received unfriendly reviews, the Benthamite revie^^rers

claiming that his Tory prejudices rendered him unfit for

interpretation of literature. The classics were attacked

by the Utilitarians, Certain books were admitted as bene-

ficial to mankind only because of their tendency to

"... help the more enlightened to share in the sympathies

and xmderstand the thoughts and feelings of a portion of

our fellow men. "13 Finally, the V.'estminster Review vio-

lated the most sacred of publisher's creeds, by modern-

day standards at least, in hiring free-lance reviewers to

spread the word of Jeremy Benthara on well-defined and pre-

determined stands, depending on whether or not a particxilar

book was friendly to Utilitarian thought. One of the few

good things to be said for the literary pretensions of the

Westminster Review is that it is one of the few contempo-

rary magazines favorable to Coleridge, who, at the time

Mill reviewed the Works of Coleridge (1829), was well known

to have Tory leanings. Yet even here the weakness of

biased criticism is well illustrated in the reasons for

Mill's admiration for Coleridge, who, according to Mill,

^3 Bauer, p. ^1
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desired to promote happiness in the world, was a greet

thinker, and evinced a great interest in the individual,

Grahain states that "certainly, only a Benthaitiite critic

would have regarded these as evidences of poetic genius,

and only a Radical would have given such disproportionate

attention and praise to Coleridge's revolutionary poems''ll|

Prom a literary viewpoint these four great periodicals were

anything but impartial, as everyone knew, Durin;^ this time

conscientious men of letters envisioned a literary Journal

noted for its impartiality, re^^ardless of politics, book-

sellers, religion, or familiarity with authors.

What consequently evolved between the years 1809-

1828 was a literary magazine devoted primarily to criti-

cism and "original papers." It was somewhat different

from anything the preceding ages had seen, but more lmpoi»-

tant, it suggested that competition was forcing editors

to ado-ot policies different from those of other contempo-

rary publications. Althou^^h political propa^^anda was not

^^Grahem, p. 253. Still, if we consider needed
reforms brought about largely through the influence of this
organ, much good was accomplished. At least one critic
protests: "Fathers of Philistinism though they were, they
uttered much truth end uttered it bravely and vjith dignity.
One feels that when, in I828, their school already breaking
up, the Utilitarian intellectuals who followed Mill seceded
definitely from the review which they had made great but
which had never been their own, there passed av/ay a glory
from the earth." (George L. Nesbitt, Benthamite Reviewing ,

New York, 1931+, p. 129.)
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yet dorraant, nearly all the noininally literary magazines,

like Leigh Hunt's ExaMner, proclaimed impartiality in

large capitals*

Yet the "new magazine" represented by no means a

break from the past, Aiken's Athenaeiua , an ill-fated

weekly started in 1807, may be remembered for two reasons:

it gave its name to a better and more foirtunate enterprise,

and it incorporated in its colxunns a variety of subject

matter;

. • • not only poetry and essays, but meteorolofrical
rer^orts, discoveries and ir/iprovenents in the arts and
manufactures, obituaries, domestic and foreign occur-
rences, bankrupts, a retrospect of public affairs,
coraraercj^al reports, prices of stocks and agricultural
notes. 1^

These varied additions were by no means new to the early

nineteenth century periodical, and yet it is clear that

such publications began more and more to take on the

appearances of a weekly newspaper,

/side from the elusive ideal of impartiality and

the attempt to appeal to tastes not strictly literary,

there were other less-pronounced differences, if we may

judge from an editorial by John Scott:

The days are passed when Vindex could be suffered
to dispute with Eudosius , through various successive
Numbers, wMch is most eli;;ible—a married or a single
state? When an editor might annoxmce, with self-
congratuletion, a series of Letters from Silvanus on

•^^Ibid., p. 272.
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affectation of manner, or expect Amicus to recruit
his subscription list amongst respectable families,
by recommendinf- the Ladies to read Roscommon's ssay
on Translated Verse, Opinion nov; busies Itself \d.th
more venturesome themes than of yore; discussion must
otart fleeter and subtlex* gamcj excitement must be
stronger; the stakes of all sorts higher—the game
more complicated and hazardous .16

Thus in the accelerated evolutionary process of the liter-

ary magazine it is apparent that competition was forcing

periodicals to appeal for their financial support to a

wider reading public than the merely literary or political.

Leigh Hunt's Examiner (I8O8) could hardly be con-

sidered typical of the new magazine; it was too successful

for that. But it may be considered representative in its

attempts at impartiality, ffunt had fought with Tory pub-

lications, especially the Quartex-'ly Review , for some time.

At the same time hie crusade for fairness in Judging liter-

ary merit was rewarded with fair success:

. . . The object of the paper wes chiefly "to assist
in producing Reform in Parliament, liberality of
opinion in general (especially freedom from supersti-
tion), and a fusion of literary taste into all subjects
whatsoever. It began with beinrj "of no party; but
Reform soon gave it one ,"17

And again, in dismissing editorial policies of rival maga-

zine sx

"There is a flourish of trumpets, and a worm is thrown
up," Hunt proposed IMPARTIALITY in large capitals,
dwelt on the independent intention of the Journal in

•'•^Quoted from Bauer, p. 3i|,

^ 'Edmund Blvmden, Leigh Hunt's "Examiner" locemined
(New York and London, 1928), p. Ix,
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politics, the theatre and the fine arts, assailed

jockeys end cock-fighters, a^d declared NO ADVi:.R-

TISKMF,NTS WILL BE ADMITTED.-*-'

But whether Hunt would have conceded it or not, he was,

by virtue of ©prosing the Tory stand, taking a stand Mm-

self. Politics was still at this tine an ir- ortant factor

in literature. On the other hand, this final statement,

the declaration that "No Advertisements Will Be Admitted,"

refers to his hatred of puffery, the practice of certain

unscrupulous booksellers who woiild pay for a friendly

review. These bookseller puffs, like politics, were yet

another tyi^e of pressure. But for the later efforts of

Dilke, puffery might well have become en instrument of

bigotry, dishonesty, and partiality gross enough to dwarf

the significance of any political unfairness.

The London Review (1809), the New Monthly Ha.s;azine

(l8li|.), the Retrospective Review (1820), and the London

Magazine (1820) to some extent soxinded the alarm for

ixnpartiality and freedom from political bias. Especially

did the London Map:azine and its editor, John Scott, per-

sistently deplore the practice of puffer:,% Their nake-up

was largely traditional, including besides articles of

literary interest, obituaries, narkct reports, and the

like. Yet each claimed a particular province of its own,

and these were, so to speak, their distinguishing features.

i^Ibld., p. xi.
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The discriminating characteristic of the London

Review is that all articles were signed. In the first

issue the editor states:

The Man, who in the genuine spirit of criticism
impartially distributee praise or blame to the work
he reviews, has no more need to iiide l.is name than
the tradesman has, who records himself over his shop-
door; for whom has he to fear, or of what to be ashamed?
Learning has no truer friend; genius no better coun-
sellor, no safer guide.

Every one must confess, that there is a dangerous
temptation, an vmiaaiil-j security, en unfair advantage
in concealment: why then should any man, who seeks
not to injure but to benefit his contemporaries, resort
to it? ... A piece of crape may be a convenient mask
for a liighwayman; but a man, that goes U(>on an honest
errand, does not want it and will disdain to wear
it. 19

For a man on a genuinely "honest errand" anonymity may in

some cases promote honesty rather than fraudulence. Cer-

tainly, Dilke thought so in reference to impartial book-

reviewing.

The New Monthly , too, elected to retain the tradi-

tional make-up of its predecessors. Well aware of the

public's taste and desire, this magazine tamely declares

on its title T>f^E^ for several years its intent at conven-

tionality:

Monthly Mapiazines have opened a way for every kind
of inquiry and information. The intelligence and dis-
cussion contained in them are very extensive and var-
ious; ttnd they have been the mean's of diffusing a
general habit of reading throucjh the nation, which in

19
"^wuoted from Graham, p, 2k0,
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a certain degree hath enlarged the public under-
standing. Hr:T?E, too, are preserved a multitude of
useful hints, observations, and facts, which other-
Vfise might have never appeared, 20

Yet the Hew Monthly fo\md its cause for existence in

opposin the policies of the Monthly Magazine , which the

New Monthly was determined to put out of business. Coming

dangerously close to politics, the Hew Monthly declares:

We need but to cite the Monthly Magazine, whose
Editor, nursed in the school of Jacobirism, commenced
his career as a promulgator of Paine 's Rights of Man ,

and who, with all the consistency of our pseudo-patri-
ots, has of late years been one of the most zealous
worshipers of that Moloch, Buonaparte, The political
poison so artfully introduced into every department of
that work, end mixed up vjith a due proportion of
ribaldry and irrelieion, was calculated to produce a
mischievous impression upon the minds of the unthinking
and inexperienced at home, and to misrepresent and
degrade the character of the country abroad. These
considerations could not but excite in every honest
mind a thorough abhorrence of its principles and a
strong desire to coiuiteract its tendency. To such
feelings the New Monthly Magazine owes its existence. 21

As one might suspect, this periodical proved to be one

whose critical independence was later called in question

for the bias of its editorial policy.

The Retrospective Review included in its "pro-

spectus" a double editorial policy, presumably vmder the

delusion that if one editorial policy would sell, two ought

to sell still better. While stating that it intended to

preserve the interesting form and manner, that is, the

20ibld., p, 28l|.

21lbid,, pp. 284-285.
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traditional makeup of the present Reviews, the rtetrospec-

tive annoxmced certain general pui^joees:

The design of this review of past literature had
its origin in the decisively raodern dirf;ction of the
reading of the preeent day—, it is an attempt to
recall the public fron an exclusive attention to new
books, by making the merit of old ones the subject of
critical discussion. • • • from the nature of the work,
and from our unfeif:7ied horror of either political or
personal Invectiva, we slif^ll iielther reraper the
depraved appetites of listless readers, by piquant
abuse—nor amuse one part of the public, by holding
up another to scorn and mockery;— at any rate, we
shall not be driven to a resource of this description
throU;ih a paucity of interesting matter which we may
Itgitiraately present to our readers. While the present
Reviews are confined to the books of the day, we have
the liberty of ranging over the whole extent of modem
literature. Criticism, which, when eble end just, is
always pleasing, we shall combine with copious and
characteristic extracts, snalyses, and biographical
accounts, so as in some mseasure to supply the dearth
of works on the history of literature In our own
language; for it is to be lamented, that except the
unfinished work of karton, and a few detached _ sseys,
we have no regultr history of English portry—and
that of the prose writers, their lengua^'e, style,
spirit, and character, there exirts no accotmt at all. 22

By showing prejudice to no person or group, the Retrospec-

tive claimed an impartiality attained by no other contem-

porary magazine, Unforttinately, the r>lan of the Retrospec-

tive Review apparently did not offer sufficient attraction

to the "depreved appetites of listless readers," It was

relatively short-lived. The reading public wanted contro-

versy.

One other major magazine, the London Magazine , also

2^Ibld, p. 214.9.
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had Its salient characteristics. The short career of its

admirable editor, John Scott, was distinguished by the

crusading efforts in his editorship of the leading literary

magazine of the day. The London Mapiazine , which proposed

to portray the "mighty heart" of London, soon had the repu-

tation of being "fearless and fair." For a matter of

political principle. Editor John Scott was killed in a duel

with one of Lockhart's seconds,23 While he was editor,

Scott did more than anyone else before Dilke to hold up

to deserved ridicule and scorn the growing practice of puf-

fery. The London Magazine lasted not quite a decade, but

vol\ame for volume, it probably contains as many as or more

literary masterpieces than any magazine before or since.

It accepted or rejected contributions according to strict

literary merit, from radical Dilke through middle-of-the-

road Lamb, to conservative DeQuincey,

In this milieu of literary periodicals Dilke made

a career for himself and gave needed direction to subse-

quent literary, political, end social criticism. These

were periodicals "in their palmy days," writes an anonymous

commentator in Men of the Time a generation later. And it

23
Lockhart, one of the editors of the Quarterly

Magazine , engaged as a second Christy, whom Dilke reraembers
meeting "before and after" and who seemed to be a "mild,
eniable man."
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is against this backgrotmd of political, literary, reli-

gious, or professional bias that the Athenaeum under Dilke

ultimately attained marked success as a thoroughly inde-

pendent magazine: independent of politics, though Its

editor professed himself a radical; independent of puffery,

though its early publisher was the most notorious of all

puffing publishers, Henry Cobum, The first editor was

James Silk Bucklnr;ham, who v*rote in the first issue In

January, 1828:

We shall endeavor . • • first to lay a fotindatlon of
solid and useful knowledge, and on this to erect a
superstructure of as much harmony, ornament, and
beauty, as our ov^nn powers and the encoiiraging cid of
those who approve the design, will enable us to con-
struct. If the edifice so reared be v;orthy of the
name we have chosen for It, and, like the Athenaeum
of antiquity, should become the resort of the most
distinguished philosophers, historians, orators, and
poets of our day,—we shall endeavor so to arrange
and illustrate their several compositions, that they
may themselves be proud of the records of their fame,
and that their admirers may deem them worthy of pres-
ervation among the permanent memorials of their times. 2i|

If ever the Athenaeum became "the resort of most distln-,

gulshed philosophers, historians, orators, and poets of our

day," it was not to Buckingham's credit. He simply had too

many experiments going at one time to do Justice to any of

them. The fortunes of the new magazine varied considerably

for the next two years, finally being offered for sale at

the ridiculously low price of eighty poxinds. There were

no buyers. Then in I83O Dilke became its editor and three-

fourths owner.

^Athenaeum, January 2, I828, p. 2.
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Under Dilke's regime the Athenaeum was established

on a sound financial basis; its success i^ias astounding even

to contemporaries. In time it achieved the position of

undisputed pre-eminence among literary magazines. It was

respected for its honesty, accuracy, and most of all, for

the cinisadlnf? efforts of its editor in naintEining complete

freedom from ell outside pressure, Chaptfr III of this

dissertation is devoted to an enelysis of the Athenaeum

under the editorship of Dilke,



CHAPTER III

CHARLES WENTWORTH DILKE AND THE ATHENAI.UM

Though many Journals from I808 to I830 appear to

have made honest and conscientious attempts at imparti-

ality, few, if any, gained the confidence of the public.

Eventually political, literary, or puffery interest

prevailed in spite of good intentions. Purely personal

vituperation, as in the case of Hunt and Hazlitt, and to

a lesser extent, Keats, appears to have declined somewhat.

The Quarterly Review in I833 was less enthusiastic about

Tennyson's poems than it might have been if Tennyson had

not been one of the Cambridge Apostles, a frroup of yo\ang

men who fought for reform mainly throu-'h the church. 1

While Tennyson tended to exaggerate the treatment he

received at the hands of Gifford and Croker, the editors

of the Quarterly Review , it is not unfair to suripose that

high Tory principles in a r>oet still meant more to these

editors than Tennyson's actual merit as a poet.

In addition to the pressures upon him from politi-

cal owners, the church, and practitioners of puffery,

Tennyson was more than usually sensitive to criti-
cism; actually, the review is only slightly caustic,

-51-



Dilke had at least one other problem to contend v;lth— fin-

ances. While the Athenaetim appeared reasonably prosperous

and maintained a front of dignity and respectability from

1628 to 1830, it belied Its appearance with its forced

variations in price, its number of issues per month, its

changes of proprietorship and editorship, end even its

name. After only six months of ovmershlp, James Silk

Buckingham in June, I828, sold his stock to Maurice, one

of the Cambridge Apostles, and others of his friends.

The Athenaeum , tmder the editorship of Maurice, was prob-

ably financed by the Cambridge Apostles.

By this time the journal was becoming an "organ"

of propaganda for the Cambridge Apostles. The editor ej:id

his associates were upright, conscientious, sincere men,

devoted to the principles of fair t lay, but their affili-

ation with the Cambridge Apostle e^roup resulted in blatant

and overt propaganda. As a consequence the Athenae\im*s

policies were right or wrong detending on its readers'

sympathies. R. C. Trench, in sympathy with the new pub-

lication, wrote to a correspondent in 1828:

That paper, the Athenaeum, which by-the-by, is entirely
written by Apostles, should it obtain an extensive
circulation, is calculated to do much good. It Is a
paper not merely of principle, but, what is elmost
equally important, of principles— certain fixed rules
to which compositions are referred, and by which they
are judged. In this it is superior, not merely to
contemporary papers, but to the reviews of the highest
pretension.^

^Quoted from Marchand, pp. 10-11,
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On the other hand, a writer in the relatively Independent

London Map;azine did not share these sentiments concerning

the Athenaetim*s publishers, who were to him "a set of

dreaming half-Platonic, half-Jacob Behmenite raystica, who

hate all useful arts, think it vulgar to talk of free trade,

pay no attention to literary novelties, and consider educa-

tion a disadvantage. "3

The Cambridge Apostles were intelligent, devoted

yovmc men and included among their membership Jotin Kemble,

Lord Tennyson, Arthur H&llam, and R. M. Milnes, who later

wrote the Life of Keats . They dreamed of peaceful reform

in the vjorld mainly throu-'h the church. Maurice, editor

of the Athenaeum and one of the most active members in the

society, had {^ood intentions and worked t owards strict

impartiality. But in spite of his determined efforts, the

magazine wps soon knovn to be published by men having like

principles.

The Apostles who strove for impartiality, doubtless

believed that they had attained it; but they could, in fact,

lay claim to little more of that elusive ideal than any of

their contemporaries. To one acquainted with the history

of periodicals to I83O, it would seem that complete imparti-

ality towards friends, booksellers, religion, politics was

^Ibld., p. 12.
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virtually impossible, especially when compounded in an

editor v.'ith inconipetence, narrovmess, ignorance, or other

defects.

Early in I83O, the Athenaexam end London C'ronjcle

once more changed its name to The Athenaeum and Weekly

Reviev/ of English and Forei.r?i Literature , Fine Arts end

VJorkg of Eaibelli shment snd was sold to Holmes, a printer.

In May, lB29, Maurice had resigned and John Sterling had

become editor, in which position ho reraeined even after

Holmes had become ovjner. The entire stock of the

Athenaetun was renuted to have been offered for sale

shortly thereefter for eighty pounds. Financially, it

had not proved a success.

That the fortunes of the new magazine were in a peril-

ous state was no secret to the British reading public. If

it x^ere to survive, something had to be done to rescue the

Athenaeuai from the oblivion into which it was rapidly

sinking. Accordinc to Professor Marchand, something was

done

:

/in/the early uonths of IR30 it began to be apparent
that some new blood had come into the menageraent as
well as the contributors' lists of the Athenaeum.
There was more liveliness and satiric runch in some
of the reviews. Incr- ased attention was given t-
foreign literature, both in reviews and in correspond-
ence from Vienna, Madrid, Naples, Rome, Florence,
liunlch, Berlin, and St. Petersburg, as well as Paris.

4

^Ibid.. p. 2U,
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sterling had called In j>om the London Magazine , which had

failed and ceased ^ ublication the preceding year, a ntjmber

of competent men, among whom were John Reynolds, /.llan

Cunningham, Charles Dance, perhaps also Thomas Rood, Charles

Lamb, end Dilke, The "Prospectus of the New Series" for the

issue of January l6, 1^30* stated that the literary manage-

ment would continue to be "under the direction of the

parties who have hitherto conducted it," but that "a (^reat

accession of literary talent has been secured, • . by

engaging the aid of several eminent and popular authors."^

It is difficult to say exactly how much influence

Dilke exercised on the management in early I83O. That he

had at least a partial interest by January is evident. At

this time one of Dilke 's favored proJects--that of essi n-

ing specialists to review works in certain fields—was

beginning to be evident, as the notice "To the Reader"

which appeared in the issue for February 27, bears out:

The departments of the Pine Arts, the Sciences, and
the Drama, are all under the direction of separate
individuals, distinguished by their attainments in
the part allotted to them; and even in the Literary
Reviews, the same classification has been carried
into effect to a de -ree, it is supposed, hitherto
unattempted.°

This practice of having specialists in their various fir Ids

do the reviewing apparently was, as the articl< states,

^Ibid .

^Ibld., p. 25.
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"hltherto imatterapted," but In later days the Athenaeum

could point with pride to Ita record of "specialists,"

even though many of their articles were unsigned,

Marchand conjectures that Dilke was probably responsible

for this innovation, even though the first major change

under the new editorship occurred in June, 183I, after

Dilke had been editor for about a year. It was apparent,

notwlthatandlng the new talent, that some drastic meas-

ures were necessary to '<eep the Athenaeura
^

from financial

ruin. It had never been a paying venture and for most

of Its short period of existence had been actually a

burden on the proprietors* purses. Dilke, apparently

about the first of the year 183I and apparently without

support for his proposal from Reynolds, Hood, and perhaps

other stockholders, considered lowering the price pep

issue to one-half its original cost, from eightpence to

fourpence. His proposal was not viewed with favor by

other proprietors, notably Reynolds and Hood, who objected

strenuously to the slash in price for fear it would give a

tatterlsh character to the Journal. Consequently, Dilke

took his friends' advice—for a tlrae, at least. But in

June, 1831, the price was lowered not to the "respectable"

sixpence, the figure Reynolds would tolerate, but to Dilke 's

original suggestion of fourpence; whereupon Reynolds and

probably Hood sold their shares of the Athenaeum to Dilke,
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though both continued to be close friends of Dilke and to

contribute to the magazine for raeny years, Seys Sir

Charles, "The chtn'^e was made. . . • end with magnificent

results."' On the second dey after the price-cut the cir-

culation increased to six times its former sale, or to a

phenomenal 18,000. At the same time Dilke annoimced to his

readers that the change would have been effected at the

first of the year but for the entreaties of "earnest friends

who advised aftalnst price reduction." Directed probably to

these "earnest friends," Dilke 's next issue attempts to

justify his hopes for such a large sale:

If the readers of Literary Papers be so limited as they
imagine, who were the thirty thousand purchasers of the
early volumes of the Family Library?—who the fourteen
thousand purchasers of the Lives of the Painters, a
subject limited in its Interest to the highest and most
refined class of Inlorraed mlnds?8

Six months later Dilke wrote concerning: the success of his

venture that the Athenaeum maintained a circulation greater

than that of my other literary paper, tna still later that

the Athenaeum's "success has been more rapid and complete

than any in the history of periodical literature. "9

But this was only the first step of mrny throu.^hout

the years in the struggle to keep the periodical from falling

"^Dilke, Papers . I, p. 26.

^Quoted from Merchcnd, p. 37.

^Ibid,
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financially, '.ir Charles Dilke writes that in l8ij.O, ten

years after Dilke became editor, the Athenaeum's dividends

were yet very small:

It was now a success, but not yet a financial success,
if past losses v/ere added to the vrpong side of the
account. It was paying well, but had not repaid the
money vihlch had been sTonk on it at first. It was
fifteen or twenty years—from I83O—before this was
the case. , , ,

^^

Prom the beginning Dilke realized that to keep the

Athenaeum solvent he must establish a well-reco.<5nlzed,

clear-cut editorial policy. Years of experience and obser-

v&tion had convinced him, too, that the Athenaeum trademark

had to be genuine, as the majority of its predecessors were

not. Dilke chose as that trademark impartiality.

The cry for Impartiality had been echoed by honest

and well-meaning editors for a long while, by Leigh Hunt,

by John Scott, and by a host of others. In varying degrees

they had all failed. Dilke saw that impartiality necessi-

tated alienation from all influences, and this required

drastic actions on the part of an editor. He had seen

enough of literary periodicals to know that the success of

such a venture depended almost entirely on the character

and principles of its editor. His consequent actions, for

which he has been mildly criticized, can perhaps be better

appreciated if considered against the background of maga-

zine history.

^^Dilke, Pap, rs . I, p. kl.



One such Instance of ixapai^lclity was Ids refusal

to enter Into society, to communicate in fact with no one

In a social manner except a few old anJ established friends.

Furthermore, he insisted that his staff follow his example,

one that proved irksome to many of his employees, Chorley,

an old Quaker and music critic for the jounitl, wrote to

Dllke in I83I1. to ask permission to attend a social function

at Lady Blessington's. Dilke replied that he may attend

"because she is Lady Blessington, " but to go nowhere else.H

Other measures were taken to insure impartiality.

Dilke made it a practice to keep the identity of his re-

viewers a well-guarded secret. Sir Charles Dilke tells of

a "wigsrinp:" Chorley received from the editor for confes-

sing to Miss Mitford that George Darley was the author of

an article in the Athenaeum . ^^ While other less scrupupulous

editors used anonymity as a protection, Dilke looked favor-

ably upon it as still another aid towards honesty and fair*

ness. He took care that the author of the book to be re-

viewed should not be acquainted with the reviewer. Dilke

and Reynolds had a slight altercation over that matter at

one time. Reynolds had written to Dilke to request

^^Ibid.. p. 31.

^^ibld., p. 33.
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perraisaion to review a pai'tlcular book, only to receive a

veiled reply in Dilice's inquiry as to whether Reynolds

knew the author; whereupon Reynolds answered: "... you

may consign it to some independent hand, according to your

religious customs, I, alasl loiow author and bookseller, "13

It was an unkind cut, but this was not the first or last

instance of strained relationships between Dilke and

Reynolds. Nor was it the only incident in v^ich the editor

suffered for his principles. To the poet Robert Montgomery,

who had sent some works to his home, Dilke writes:

I am sensible of your kindness, but it has ever been a
rule with me since ray first connexion with the
Athenaeum to decline presmts of books from authors or
publishers. Even duplicates have invariably been
returned. There have been raeny occasions when the abid-
inf' by tills rule has given me pain and has had the
appearance of affectation and pretence^l^l-

And there were occasions, of course, when the editor had to

assert himself In no uncertain terras to publishers, to dis-

gruntled authors, and even to staff members. This tough-

minded streek In Dilke vjas doubtless In great part respon-

sible for the Athenaeum's ever-rising reputation as e fair

and Just journal. In a letter to his Perls correspondent

he administered a tongue-leshinf; for the letter's xmsaga-

cious acceptance of advance prints:

-^^I^id., p. U5.

^^•Ibid., p. 38,
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I cannot let a single post pass without replyln'^ to
your letter. You have, it appears, been In corarauni-
cation with the principal publishers in Peris, Having
accepted advance- sheets you are unable to condemn
their works, V.'hat then is the value of your criticism?
During the many years that I heve had the Athenaeum I
have never asked a favour of a publisher. Favour and
independence are incompatible. It is no use iHider these
circ\imstances for you to send me reviews at present, l5

This tough-minded resistance to outside interference

extended also to authors, Mr, Atherstone, who was treated

rather harshly for his Fall of Nineveh , "writes in a rage,

and is told in reply, that the only three definite state-

ments that he makes are all, without his being aware of

it, absolutely unture, and that he »hes moreover, been only

tickled, not tomahawked. ' "16 Finally, as illustrative of

the lengths to which Dilke would go to keep from compro-

mising the dignity and honor of his Journal, he writes to

a firm complaining that Alaric Watts gave en unfavorable

review of a book because he disliked its author:

It is utterly false that Mr, Alaric Watts is, or ever
was, connected with the Athenaeram. After this, I need
scarely add, thst he did not write the review of Mr,
}"^»'s book. I nov; submit that I ought not to rest con-
tent with your stating this fact to Mr, R, for the
purpose of "disabusing his mind," I care not in what
ridiculous suspicions the raortified vanity of a weak
man may find a consolation, - ut he has, it appears,
stated these circumstances to others; circumstances
which, if true, seriously affect the character of the
journal, and, I think, I have a right to require,

^^Ibld,, pp, k^'k9*

l^Ibid,, p. 31;,
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either that he give up his authority, or admit in
writing, that he is aatiafied there never was the
slightest foundation for such an assertion,-*-'

Dickens was probably Impressed most by this trait in Dilke

when he called him a "car)ltal old stouthearted man,"!^

A third major obstacle that Dllke was forced to

overcome in his crusade for independence was political and

religious pressure brought upon him. This might have been

a difficult one for Dllke, for early in his career he was

known to favor liberal measures and to hold somewhat unor-

thodox religious views. Even during his editorship, he

never made a secret of it. But he circumvented the issues

rather neatly in that he would allow no reviews or "original

papers" to appear in his Journals that might raise political

or religious controversy. The Athenaeum was, after all, a

literary magazine.

We do not concern ourselves with politics—our paper is,
as it professes to be, a sanctuary for literature and
literary men; and when compelled to notice political
works, we confine ourselves ususLLly to an exposition of
the writer's views, and express our own opinions rather
of the manner than the matter of the books. ^9

An instance of his eagle-eyed scrutiny of what went into its

pages la afforded in one of Elizabeth Barrett's letters

wherein she agrees to do a series of articles on "Christian

^^ibid,, p. ks,

^®Porster, IT, p. 310.

^^Athenaeum, July 10, I830, p. l\.2$.
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Greek Poets" under the stipulation that rhe vill avoid con-

troversial theologiciil :aatters,20 iZuch was Dllke's safe-

guard against possible misinterpretation of the Athenaeum's

neutral policies. The Ijcaininer a score of years earlier had

proclaimed "impartiality" oy "being of no party," but having

been drewn into political controversy, "reform soon i^ave it

one, "21 The only safe method was for Dilke to ]?efrcin alto-

gether from taking- tildes in such controversial issues.

Still another complaint against periodical reviewers

in the l830's was that personal likes or dislikes for the

authors of hooks reviewed were deciding factors among the

critics rather than any intrinsic merits of the books them-

selves. To this charge Dilke aa d his staff could F,lve assur-

ances only that such was not the policy of the Athenaeum .

Commenting on a:i article appearing in a rival ma^ezine, the

Souvenir . Dilke agreed with the editor that book reviews are

Influenced too much by private feeling:

... it is a charge to which all criticism ever has
been, and ever must be subject; end against which the
Athenaeuji does not affect to have any special armour of
proof J we have warri hearts in our todies, and not flint
stones; and there is no doubt we know our friends from
cur enemies. But vjhat is the amount of the possible
wrong Jud,3r;ient from this wr-cng bias?—out of five hun-
dred works reviewed, we do bt if twenty, or even ten, be
written by friends or enemies, 22

20^ ^^ ^ r.Letters^ I, p, 9 ,

2lBlunden, r. ix.

^^Quoted from Marchand, p, 109i
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Perhaps the Athenaevun had no Impenetrable armor, but

Dllke was too modest in saying that It had none at all. In

view of his social policies, not only for himself but for

his regular staff as well, it is safe to assume that the

Athenaetim was less vulnerable to private feeling than were

most magazines. Furthermore, Elizabeth Barrett vrrites in

at least two letters that it was Dllke' s specialty as a

critic "to consign his most particular friends to the hang-

man, "^3 though this last statement is largely without foun-

dation in fact. In accordance with his policy of delegating

reviews of books to staff nembers not knowi to the authors

of the books they were reviev;lng, Dllke rarely reviewed

books of his friends at all, excepting perhaps, those of

Hood and one or two others. On at least two occasions,

however, Dllke may have written imfriendly reviews of books

of his friends. 2^ The first was the Polish Tales by tirs.

Gore, a rather popular romance writer of the time, who had

temporarily turned from her medium of insipid novels to a

more scholarly experiment in Continental works. Bellowing

the practice of the majority of Victorian writers in hinting

for a favorable review, she unquestionably took advantage of

Dllke' a friendship by very subtle measures:

betters, to mas Mitford, I, p. l+l;6.

2%hat is, if Charles Brown in 183$ can be called
Dllke 's friend. See Dilke-Brown-Keats controversy in the
following chapter.
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I should feel grentlj obliged If you would not rotlce it
at all , unless, indeed, you find that it contains sorae-
^ini^ demanding renrohation. As you ray Imagine there
is something niysterioua in this Medea-llke proceeding
towards ray offsrjring, I ou'^ht to add that n;eneral corn-

mend ation has rendered me somewhat ashamed of ray sickly
r>rop;enitu-"e of fashionable novels, and that I have now
in the press a series of stories founded on the history
of Poland, which I ho'ie will prove more worthy of
attention, 25

!ira. Gore got her wish. Sir Charles Dilke reports that lii

a book review the "Polish tales were damned. "^^

The second of two reviews of ^akespe^re'a Autobi -

ographical Sonnets by Charles Brown was unfavorable. Brown

claimed that Shakespeare's sonnets, correctly arranged, pro-

vided a reasonably complete history of the poet's life. The

theory was violently attacked by Dilke with the assistance

of another reviewer in the Athenaeum by referring to Brown's

volume as "a silly book."^'^ Dilke made good his promise to

his readers that regardless of its author or publisher, a

good book would be referred to as a good book, while a bad

one would be treated according to its deserts.

In the Athenaeum '

3

fight for recognition as a truly

Independent journal, Dilke had to combat the practice of

puffery, which had grown so entrenched that it was all but

expected by the litersury nubile. The situation was made

25Dllke, Papers, I, pp. 314.-35.

26ibid., p. 35.

^^Keats Circle, II, p. 33.
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even more compllcatefl for Dllke In that Henry Colbum, the

most notorious of all puffing publishers, had ovmed a half

Interest in the magazine under the editorship of Buckinghan.

Evidence that Colbum »3 methods we^e knovm to all even in

IS28 is afforded in Buckingham's assurance to the readers

that no bookseller interference would be tolerated:

Mr, Colbum has, In the iTiOst open and explicit -manner,

disclaimed all exercise of authority, or interference,
even in the mlnuteat particular, as to any matter con-
nected with the Literary raanagenent of the Work; leaving
to -tne the sole and undivided power of doing whatever I

may think just in this respect ,28

In justice to Colbum, it can be said that he never became

affiliated with magazines for political reasons. He was, in

fact, concerned solely with making money by paying or other-

wise Influencing editors for a friendly review of one of his

books. In this practice he seems to have been quite suc-

cessful. He owned stock in a number of puffing magazines,

such as the New Monthly , the Court Journal , the United

Service Journal , snd the Literary Gazette , which claimed in

1830 to enjoy "by many thousands the greatest circulation of

any purely literary paper,"^^

Colbum had no monopoly on puffery. Charges were

hurled back and forth at various editors and booksellers, and

it appears that only Colbum was insensible to their tatints.

^^ larchand, p. 102-103.

^^Ibid., p. 103.
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The several professedly Independent magazines and their

puffing -nubllshers took great pains t o give cominendatory

reviews of mediocre books. More than one of these "inde-

pendent" editors who Joined in righteous Indignation at

these practices were rot wholly sincere* It is obvious that

this dunllclty greatly hampered Dilke's crusade In stamping

out such unsavory practices.

The Athenaeum articles on puffery were sli^tly

different from those in other magazines, in that those in

the Athenaeum sounded rore honest, sincere, and aemitive to

the evil* IMquestionably, the Athenaeum attacks x^ere more

specific. With the aid of Reynolds and Picken, Dilke

singled out individual publishers and individual magazines

that puffed for these publishers and called them by nane.

The Athenaeum held It the duty of an Independent Journal to

protect the unwary reader from the "arts of the Insldlouji

advertiser." Only a month after he had assumed editorship,

Dllke levelled a barrage at the Literary Gaaette . which had

attacked Lamb's Album Verses only because^ as Pilke stated,

"the volume was published by Moxon and not by Colbum."30

The New Monthly, the Literary Gazette , and the unethical

practices of the publishing firm of Colbum and Bentley were

largely the tar^^ets of the Athenaeum's attacks. At the same

time, the Athenaeum nrofessed itself careful to "call a good

^°Ibid., p. 125.
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book a good book," regardlega of Its publisher. That the

reviewers on T^llke»3 staff did In fact guard against favor-

itism towards books of other publishers is manifest in even

a cursory examination of the Athenaeum . Because 15ilke

transferred most of the journal's strenr^th from "original

papers" to reviews of books, most of the books reviewed were

those published by Colbum and Bentley. Of these far more

are friendly than othen-rise.

Even so, when the ;\thenaeum found evidence of

puffery. It religiously and vociferously prcclairaed it as

such, A typical exarnple of Dilke's methods may be observed

from his review of Clarence ! /, Tale of Our Own Times , pub-

lished by Colbum and Bent ley, who had inserted advertisements

and commendatory revlevrs In Journals under their control:

Will those deceotions "stretch out to the crack of
doom"?—is there to be no end of them?—"another and a

seventh"?—yet "another"?—nothing but falsehood's Issue?

—T'Tothingl and, backed by the Literary G-azette and half
a dozen journals of their property, to say nothing of

the whole press of England, their xmwilling friends—but
friends nevertheless, as all must know who !<now anything
of the good service of advertisements to a periodical—
what need they care" the book is sold before the decep-
tion Is knoim, "Clarence, a Tale of Our Ovm Times,"
will of course be supposed, by thousands, to have some
reference to the life of a certain illustrious personage.
No such thing— It has no imaginable connection--the name
is an Impudent Imposition, Surely the very footrsen and

the ladles' maids, the wost hungry after such anecdotes
and slanders as the title promises, cannot be gulled and
disapnointed forever. Why "Clarence" is, in reality, a

miserable clerk in an insurance-office, living somewhere
in the back settlements of !S^ew York, who takes into his
care and house a more miserable man than himself, a Ift*.

Plflvel, who turns out to be his own father, and who, on
his death-bed. Informs his son that the real name of the
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faisily is ;ieither Flavr.l nor Carroll, but Clarence . • .

and this is sufflolent for a title-page, and out comes
"01?!rence, a t^^le of our own Times I" Tt Is no \x9e

wasting words on these shameless proceedings—we have
here 'lone our duty to the readers; and the public, vrho

put their trust in paid puffs and title-pages, may buy
the volumes .31

A few vreeks later the /'thenaeiam levelled s double

attack on publ5.sher3 and titles; this particular review

concerned Lady Charlotte Bury*s Journal of the Heart , which

was published, as iiost "sensational" volxines at that tirae

were, by Colbum and Bentley. Aside from the evidence sug-

gested by the Marked Pile, Dilke's authorship of the review

is ir,anifest in the peculiar humor and TOock-serious attitude,

in the pendiant for quoting Sliakespeare, and in the quiet

and gentle di^^s at authors and readers who bare their pious

and uninteresting souls to the public. In the course of th«

review Dllke speaks somewhat condescendingly of the "aris-

tocratic authoress" and of her feeble claims to literary

distinction:

The piety indeed la sometxraes a little too obtrusive,
and occasionally assuraes a sing-song tone in its redo-
loncy of conrdon-place, x/hich not even the pious who have
any remains of taste can well bear; nevertheless, the
little of the reflective and essayical which the volume
contains, shows the authoress in a point of view 30 per-
fectly funiable, gentle, and benevolent, and, withal, so
anxious to convey warning and instruction, that v;e, of
the republic of letters, are almost In love with the
aristocratic authoress, who, coming into that republic,
shows so enthusiastic and 3elf-humbling an affection for
her species. . . .32

3lAthenaeum, August 7, I830, p. i}.8l.

32ibld., August 21, 1830, p. ^17.
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The quiet allusion to the pious vdao have any "remains" of

taste could not have escaped Dllke's nore sophisticated

readers, nor could his mock-enthusiasra of his "perfectly

amiable, gentle, and bcsnevolent" authoress*

Then dropping the playful and mock- serious tone to

assume that of defender of good books, Dilke lashes out at

the puffing practices of Colbum and 3entleyi

Ten thousand tiraes i.iore mischief is done by puffing and
commendation than by all the weapcais of ridlciile that
critic ever vjlelded. The slov ripening of genius--the
indefatigable perseverance of learning, have no chance
in this age, leaving literature to fight its own battles,
good books would have their sale, and precedence, and
honour—for honest men and honest critics would coiicaend

them; but what a publisher wants is commendation for his
bad books,--^

Then refreshing the reader on the Athenaeum ^s previous con-

demnation of the first volume of the Juvenile Library , Dilke

says, assuming critics to be honest men:

. • • Bidicule . . . would have consigned it, as we did,
to the trunk-makers* and honesty would have recommended,
as we :3id in the sanie riuiaber, Pryse Grordon's ileaioirs, as
a good gossiping entertaining volume, by the same pub-
lishers, V/ould Messrs, Colbum and Bentley thank ua
for this? Assuredly not. Viliat they wanted was, commen-
dation for the bad book and the costly speculation • • •

it is in literature an it is in alms-giving, the good and
deserving are robbed of that which is given to the idle
and the unworthy. • • , A great deal more mischief is
done by puffing pid pampering iiabecillty than strangling
a stray genius, 34

In such manner the all-out fight against puffery wao
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carried on through almogt successive numbers for years.

Every conceivable method, every resource, apparently was

employed to Its fullest extent In stamping out this intol-

erable practice. The Athenaeum called attention to adver-

tisements, notices, and sometimes reviews in other magasines

of books that were not yet even published. The battle with

the dragon of puffery was carried on throughout the l830'«,

though repeated assurances, always premature, that the fight

was won appeared from time to time in the pages of the

Athenaeum . But by I8I4.O no reader of what was by then the

naticm'a largest literary periodical could fail to be well

informed concerning the vicious practice. Dilke's stubborn

perseverance was rewarded by an increasing trust in and

respect for the Athenaeum . He was as successful in exposing

bookselling malpractices as he could reasonably expect to be.

By 1850 puffing was the exception rather than the rule; a

paid advertisement was labelled as such; a dishonest critic

found it increasingly difficult to gain a few pounds on the

side. The public was puff-conscious, and puffs were there-

fore less influential with the public,

Dilke carried on other projects and arguments, and

espoused other caus*is during his period of editorship, as

for example, the championing of the lonstamped press, the

fight for stronger copyright laws, and an attack on Tflss

Martlneau»s supernatural beliefs in hypnotism. But his
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greater concern—that of establishing In the public mind

the fact that the critic and his criticism must be free from

all influences—was recognized and honored in his own day.

In our day, Joumalisra and criticism owe DllVce a great debt

for proving that liapartlallty is possible.



CHAPTER IV

DILKE»S PERSONAL AND PROPESSIOKAL
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CCNTEMPORARIES

Dllke was on very friendly terras with a large number

of literary men and women of his time. An Interesting aspect

of the Romantic period is the curious interrelationship

between many of the major and minor flftures. Starting with

Byron and Shelley, one may trace intimate friendships through

nearly all the men of letters of the second generation of

Romantic writers as well as most of the first. The nucleus

of these almost-phenomenal links is the so-called "Keats

Circle," of which Dilke was one of the three or four most

important members. It was through John Hamilton Reynolds,

the man who was most responsible for the formation of the

Keats Circle, that Dilke met Keats. •' Dllke 's close connec-

tions with this circle is important not only for his intimate

friendship with the poet, but in his later relations with the

surviving members of that group, most of whose names or sig-

natures occur regularly after articles on the pages of the

^Reynolds is ultimately responsible for introductions
of Keats to Brown, Rice, Bailey, Taylor, and Hessey. It is
not known how or when Dilke met Reynolds, but their friend-
ship is known to have begun before I8I7. Before this date
Reynolds had shown great promise, had in fact been classed
with Bjrron and Shelley as one of the greatest poets in England.
Reynolds had met Keats probably through Hunt and Haydon,

•73-
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London Jfegazine

•

Sir Charles Dilke writes that his grandfather's "most

affectionate friendship" was with Keats. 2 After Reynolds

introduced Keats to Dilke, a meeting which orobably took

place no later than January or February, I817, they quickly

became Intimate friends. In a short tirae the V/entworth

house, as Dilke named It, became a social center for the

Keats circle. The first mention of the Dllkes by Keats la

In a letter to Reynolds, dnted March 1?, I8I7. By September

of that year, Keats had spent some days at the Wentworth

home; and In a letter to the Reynolds sisters the tone of a

passage wherein Keats jokes at the Dilkes* expense offers

reasonably strong proof of their quickly ripening friendship:

• • . tell Dilk /sic/ that it would be perhaps as well if
he left a Pheasant or Partrlge alive here and there to
keep up a supply of Game for next season—tell him to
rein in if possible all the Nimrod of his disposition, he
being a mlfrhty hunter befor(e) the Lord—of the Manor,
Tell him to shoot far and not have at the poor devils in
the furrow—when they are flying he may fire and nobody
will be the wiser. Give my sincerest Respects to Mrs
Dilk saying that I have not forgiven myself for not having
got her the little Box of Medicine I promised her for her
after dinner flushings—anr' that had I ranalned at
Hampstead I would have made precious havoc with her house
and furniture—drawn a great harrow over her garden-
poisoned Boxer— eaten her Cloathes pegs,—fried her
cabbages frlcacced (how is it spelt?) her radishes—
ragouted hor Cnions. . . ,3

For half a page Keats tells how he would have harassed '4rs.

^Dilke, Papers , I, p. 2.

3Lettera , p. U2,



Dllke had he remained at Hampatead, A short time later Keats

wrote to Dllke to request a copy of Sibylline Leaves ; by

December, I818, probably leas than a year after their first

meeting, Keats apparently saw Dllke and Maria dally.

One Important result growing out of Dllke 's friend-

ship with Keats Is the theory of "negative capability," the

desirable state of mind that Is content with "not knowing,"

Unouestlonably, nany of their discussions centered on philos-

ophy and aesthetics; it may be assumed that such discussions

between the impressionable, idealistic Keats and the opin-

ionated, logical Dllke usually got nowhere. It was Dllke,

however, who In a negative manner motivated and ultimately

convinced Keats of the value and necessity of "negative

capability." In December, l8l7» Keats writes to his brothers;

I had not a dispute but a disquisition with Dllke, on
various subjects; severed things dovetailed in my mind,
and at once It struck me what quality went to form a
Man of Achievement especially in Literature and which
Shakespeare possessed so enormously—I mean Negative
Capability , that Is when man is capable of be;jig in
uncertainties, 'ysterles, doubts,
reaching after fact and reason, 4-

'ysterles, doubts, without any irritable

Dllke naturally would have been unsympathetic to any theory

that favored contentment with half knowledge. That he chose

to disagree with Keats about the matter is quite understand-

able to all familiar with their attitudes of mind.

The theory of "negative capability" is essential to

^Ibid,, p. 71.
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the main body of Keatsian aesthetics. Again and again Keats

Insists In so many words that a wearisome "striving after

fact" Is no way to arrive at truth. Dllke, says Keats,

would never arrive "at a truth as long as he lives; because

he is always trying at It."^ The imagination arrives at

truth intultivel?;, and that is vrhat inalces a thing of beauty

a joy forever. According to Keats, one has merely to accept

a thing of beauty as auch; it will remain a thinr?; of beauty

without the help of aesthetic explanation or apology, Dllke,

along with the majority of mankind, who are not gifted with

a Keatsian imagination, must test the "truths" of beauty

discursively. Incapable of enjoying the spontaneous, intui-

tive qualities of the imagination. Dllke, who was a sound

scholar and an outstand5jig exponent of hard-headed logic, was

aoraevihat of an enigma to Keats. This striving after factual

verification In Dllke, however, was largely responsible fop

crystallizing in Keats' mind the working thesis of negative

capability.

6

Early in 1818, the friendship continued to mellow.

Keats writes to his brothers "I and Dilk are getting capital

Friends—"7 and "I an a good deal with Dllke and Brown, we
Q

are very thick; they are very kind to me* ..." A partial

^Ibid., p. 1;26,

^See p. 7^.

Letters , n. 7^,

Qlbld.. p. 106.
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gllnpao of hl3 indebtedness to Dllke la revealed from a

passage in a letter to George and Tom, wherein he stated

"I am in the habit of taking my papers /of the Endynion/ to

Dilke*3 and copying there; so I chat and proceed at the same

tlrne."*^ During this time Keats was preparing copy of

Ehdynion for publication, apparently doing most of his copying

at rilke's. At the ben;inning of May the poem was oubliahed,

and Keats soon began to make plans with Brown for a walking

tour of Scotland and Ireland. Beginning about this time,

hov/ever, Keats was dogged by disappointment and misforttme of

one kind or another. In July, he contracted a violent illness

of throat ulcers, from which he rever fully recovered; Brown

wrote that Keats would have to return to London, To Dilke,

however, fell the unpleasant task of informing Keats of his

third brother Tom's Illness, v/hich task he performed when

Keats arrived at Harapstead about th« middle of August, in a

physically depleted condition.

In September, Dllke received a letter from Keats, who

was 111 and who had "bpcorae worse after getting well."-^^ But

the clc^e attachment bik^ large philosophical and aesthetic

deliberations between the two friends continued despite Keats'

many troubles:

^Ibld., o. 88.

^°Ibid., p. 215,

llAt this time Lockhart violently attacked Keats'
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I have been over to Dilke'a this evening, . . • there
with Brown we have been talking of different aid Indif-
ferent Matters—of Euclid, of Metaphislcs of the Bible,
of Shakespeare. . • .12

About this time Keats met Pam y Brawne and almost imraedlately

fell in love. Dilke apparently thought well of Fanny,

although he felt that their engagement was a "bad thing for

them."13 He and Maria realized Keats 's and Fanny »s recip-

rocal love and foresaw the irapasse that was bound to come;

hence, Dilke^s pessimism.

rhe gradual realization of frustrated love and morbid

premonitions of death most certainly had debilitative effects

on the mind and personality of Keats. ^m- During this period

of despcaidency Keats made unkind remarks about certain of his

friends, even triough Dilke was spared Keats' moat unfeeling

condemnations. But these were the ravings of a sick man.

poetry, political principles, and personal habits in the
"Cockney School" articles In the Quart ez'ly Mar^aaine . Caring
for his dying brother Tom aggravated his o\m Illness to a
great extent. Tom's death in December played no small part
in forcing FCeats' mind to dwell on thoughts entirely out of
keeping with his nature.

l^Letters. p. 237.

^3D-ilke, Papers , I, p. 11. Keats met Fanny at Dilke 's

home after he returned from his Scottish tour. They became
engaged four months later.

^M-Although Keats appears to have remained friendly
with Dilke until his death, at times he could not bear to
"endure the society of any of those who used to meet at ELm
Cottage and V/entworth Place" (Letters , d. ^03). Keats made
other unfeeling staternents about his friend Brown, but at
this period in his life Keats made many resolutions and con-
tradicted himself a week later.
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They were In no way Indicative of the happy evenings spent

at the Dllkea, copying Bidymlon and chatting, or meditating

on Euclid, metaphysics, and negative capability, or fencing

with Maria with celery stalks. These earlier days are sig-

nificant of one of the warmest and nost memorable friendships

in the Keats circle and of Dilke's part in helping to shape

Keats' aesthetics*

Dillce's associations with the Keats circle after the

poet's death are Important for the influence he exercised in

both the welding together and the subsequent splitting

asunder of the surviving membership. He was from the time of

Keats' death in 1821 to Charles Brown's departure for

Australia in l8[p. at the very center of an explosive contro-

versy concerning the disoosition of various Keatsian relics.

The controversy between Dilke and Broim stemmed largely from

a disagreement over the finances of George Keats, the poet's

youn 'er brother. Brown charged that George had knowingly

swindled his brother John out of a sum of money. Dilke'

s

defense of George caused friends of the original circle to

alispi themselves on one side or the other; as a result, long-

lasting friendships were broken. But more important, both

factions refused to surrender to any prospective biographer

the literary remains of Keats for fear that George might be

treated in a manner not to their liking. As long as Keats'

friends were in disagreement as to George's relationships
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with the poet, no biography of Keata could be written,

Dllke conalfJered for a long while writing the Life of

Keata himself, Tfeny letters from I82I4. to I838 passed between

Dllke fiuid George Keats, who Implored Dllke to undertake the

"labor of love," as Dllke termed It, He was promised all

assistance possible by George, Reynolds, and others. But

his being unneutral thwarted the project and posed an insur-

mountable obstacle: the opposing factions would not surren-

der to him the unpublished works of Keats,

The argument between Dllke and Brown over George's

finances lasted over a period of seventeen years. In l82i|.,

George appealed to Dllke to convince Brown and Haslsun, both

of whom had for five years sent George taunting letters, that

George was guiltless of any unfair financial transactions

regarding his brother John's funds, Dllke sent the infor-

mation to Brown in Italy, and two years later visited him,

at which time Dllke left his son Wentworth under Brown's care

for over two years. Brown must have realized Dllke 's com-

pliment in so doing. There, as Rollins suggests, Dllke and

Brown discussed George's fate amicably.^^ But Brown in 1828

remained unconvinced of Georpe's Innocence, and the taunting

letters continued to arrive at George's home In Louisville,

Brown was determined that the world should know of George's

duplicity, Dllke was equally concerned that his friend be

^^Keats Circle I, o, Ixvlli,
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cleared of the gross charges made against him. Prom l829 to

1833 Dilke and Brovm exchanged Insulting letters. Finally,

Brown ceased all correspondence with Dilke and began to write

a ifemoir of Keata ; whei»eupon George empowered Dilke to invoke

copyright laws to prevent publication of Keats* material

without Dilke 's consent. With Dilke, therefore, rested the

final flecislon as to vAio would be Keata* biographer.

Hampered as he was by the unavailability of Keats*

xmpubllshed works, Dilke could only join in the almost unan-

imous condemnation of the haphazard attempts of others to

furnish a biography of Keata. He and other close friends of

Keats had been shocked at the announcement by John Taylor

in August, 1821, of a forthcoming biography so soon after

Keata* death. ^^ Steps were taken, notably by Dilke, Reynolds,

and Brown, to prevent publication. In 1828, however, the

bare outlines of Keats' life were published by Hunt in Lord

Byron and Some of His Contemporaries and in The General

Biographical Dictionary. Dilke was in complete sympathy with

George* a displeasure In Hunt*s association of Keats with the

so-called "Cockney School" of poets:

Hunt*s sketch is )-ot altogether a failure but I should
be extremely sorry that poor John's name should go down
to posterity associated with the littleness of L. H., an
association of which he was so impatient in his Lifetime,

^°Sevem, who had been with Keata at his desth, was a
close friend of John Taylor and had kept In touch with Kests'
friends through him. Taylor asked Severn for Keats' papers,
but Severn had Judiciously forwarded his Keatsiana to Brown,
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He speaks of him r7atronizln;?ly, that he t^jould have
defended him against the Reviewers If he had knovm his
nervous irritation at their abuse of him; the fact was
he more dreaded Hunt's defence than their abuse—You
know all this as well as I do, . . ,^'

And in a letter to Dilke, Brown derides Hunt for making Keats

a "whining, puling boy.''l6

Because George empowered Pilke to invoke TDOwers of

copyright to prevent publication of Keats material without

Dilke»3 consent, it was not until l8l|.6, twenty-five ye^rs

pfter Keats » death, that Richard Tftlnes was finally approved

as a suitable biographer by all factions. He was an outsider

to whom each member could in good conscience surrender valu-

able Keatsian relics. However, during the previous decade.

Brown had, after many fal<?e starts, completed a brief Hemoly

of Teats * Correct 5ji feeling tliat a life without the poems

is of Fierely nominal value. Brown had passed his memoir

around in manuscript. It was circulated and lauded for some

time until Severn sent It to Dilke in l8i}.l, after its author

had enigpated to Australia. Dilke was thoroughly dissatis-

fied with Brown's representation. The criticisms he sent to

"Severn were unsparing in their deatructiveness of Brown's

version of Brown's and Keats' relationship, and Brown's dis-

honesty in this regard probably irritated Dilke more than any

l^Keats Circle, I, p. 313,

^^Charles Broim, Life of John Keats , ed. Dorothy
Bodurtha and V/illard Pope (London, New I'ork, and Toronto,
1937), pp. 9-10.
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other single aspect about tha memoir. His expose was dam-

aging to Brown In that It showed clearly thst the latter

attempted to establish himself In Importance far above that

of Keats' other friends. It shows, too, that Brown was not

truly magnanimous (during Keats* most destitute period; In

fact he char/^ed him for room and board. Finally, Dllke shows

Brown sacrificing sound scholarship for personal glory.^^

In l81|6, having secured Pllke's blessing, Milnes,

later Lord Houp^ton, was industriously gathering materials

for the proposed Life of Keats . He was Brown's harDpy choice

for a biographer, ^rlor to his departure for Australia in

I'^ll-l, Brown had relinquished to Milnes all Keats* unoubllshed

material In his possession. Formerly a Cambridge Apostle and

a poet himself, Milnes was a great admirer of Keats, though

he had not Imown hlra personally,20

Dllke was pleased with ^^ilnes as a biographer and

helped him with "letters and remembrances," "^ates, locations

of published and unpublished poems, and anecdotes. In relin-

quishing his own Keatslana to Milnes in I8I4.6, Dilke expressed

^9se© Keats Circle, II, pp. IO3-IO6.

20^"George died without hope of ever finding a suitable
biogripher to perpetuate hla brother's name, and, without
Icnowing any more of Milnes than that he was a friend to Brown,
probably would never have relinquished John's works to that
biographer. But John Jeffrey, who married Georgianna after
Georp-e's denth, was contented with the choice, provided that
any nrofita, if relinquished by Milnes, should revert to the
children of George,
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hls own satisfaction that Milnes had rid himself of "poor

Brown's prejudices:"

VJhen I lived at Hampstead Keats was at my house generally

half a dozen times a week, so that few letters passed. I

have added a few of Georne's which throw a light on char-

acter. These I would not have entrusted to any one who

had not got rid of poor Browns prejudices—for George in

his admissions to a' friend & his desire to state the

whole truth, does not do justice to his own case, as I

could prove. I have numberless others from George but

relating to the nrivate affairs of the family & the

Settlement with his Sister, lAiose Trustee I ara,*^^

In December, l8l|.6, Dilke persuaded Reynolds, the last of th«

circle of friends to be so convinced, that Milnes was a suit-

able biographer.

In August, I8I4.8, the first full-length biography and

poetical works of Keats was published. Milnes was praised

from every side for his diligent research and handling of

difficult matters. Even Keats' friends were well satisfied

with his representation, and nearly every one of them wrote

letters of congratulation and gratitude. It appears that

Dilke, however, was one of the least enthusiastic of that

group of friends. His annotations in Milnes' Life of Keats

show that he was more than once Irritated at the treatment

of various details concerning the relationships of friends

within the circle. ^^ However, the two Athenaeum reviews, at

21
Keats Circle , II, r>. 161.

^%is incisive notes and comments lead Rollins to
believe that "he could have done an infinitely better job

than Milnes" and that he was the member of the circle "best
fitted to give an accurate, factual biography." (Ibid . I,

p. Ixxxv.

)
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least the second of which Dilke probably wrote, were favop-

able#^3 Hi3 letter to Milnes, on the other hand, was not

without overtones of regret. Although few others of the

group of friends speak of errors at all, Dillce complained of

at least three: Bailey, whom Milnes had quietly buried in

1821, was still living; and John and not George was the

eldest of the brothers. But probably the greatest cause for

Dilke 's coolness was the treatment of George. Milnes had

evldeitly absorbed enough of Brown's prejudices to assume

that John, with or without good reason, had been ai^noyed with

George over finances. Dilke and Reynolds would not concede

this point at all. Milnes struck what he thought was a

happy compromise and was willing to assume no ulterior

motives in George, but felt that John was careless about

money matters, Dilke in a letter to jMilnes hints already of

a second edition wherein the truth shall be made known:

... I am sure you meant to be not only Just but kind.
But poor George is, it appears, dead, and I am only the
more anxious that the truth % the truth only should be
told of him. You must equally desire it—and therefore,
on the chance of a second edition, I will express a wish
that you would, some leisure nomlng, put down in black
& white, John's known <»/ unavoidable expenditure, &-. then
tell me what was the nosaible 'remainder' in Dec^^ l8l9
or Jan7 1820 from which George could have taken any
thing. 2I4.

Dilke 's numerous notes in Milnes' Life of Kenta

evince his recognition of Brown's penchant for assuming the

^^Athenaeum. August 12 and 19, l6k8, pp. 789-79I;
82I4.-827.

^Xeata Circle. II, p. 250,
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role of magnanimous patron and father-confessor. One such

instance of Brown's influence ia to be found in a passage in

Milnes wrongly implying that Brown intended to follow Keata

and remain with hlra in Italy, Opposite this passage Dilke

writes in obvious disgust; "This MJ^ Milnes must have stated

on the authority of Brown and no other—What are the facts?

Keats embarked in Sept^ l820 & Brown was then in the River

/Phe Thames/^^—Keats died Peby l821 and Brown started for

Italy in July or August 1822J fifteen or sixteen months after

he was deadj"26 DUke, then, was not pleased with the treat-

ment of George nor with Brown's influence over Milnes. But

his total impression may have been prejudiced by the first

statement in "•q.lnes* preface:

It is now fifteen years ago that I met . . . Mr. Charleg
Brown, a retired Russia-merchant, with whose name I was
already familiar as the generous protector and devoted
friend of the poet Keats ,27

The words "generous protector" aroused Dilke's wrath. He

proceeded to write the greatest tribute ever paid to Brown,

remarkable for its detachment and fairness, in view of what

had passed between them:

What Mr, fttlnes means by a "generous protector" I know

^^Unknown to either of them at the time, Keats and
Brown had been on ships that docked side by side as Keats was
leaving England,

26in Dilke's annotated copy of Ittlnes' Life of Keats .

27Hichard M. Milnes, Life of Keats (New York, l8i4.8).
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not--a33uredly It had nothing to do with money. When
John Keats died Brown sent in an account to George for
Board, Money lent, ft-. Interest amounting to about 72
potmda—which by George's order I paid. Neither W
Mllnes nor his distinguished crack-brained friend of
Flesole, falter Savage Landor/ knew any thing about
Brown—They wore not sufficiently on an eqioallty to
penetrate the heart of his mystery. If it were to the
purpose, I could here write dovm a character of Brown,
that would be greatly to his honor—though there would
be rothing In it ab* the retired Russia Merchant or the
generous protector. I saw hin under all varieties of
fortune, they under only one, of moderate, very moderate,
independence. He was the most scinipulously honest man
I ever knew—but wanted nobleness to life this honesty
out of the conmieroial kennel. He would have forgiven
John whet he owed him with all his heart—but had John
been able and offered to pay, he would have charged
interest, as he did to George, He could do f^eneroua
things too—but not after the fashion of the world and
therefore they were not ap^^reciated by the world. His
sense of justice led him at times to do acts of gener-
oslty--at others of meanness— thR latter was always
noticed, the former overlooked— therefore amongst his
early compsuiions he had a character for anything rather
than liberality—but he was liberal. 28

It is evident that Dilke wns not entirely pleased with 4ilnes«

biography of Keats, nor with the biographer, Dilke 's demands

for honesty and accurate representation of incidents and

relationsaipa in the life of Keats foreshadow his concern

with detail and factual data in his eighteenth century crit-

ical studies, which followed later.

The majority of Dilke 's early acquaintances were made

through his connections with the London Magazine . His essaya

appear from time to time conpeting for space alongside arti-

cles by "Ella" or "x.Y.Z," Since paths crossed often in this

'^^In iJilke's copy of ittlnes.
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talented company, Dilke'a relationship with this journal gave

hiiTi a splendid opportianity to know the foremost writers of

his time.

John Scott, a fiery liberal, established the London

Magazine in 1820. While it purported to be above purely

political considerations, this periodical drew young liberal

enthusiasts to its support. It held almost exclusive print-

ing privileges over the works of Hnzlitt, Reynolds, Lamb,

De Ouincey, Hood, Cunningham, Hartley Coleridge, and others

slightly less well known. After Christie killed Scott, the

editor, in a duel in February, l821, Taylor and Hessey,

friends and publishers of Keats, became proprietors of the

magazine with Taylor as editor and Hood, Hessey' s friend, as

"sub-editor," Dilke was probably a frequent contributor by

this time.

In I82I;, Taylor resif^ed from editorship of the

London Ilagazine . Henry Southern became editor about the

middle of the following year. Sir Charles Dilke suggests

that his grandfather may have edited the journal in late lQ2l\.

and early 182^. That the editor was Dilke is a plausible

guess, but a number of other persons connected with the mag-

azine were as well qualified as he, Dilke continued to write

for the journal under Southern, as did a number of his friends.

After the Athenaeum made its faltering starts in

1828-1829, the ghost of the old London Magazine began to stir
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again in the Athenaeum. Reynolds, Hood, and perhaps Lamb

and others Joined vdth Dilke to become proprietors of the new

magazine. Those personal relationships that Dilke developed

as a result of his connection with the old London Magazine,

then, were with Cunningham, Hood, Hazlitt, and Lamb, "Details

concerning his daily intercourse with Hazlitt, Lamb, and

other figures of less note are unfortunately lacking. But

these Intelligent, enthusiastic men who engaged in similar

interests and who met frequently in familiar surroundings

over a period of ten years, undoubtedly came to know one

another well.

Thomas Hood was one of the London riagazina luminaries,

and yet he somehow managed to remain outside the circumfer-

ence of the Keats circle, ''robably owing to his entry into

the world of letters late in life. Hood seemed to have joined

that circle only after Keats' doath. He was well known,

however, to Hessey (of Taylor and Hessey, publishers and

befrlenders of Keats), who on his return from Scotland, where

he was sent for his health two years earlier, engaged him as

sub-editor of the London Magazine in February, l821, the

month of Keats' death. Hood's friendship with Dilke began

sometime after 1821, according to Hood's son, but Sir Charles

Dilke places their first acquaintance earlier in l8l6.^^

^See Memorials of Thomas Hood , ed. Prances Broderip
and Thomas Hood, Jr., 2 Vols. 1 Boston, i860), I, d. 10;
Dilke, Papers , I, p. Sk»
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The relatlonsliip between Dilke and Hood does not

appear to be intimate until I83O. V/hen Dilke gained finan-

cial control and editorship of the Athenaeum , Hood and

Reynolds still ovmed stock and were therefore justified in

exTDressing grave concern over Dilke 's proposition to lower

the price per issue to one-half its original cost •30

Dilke appreciated Hood's wit, for which the latter

was noted. Hood had a special weakness for practical Jokes,

directed chiefly at his forgiving wife, 31 but aimed occa-

sionally at some friend. In 1833, Mrs. Dilke received this

bit of startling intelligence:

iiadamf
By having seen some Benevolent recum mendations in

the Athenium and supposing their by the Editor too be
humain disposed and" Having no othe Means of Publishing
my own case which is as follows I humbly Beg leav to

say I am left with Eleven offspring 1iie yungest off whom
But a munth old none so Iluch as taste Butchers Meat and
nothing in the World to lay on xcept straw winter and
summer ov/ing to my Family am imabel to get or do ether
nedle work or charing and there father am sorry to aay
not willing if he could get work but peple wont employ
Him on account of caracter to Be sure he was Bom to

verry different "'rospects in life my nane object being
to get sum of the children of my hands am intending to

3end one up to you by the Saturcaya carryer hoping you
will excuse the offence and if approved of god willing
may be the Means of getting him into sum sittiation In

London witch is verry scarse hearabouts and the Allmity
Bless and prosper you for such and as the well noon gud-
ness of Hart of you and Mr. Dilke will I trust exert In

3^!archand, p. 35

•

3lHood»3 wife was one of the two Reynolds sisters
with whom Maria Dilke quarreled concerning Jane's (Hood's
wife) and Marianne's bad opinion of Panny Brawne. (See
Letters of Fanny Brawne to Fanny Keats , ed. Edgcumbe, 1937f
p. 8g.)

^
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Behalf of our denlcrlble states and an hett^inp jowv Hvun-

bel pardln for trubllng with the distresses of a Stranger
But not to your gudness your hurabel servant L^.32

Sir Charles Dllke explains that "The next morning there came

by carrier's cart a suckling pig from Hood, of which this had

been the "envoi. "33

The period of Dllke* 3 wannest friendship with Tlood

cane shortly before Hood removed himself and family from

lYigland to Germany. Because of the failure of a firra^**- Hood

had in I83I4. become involved in financial difficulties. He

determined not to avoid his responsibilities to his creditors

by declaring bankruptcy. Accordingly, on Dllke 's advice, he

left England for the continent, vdiere living wag nuch cheaper.

/t Dilke»3 suggestion, he settled in a beautiful villa on

the Rhine at Coblenz. '^rlor to his departure, he and Dllke

planned every detail of life in Germany, even down to such

routine as walking tours for Hood's health.

Ju3t before Hood left England, a serious rift devel-

oped between the Reynolds and the Hood fanilies. Some idea

may be formed of Hood's close attachment to Dllke from one of

Hood's letters Just prior to his departure for Coblenz. This

letter indicates that Dllke 's character was such that friends

felt free to confide in him. Prom all indications, it appears

32Dilke, Papers , I, p. 39.

33ibid .

^'^-Probably p. publishing firm.
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that Hood* 3 wrath was 'lirected at Marian and Charlotte, the

two slaters of Hood's wife, Jane, and the husband of the

former, Mr» Green,^^ Jane had become critically ill just

before she and Hood were to leave England. It is certain

that these three made Injudicious and vmfeellng cotraaents

about the approaching death of Jane, not only to Food, but to

her. Hood writes In a rage to Dllke about their astounding

behavior and complains of some of their statements:

What think you of such Infernal sentiments as follow . • .

Lotte said to me "I hope she will wake sensible, & then
pass awsy quTctly." And ... "^^fhat pave her horror was,
that if Jane had been let alone she would have died days
agoi" Damn such pestllental sensibility—Does she want
a dead sister to cry over, let her give her good wishes
to Marian. 3©

Hood confides to Dllke that Jane was visibly shaken by her

unfeeling sisters: "Think me not irmd, my dear Pllke, but I

am writing of things words cannot reach. Horrors, horrible,

most horrible, must have been her portion. "37 Hood had, as

a consequence, thrown his relatives out of the house. He

35Again, details of the quarrel are omitted in the
^'^emorials ; the editors are willing to allow but two bare hints
that any disharmony at all troubled this domestic circle.
(See pp. 10-11 and 1?.) But by the editors' own admission,
amiable John Reynolds took Hood to his heart and must have
been proud of his illustrious and urbane brother-in-law.
Evidence is lacking to affirm that Hood's feud with his in-
laws extended to Reynolds,

^"Letters of Hood , ed. Leslie A. Marshand (New
Brunswick, 1945 )» p. 27.

3iJane recovered, however, and in April, I835, Hood
departed from England for Coblenz ahead of Jane and their two
children, 1A10 arrived ishortly afterwards.
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therefore had to write this letter to Dllke to unburclen his

nilnd.3o This, then. Is a significant letter, especially as

it comes from one of Hood's temperament, and reveals the

close attachiaent between him and Dilke#

Ih the next two years Hood writes many letters to

Dllke, each with literally a score of pages but important

only Insofar as they reveal Hood's antipathy to the "dishonest"

(re^'raana, his penchant for punning, and his sense of obli-

gation to Dllke, whom he repeatedly calls his "best friend."

A section of one letter In l835 to ?4!arla contains a homey

and ridiculously accurate portrait of Dllke:

"Upon my soul, Tfarla, this Is a delightful place 1 So
like CoblenzJ So you call this Margate, do you, my
beauty? Well—" (r grunt like a paviour's) "and I sup-
pose you call that the fort—humphl Considering we might
have stoor] before Ihrenbreltstoin Instead of it--hahl"
(a sigh like an alligator's), "I»ty God J—that we coiild be
so lnganel--how gmy Christian being could stay a month In
It I—why I should hang myself in ten days, or drown
myself in that stinking sea yonderj There is not one
thing worth looking at—not one? X know what you are
going to say. Beauty; but because the Crosbys and the
Chatfields are such donkeys, and the Lord knows who
besides, is It any reason because they don't act like
common rational beings—? But come alongl" (no offer to
stir thougli) "let's go up to the narket and look at the
fish, for I suppose you know there is none to be had
here, because it Is so rear the coast. To be sure, says
you, there is whiting—and so there is at Bllllngsgatel
If ever I go again to a watering-place—I believe that's
what you call it, Ataria— it shall be Hungerford Market,
Hy Godl it is a ri£.dne3S--a perfect rnadness--to leave
home and come down here to see—what? a parcel of yellow
slippers and pepper-smd-salt dress "ng-gowna." Here he
draws down his mouth, and hoists up his shoulders, till
his coat-collar hides his ears. "Well, it's too late now

38See Ibid., pp. l8-19.
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to listen to common sense. It serves me rif^t for being
such an ass. By the time ray holidays are over, I shall
know how to spend theral But perhaps you like it better
than I do, for there's no disputing of tastes.'39

In September, I836, the Dilkes visited Coblenz, but

the eagerly awaited visit with Hood was diaappointing in that

Dilke was too ill to talk, and before he recovered Hood had

to accompany an army regiment to Berlin. The Dilkes had left

for England before he returned. In the following year the

Hoods moved to Ostend, Belgium, and again were hosts to the

Dilkes.

t>ora 1535 Hood had been much handicapped by ill

health; instead of improving, he had suffered a gradual

decline, though he completed with regularity iiis Comic Annual

from 1830 to 1838. He regularly dispatched long, witty

letters to Dilke, who, when he replied at all, answered In

very brief epistles. But in apite of his failure to answer

Hood's letters, Dilke carae to be regarded as Hood's '^dearest

friend." Hood complains to i^Iaria about Dilke 's poor writing

habits:

I write to you instead of the D because I aia sick
of him as a correspondent; as a countryman of Taylor's
•said, "who would go out with a fellow, that when you
fire at him with a blunderbuss only returns it with a
pocket-pistol?" ] ven so have I sent Dilke huge letters
full and crossed, enough to drive him blind and stupid,
and give him a chronic headache; and what does he send
in answer but a little letteret that cannot do anybody
any harm? I suppose some day I shall come to, "T. H. is
received" the fag end of the Athenaeum, amidst the

^^Memoriala, I, p. 112-113.
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nlscalled Answers to Ooi^reapondents.^O

Hood unrleratood Pilke*3 time-consuming Job as editor, however,

and thoughtfully excused hira for his bad habits.

Dllke received from Hood while he was abroad several

articles for the Athenaeum, the most important of which are

those on "Copyright and Conywrong," which had considerable

Influence in the passage of copyright laws»^ Shortly after

his return with his family to Etagland in I8I4.O Hood succeeded

Theodore Hook as editor of the New Monthly rlagazine .

Although this position made Hood and Dilke business rivals,

the friendship continued as before. In l8ij.2, Dilke enter-

tained Hood at his summer house at Twickinhara, and Hood in

turn invited the Dilkes and Dickens to dinner, Dilke

received from Hood helpful sugcestlons and research for some

of Dilke 'a articles in the Athenaeum , ^^ Dilke lost his

closest friend when Hood died in iSij.^ after a lingering ill-

ness. He was still destitute, but he was known and loved by

every lover of wit and humor,

^Qlbid ,. p, 93, 3ee Athanaeua, January 23, l837»
p, 68, i^ere Dilke acknowledges receipt of one of George Keats*
letters: '".X, , of Loulaville, raccived, and shall be
attended to,"

*^See Marchand, Tttrror, pp. 69-70,

^See Dilke' s cutting satire in an article in the
Athenaeum (February ?^, l8!;3, r>p. I78-I79), wherein ho oolnts
out oases of gross olaglarism in Lord Lennox's Tuft Hunter .

Although Hood was editor of the rival ragar.ine The 'Tevr

Monthly at that time. Hood had assisted Dilke in collecting
evidence to su^nort Dll'ce's chirge of plar^iarlsrn.
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Although the aasoclations with Keats and Hood rep-

resented Dilke's warmest friendships with important men of

letters, other Illustrious loersonages are numbered among his

acquaintances: Charles Lamb, Allen Cunningham, Charles

Dickens, William H. Thackeray, Walter Savage Landor, and

Elizabeth and Robert Browning. Sir Charles Dilke, who was

living with his grandfather at the a,;e of nine, tells of

various guests in the 18^0 's who visited Dilke at 76 Sloane

St. The grandson had memories of ". . . Thackeray's tall

stooping figure, of Dickens's goatee ... of Browning, then

known as 'Mrs. Browning's husband '."W

Nothing is known of Browning's friendship with Dllk©,

and very little about Thackeray's.^ Elizabeth Browning,

however, knew Dilke other than in his professional capacity

as editor of the Athenaeum , and her letters reveal eulogies

of Dilke as a brilliant editor:

. . . For the 'Athenaeum, I have always held it as a
journal, first— in the very first rank—both in ability
and integrity; and knowing Mr. Dilke is the 'Athenaeum,

•

I could make no mistake in my estimation of himself. 4^5

Later, in a statement more poetic than logical, she commends

Dilke as a "Brutus in criticism. "^^ Prior to this Mrs.

'^^Gwynn and Tuckwell I, p. 17.

^He and Dilke dined together at Thackeray's home in
May, 1856.

^^Letter to Mrs. Jameson; Letters , I, p. 277.

^^Ibld», p. 10^6.
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Brownlng had carried on a professional correspondence with

Dllke about a series of articles which she contributed to

the Athenaeum on the Christian Greek poets. ^' In his letters

to her Dllke stipulated only, In accoi^Sance with his neutral

policies on religious and political matters, that she "stay

away from theology,"

Haydon, the Dalnter an'1 friend of Keats, was another

correspondent with Dllke, their period of closest friendship

being apparently l8i;l, when Haydon wrote letters to Dllke

explaining some experiments he was conducting in oils,

William Blake, of whose paintings Dilke possessed nearly a

complete collection and of whose poetry he was one of the

earliest admirers, is also mentioned as a friend,^" as was

Leigh Hunt, who spoke kindly of Dilke* s readiness to help

others In distress.^*'

When Dllke visited the continent in l829, he saw

Walter Savage Land or frequently, and tells of demonstrating

to Landor the errors contained In me of the latter' s impet-

uous and unsagaclous letters to the Grand Duke of Tuscany:

In the midst of this I proved that the accusation con-
tained in his /Landor' 3/ message was an error, I ran
to him, and in two words gave ray proof, when he stared,
and said: "Then I am bound, as a gentleman, to write

^"^Athenaeum, June I;, 11, 2^, August 6, 13, l8l|2.

^®Dllke, Papers , I, p, $1,

^"Autobiography of Leigh Hunt , ed, R. Ingpen, 2 Vols,
(Westminster, 1903), II, p, I4.O,
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and beg his /Grand Duke of Tuscany »s/ pardon," which he
did in ten minutes #^0

Landor's impetuosity and childishness is admitted by all

biographers, and while Dilke appears to have thought well of

Landor personally, he is not be be censured for his forth-

right honesty in later referring to Landor as "crackbrained."^^

Allan Cunningham was a frequent contributor to the

Athenaeum and sent Dilke riotea almost daily. In one of these

messages Cimningham confesses the respect he held for Dilke:

My connection with the Athenaeum is well known, and I

have made no secret of it, but I am prouder of the avowed
hearty friendship of its downright honest and worthy
editor.52

Charles Lamb contributed to the Athenaeum and asked in return

"... the loan of some books. Do not fear sending too many .

But do not if it be irksome to yourself,—such as shall make

you say, damn it, here's Lamb's box come again, , . ,' Any

light stuff; no natural history or useful learning, such as

Pyraraids, Catacombs, Giraffes, Adventures in Southern Africa,

. .
,"" The friendly, intimate tone of this passage

5%ilke, Papers , I, pp, 19-20; apparently the main
causes of Landor's strife with the authorities were libelous
expressions and anecdotes (of Florentine society), which anec-
dotes he had inserted in some of Imaginary Conversations , and
a letter he had sent to the Grand Duke falsely accusing a
high official of whistling at Ifrs, Landor in the street; (See
Sidney Colvin, Landor ^ondon and New York, I888/, p. 126),

5^In Dilke »s annotated copy of Milnes,

^^Dilke, Papers , I, p. 28,

53ibld,, p. 27.
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refleota the warmth of friendship whloh lasted for fifteen

years.

A lifelong friend to "nilke was Charles Dickens.

Charles Wentworth Dllke I, the editor's father, had worked

in the aaine office with Dickens' father, and was a friend of

the family. Dilke's relationship with Dickens is, however,

remembered mainly from their frequent intercourse in their

professional careers. They worked together on the rally News

staff until Dilke resigned to be succeeded by Dickens.

Earlier, In 181^.2, the Dilke and Dickens families were guests

of Hood. Later, in 1858, together with the historian Porster,

they were again united in calling for reform in the Literary

r'und. Letters of a conversational nature passed back and

forth during the interim,

Dilke's many professional and personal i^lationships

with his contemporaries are by no means unique for the nine-

teenth century. The catholicity and versatility of the age

fostered frequent intercourse between men interested in ail

the arts; as a consequence* men of letters, music, and even

science tended to gravitate together to form a coterie of

artistic-tempered enthusiasts. Their influences on one

another csm only be estimated, but such estimates are likely

to be too little rather than too much. It has been noted

earlier that Dilke's influence on Keats may well have been
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the impetus to Keats' theory of negative capability. ^^ VHiat

might have been the public's first estimation of Keats had

not Dilke stopped publication of Brown's Memoir Is not pleas-

ant to contemplate. Tilke's encouragement to Hood in his

Illness may have made a vast difference in the quantity of

volumes this author produced. In Hood's own opinion the care

Dilke exercised in arranging living quarters and prescribing

means to restore his health probably lengthened Hood's life

for some years. The number of books he borrowed from Dilke »s

library of 12,000 volumes should be considered in assessing

the lndi3?ect Influence upon Lamb's works. Dinner engagements

with Thackeray, Dickens, the Brownings, as v;ell as confi-

dantial advice to Landor and laudatory remarks from such

figures as Hunt and Cunninghara all Indicate that Dilke was

stimulating and that his society was sought after. He must

have had something interesting to say, and his Influence must

have been extensive. In esfcimating Dilke *s Influence over

his contemporaries, the not inconsiderable authority he main-

tained in the world of letters as editor of England's leading

literary journal is far-reaching. But even if all these

influences were discounted, and even if he had contributed

nothing to literary history, Dilke, as much as Orabb Fobinson,

would be remembered for the company he kept.

$k See Letters, p. 71

<



CHAPTER V

DTLKE OM EIGHTEINTH CEfTTURT
LITERARY SCHOLARSHIP

Dilke had been characterised by Keats as a "Godwin

Perfectibility Man," one "who cannot feel he has a personal

Identity unless he has nade up his Hind about every thing. "^

By this Keats probably meant that Dilke had little trace of

an imaginative mind such as his own, but rather one which

had to deal with subject matter replete with hard fact.

Throughout his writings Dilke asks the question "What are

the facts " If he was deficient in matters of the imagi-

nation when compared with Keats, Dilke wag at least more

than adequately endowed with the art of marshalling,

selecting, organizing, and presenting facts*

Dilke »s method of presenting an array of logical,

factual detail in order to establish an irrefutable criti-

cal position is nowhere put to more effective use than in

his attempt to Identify the authors of certain anonymous

eighteenth century writings. Because many eighteenth cen-

tury authors had been erroneously credited with works of

unknown authorship, Dilke 's position as editor and literary

critic necessitated his identification of certain letters,

^Letters, pp. 23I4. and l|25»
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artlcles, books, and pamphlets attributed to Jonathan Swift

and Jitniua in a much reeded attempt to correct the inaccu-

rate assumptions of early nineteenth century biographers.

Moreover, Dilke's application of detailed, factual

scholarship is resnonsible for a sizeable quantity of bio-

graphical scholarship concerning the dishonesty, diiplicity,

or other misrepresentation of fact and history in the pri-

vate lives of Edmund Burke and Alexander Pope. Dllke felt,

moreover, that certain eighteenth century men and women in

high places had been the unjust victims of character assas-

sination at the hands of unprincipled opportunists. He

therefore broke many a lance in defense of such individuals,

notably. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, JoJin Wilkes, and "^ope.

From l8lj.8 to 1862, Dllke contributed to the Athenaeum

and Notes and Queries a series of articles purporting to

establish the authorship of various letters, books, and

pamphlets. Ho was especially interested in settling the

disputed works relative to Swift and Junius. In the series

dealing with Swift, Dllke was concerned primarily with

establishing which of several obscure tracts were actually

Swift's.

In 1711 # ^wlft had written The Conduct of the Allies ,

a highly controversial tract that had infuriated certain

Tory Lords and Commons. Ostensibly, Swift wanted to dexaon-

atrate in this tract only that continuation of the war
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against the Eutoh was futile; that special interests, nota-

bly the Whig stockjobbers and a few aristocratic families,

were benefitting from such a continuation to the detriment

of the rest of the country; and that the English were being

exploited by the Putch.^ In the coiirse of his argument in

this pamphlet "^^wift had at one point made several observa-

tions which were actually of minor importance to his argu-

ment but which were regarded as treasonable by his oppo-

sition. In defense of this particular passage, perhaps also

to forestall roore criticism that would doubtless place in

Jeopardy sorae of the more ir:portant issues In the tract.

Swift issued the Remarks on the Barrier Treaty, wherein he

amplified and defended his previous arguments for ceasing

the war with the Dutch. VJhether this tract occasioned fur-

ther strife or whether some anonymous writer felt that Swift

did not do Justice to his cause is unknown, but for soma

reason the tract Remarks on the Barrier Treaty Vindicated

was subsequently published.

Dilke in the first of a series of articles on the

subject argues that the author was Bolingbroke, Secretary of

State under Queen Anne. In the introduction of his article

Dilke dismisses Swift, to whom it had been ascribed, from

authorship

:

^Stephen Owynn, Life and Friendships of T^ean Swift
Olew York, 1933), P. 169.
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Preauwptively it was not written by 3wift; ^ or, with

all his strange odd fancies, I cannot believe that he

would have adareaaea a letter to himself by way of

vindicating himself. The fact was open to miscon-

struction—ml^ht have become known, and been used as

a weapon of offence against him.

3

Furthermore, Dilke claims that the tract was not written in

the style of Swift. Though evidently composed by an author

of great ability, the work contains none of Swift's collo-

quial passages or occasional outbursts of contempt for the

opposition.4 But Dilke denies Swift's authorship not on

style but on the affinity of this tract with Bolingbroke»8

known political opinions. Dilke admits the weakness of his

own logic in ascribing authorship to Bolingbroke, but he

contends that, weak as it is, it is yet stronger than any

other possibility. He closes with the observation that

although the authorship of the tract is a matter of great

importance. Interest of an even "higher character" is afforded

in the revelation of the "moral bewilderment of those tick-

lish times."

In another article Dilke advances his reasons for

assigning Steele as the author of Essays ; Divine , Moral ,

and Political , b^ the Author of Tale of a Tub. 5 Dilke

postulates that the author was not Swift. Aside from a

3Dilke, Papers, I, p. 361.

^Ibid .

^otes and Queries, Ilarch 13» l658» PP» 206-20?.
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cynlcal tone throughout th® easftTa on such sacred toi^lcs as

frfenflahlp, virtue, an'' rellf^lon— « tone not «(ven Swift

would honor with hla name—the hook ahounds In gross charge!

against Svrlft himself. In support of hla contention that

Steele was the author, Dllke calls attention to the Swlft-

Steele frlwidshio to 1713 a'^'^ *o their subsequent enmity;

to the mild attacks In the Cruardlan that alone do not Jus-

tify such enmity; to the nany references—all aynir>athetlc

—

to Steele In the volume In question; and finally, to the

revelation of certain aspects of their friendship that only

Steele could know.

In the last of these articles on "^wlft, ^llke suj^-

geats that the 'tlscellanoous Works of ^r. William 'V^rrstaffe

was the work of Swift .^ He demonstrates the lack of author-

ity for assuming the work to be that of a real Dr» Wagstaff,*^

an obscure physician whose scant records Indicate little

trnce of literary tendency. After a search In the 'British

f'fusemn, Dllke declares that the only publication by the real

Dr. Wagstaff Is A Letter to Dr. T^rlend Showing the T^anger

and Uhcertalnty of Inoculating for the 3mallpo3t .° On the

other hand, the Mscellaneoua Works were collected, so states

the memoir to the book, by Dr. Wagstaffe» a ''friend." Thus,

^Ibld ., ifay 17, 1862, pp. 381-38I;,

^Dilke does not comment on the difference in spelling.

®Ibld., p. 383-
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not only was the writer of the Ksnoir unknown, but also the

collector was anonymous. Dilke found the distinguishing

characteristics of the Wagstaffe Miscellanies to be attacks

on Steele. Purtherraore, the publisher of the rTiscellanies

was Ilorphew, Swift's publisher, and not Sutler, who pub-

lished Wagstaff 'a Letter on Snallpo?: . Additional evidence of

Swift's authorship is afforded in a letter from Pope, who

refers to the pamphlet Dr» Andrew Tripe, generally ascribed

to Swift, as one of Dr, Wagstaffe 's. Finally, Dilke callsi

attention to bhe similarity of the pseudonyns '^William

V/agstaffe" and "Isaac Bickerstaff" and other "Staffs" Swift

and Steele were known to affect. To ascertain that VJagstaffe

was truly one of the family of "Staffs," Dilke points out

that Swift published his own Polite Conversations under the

name of "Simon Wagstaff."^

Probably the most important of Dilke's eighteenth

century wi-"itings and the ones on which he spared neither

time nor energy in gathering the data are his articles on

the authorship of the Junius Letters, The extent to which

Dilke' 3 contributions have become regarded as authoritative

may be seen from the fact that Bredvold, Mo Killop, and

Q
'Present editors make no mention of Swift in con-

nection with the unknown authorship of either the Miscel-
laneous iJorks of Dr. William V/agataffe or the ^olite Con -
versations.
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Whltney^^ list T^apers of a Critic as presiimably the best

work of a critical nature dealing with the Junius Letters

Controversy. In A Junius Bibliography (I9I4.9) by Francesco

Cordasco, who Is perhaps the current authority on Junius

studies, the name of Charles Wentworth Dllke occurs mor«

frequently than that of any other critic. Here, too, Dllke 's

main contribution to ths Junius controversy was the Identi-

fication of the authorship of various letters wronf^ly attrib-

uted to Junius.

Coraoaratlvely speaking, Dllke began his Junius

studies early. In 181;8, while he was still active In public

life, he contributed an article to the Athenaeum challenging

Mr. Britton»s theory that Colonel Barre' was Junius. -^^

Brltton, following the unknown editor of the edition of the

Jimlus letters published In I8l2, though prepared by Dj*.

Good, added about one hundred letters to the sixty known to

have been written by Junius. Prom this collection Brltton

attempted to prove by analogy that Barre' was Junius. Dllke

Introduced his argument against Brltton by stating that it

is "high time that the question as to the authenticity of

the Letters first Introduced into the edition of l8l2 as

those of Junius should be examined."'^ After quoting from

^^Edltors of the anthology Eighteenth Century Poetry
and ^rose (New York, 1939).

^^Athenaeum , July 22, I8I4.8, pp. 717-719.

^^Ibid .. p. 718.
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the 1812 edition preface wherein Dr. Good "Justifies" the

additional one hundred letters on the basis of "a thorough

knowledge of our author's style," Dilke claims that Dr, Good

transferred just what he pleased into his collections as

"the raiacellaneous letters of Jiaiius," so that "the extent

of his temerity passes all belief.''13 Dilke challenges th«

authenticity of certain letters in Good's edition for var-

ious reasons: some are not consistent with Junius' known

political views; some attacked personages of whom Junius

spoke well, while other letters lauded those whom Junius

consistently attacked; some written under the signature of

"Atticus" were included, while others under the same signa-

ture were not; and all the letters signed "C" Dilke held

suspect because one of them attacked Wilkes, with whom

Junius was on friendly terms. As to Britton's knowledge of

Jmius' style, Dilke has this to say:

As to the question of "style," with all deference to

Dr. Good, we have no absolute faith either in his judg-

ment or in our own,—seeing how blindly others have

stumbled. Every age has its style—its style of writing

and of handwriting. As we said before, there have been

some thirty different persons fixed on as the writer of

"Junius 's Letters, "--thirty perrons, therefore, whose

"sty3e," (as well as handwriting) in the opinion of some

one or other, or of many, was the style of Junius.

Twenty-nine of those—good, confident critics—must have

been wrongly assigned—perhaps the whole thirtylJ-U-

Since, as Dilke was first to demonstrate, the case for the

^3Ibid.

%bid., July 29, 181|.8, p. 7ij.6.
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Barre'' authorship depended on the authenticity of those ques-

tionable letters, Britton'a argument was considerably weakened,

Another claimant produced not for the first tixoe in

181|.8 was Hacleane, sponsored by Sir David Brewster, who

cites as evidence an anecdote told by West, contemporary of

Junius. Hamilton, Governor of Pennsylvania, visited West on

the morning that the first Junius letter appeared in the

newspapers. After reading carefully the letter, Hamilton

declared it to have been written by Macleane, who was "a

surgeon in Otway's Pegiment." According to Hamilton,

Macleane had attacked him violently in Philadelphia news-

papers for disagreements on administration issues. To prove

his familiarity with Macleane »s style, Hamilton read over

several phrases that Ilacle.me had used against him. As

another proof that I-Iacleane was Junius, Brewster called

attention to a "Letter to a Brigadier-General,"^^ supposed

by Brewster to contain the style, terrper, and thoughts of

Junius and further supcosed to have been written by Barre'

and Macleane. Dilke quotes Brewster to show the latter'

s

argument that Macleane must be Junius;

We have not been able to learn if Macleane was in any
of the expeditions to North America, which were fitted
out in 1757 or 175s ; out we know (We do not know) that
he acoomoanled the celebrated expedition In 1759, when
Wolfe fell on the heights of Abraham, and the coTmand
of the British troops devolved uoon Brigadier-rToneral
Townshend. Major Barre'^ and his cotintryman Macleane

^^General Townshend,



shared In the dangers and honours of that eventful day,
* » ^Brigadier-General Townahend was unpopular In the
array, and particularly obnoxious to Barre and ^!acleane»
and the other friends of Wolfe. -» a- if Irritated by this
selfish and ungenerous conduct,^ the friends of Wolfe,
and who could they be but Barre or Macleane, drew up and
published, in 1760, the celebrated Letter to a Brigadier-
General, already mentioned, which so clearly resembles
in its teinper, and style, and sentiiiienta, the Letters of
Junius. If Junius, therefore, wrote this letter, all
the argiinents of Mr. Britten in favour of Barre' s being
the author of it, and therefore Junius, are equally
applicable to Macleane; and if i^e have proved that 3arre
could not be Junius, it follows that, under these ,

assumptions, Macleane is entitled to that distinction.''-^

Brewster is further quoted in admitting that little is known

of Macleane during his residence in America, but that he

appears to have become a physician in Philadelphia and that

a contemporary living in Philadelphia informs Brewster or

Prior of his grandfather's friendship with Vfacleane:

A gentleman in Philadelphia iricntions 'Cr. Laughlin
Macleane and his lady as acquaintances of his grand-
father, and visitors at his house sometime between 1761
and 1766.* « » Mr. Prior informs us, that when in
Philadelphia iacleane acquired great medical reputaticm,
followed by its common attendant, envy, from the less
fortunate of his brethren, ii it In 1766, lacleane met
Barry, the painter, at Paris. 1-7

In a blustering, mildly sarcastic manner that Dilke always

affected when someone made unwarranted inferences or was too

careless about facts, Dilke began to chop away at the founda-

tions of Brewster's argument:

Now, not to delay or perplex the argun«it by asking
questions however pertinent,—not even to comment on

^^Ibid ., July 7, 18I..9, p. 685.

^^Ibld.. p. 686.
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such extraordinary opinions as thnt r.o friend of Holfe's,
In a whole discontented army, could have written a
pamphlet against Toxmshend save either Macleane or Barre,
although Townshand himself accused and challenged another
man for havinn: written it or rtpt it written—no, nor to
correct otovious and palpable errors,—let us assume tha
above statement to be true; and then consider, where was
the interval of "some years," between 1761 and 1766,
during which iMacle.'«ie practised as a physician at
Philadelphia, exciting the envy of the profession, . . •

according to the memoirs of the Pennsylvanian':—or,
according to Sir David /Brewster/, within even narrower
limits—that is, between the oeace of 1762 and 1766
when Barry met him in Paris .lo

Dilke attempts here to discredit Brewster's authority, the

^Philadelphia gentleman, by sd^flming that Macleane could not

have accomplished all he is said to have done. B» points

out, first of all, that it was In 1765, not 1766, that Barry

met ilacleane in Paris; further, on the authority of Parlia-

mentary History, Dr. Musgrave met Macle<me In Paris as early

as 17614., Thus, instead of "some years," this interval of

time in which Macleane was supposed to have made a fortune

from his profession, returned to England, and visited France,

becomec "some months." Then Dilke thoroughly discredits the

argument about the Hamilton identification by stating "on the

authority of official records," that Ilacleane was never a

surgeon of Otway* 3 regiment.

I/hat now becomes of the assertion of Governor
Hamilton, that the lett.ra of Junius were certainly
written by that "d d scoijidrel," "the surgeon of
Otway's reglraent"? V/h^it is to become of the letter to
a ^igadier-'^eneral—of the hatred to Townsend /sic/ as
a stimulating power--and of one-half of the other
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personal feelings wliich. Ilk© "the legacy," serve, we
are told, to identify Macleane as Jimiua? If the iden-
tity of the pamphleteer and Junius be proved--if the
pamphlet-writer must have served umder Wolfe at Quebec—
and If, as Sir Pavid intiraates, the pamphlet must have
been written either by Barrt' or Macleane, we think I-fr.

Eritton may reverse the conclusion at w^iich Sir ravid
arrives, and fairly say "it follows that, under these
assumptions, Barr^ la entitled to that distinction."
But as i'4r# Britton, like the churchwarden's wife, is
mortal, we thir.k it well to remind hira that iiiese are
"assumptions."!*?

Dllke's objections, he admitted, do not prove that Ilacleane

was not Junius. In so "proving," Dllke calls attention to

Parliamentary records to show that Macleane was eirrployed as

secretary to Shelbume and was an avowed supporter of the

ministry. Jvoiius was not. But there are even stronger

objections to Macleane' s candidacy. Dilke referred to old

newspapers that reveal a quarrel between Wilkes and Macleane,

who challenged Wilkes to a duel. At the same time, and for

a long time thereafter, Junius carried on his "long ...
friendly correspondence" with Wilkes.

Finally, Dilke produces another objection to the

supposition that Macleane was Junius. He shows that at tha

very time that Macleane was writing "On the defense of the

ministry on the subject of the Falkland Islands," Junius waa

attacking it. Macleane' a efforts were s o far unsuccessful

that Dr. Johnson was called to his aid. Thus, Dilke dis-

posed of Macleane as a candidate for Junius on the grounds

19Ibid,
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thst he was for th« moat wart on the side of the opposition,

and WIS first friendly and subsequently antagonistic towards

Wilkes, even challenging hlra to a duel, while Junius remained

friendly.

In other article? of lesa Irroortance aT)r>parln3 from

time to time from l8^Q to l8<2, Dllke made further Inquiries

into the probabllitlea of authorship of various of Junius'

letters. He pointed out the futility of analyzing hand-

wrltini» and style to ascertain the work of Junius, In other

articles he ridiculed theories that Chesterfield, Lyttleton,

the TTinri of Chatham C^itt), snd Temple were the author of

these letters.

By far the moat popular claimant in the first half

of the nineteenth century was Sir Philip Prancis, though

Dllke placed little credence In this suggestion. This claim

was substantiated by Francis' young wife and by the fact

that Sir Philip himself never categorically denied author-

ship. He was a clerk in the War Office and could have

gained reasonable access to government secrets had he so

desired. On the publication of Wade's Hi st ory and riscoveir

of Jimius (1850), corroborating Taylor's Junius Identified

(1812 ), Dllke reviews the opinion pronounced In favor of Sir

Philip Francis:

Lord Campbell has recorded the opinion of the Queen's
Bench; and i4r# Wade tells us, that an "eminent Judge of
the Common Pleas, Sir Vicary Gibbs, afrirraed after the
perusal of Mr, Taylor's book, that if the case had been
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argued before him as a Judge in a ^^^a^
^^J^^J^®^'

^*
,.aWd have directed the jury to find Sir Philip Francis

guilty." Exactly the same Judgment is said to have been

SronoSnced by Lord Ellenborough,-.and, Mr. Barker tells

Us, by Lord Erakine: and the review of » Junius Identi-

fied» in the Edinburgh having been attributed to

Mackintosh, to Brougham, and to Macaulay, three more

Judges or ex-Judges are said to concur in the opinion

pronounced by "Brother Glbbs."*^"

Dilke facetiously observes, however, that the Judges pro-

nounced these opinions without their wigs on and that there

may be something in the wig. But upon separation of fact

from theory, Dilke contended that Sir Philip's claim to

Junius is not entitled to serious consideration. First,

Dilke attacks the Lady Francis argument. It appeared that

far from acknowledging his authorship to his wife, more than

fifty years his Junior, Sir '^hllip, according to Lady

ppancls, "never avowed himself more than saying he knew what

Si opinion was, and never contradicting it."^^ It was her

belief, as she states, that "the secret of his attachment

and marriage so late in life" was that, "like the wife of

m22
Midas, he wanted some one to whisper the secret to.

Whereupon Dilke digressed to favor the reader with a few

choice remarks on connubial misfortune and unfulfilled

marriage goals. "He never did whisper it /the secret/ to

herl" But it is clear that Francis, in his old age at least,

20ibid_,, September 7, 18^0, p. 939; italics Dilke»s.

21Ibid., p. 9l*.0.

22ibid.
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wished to be known as Jtmius, though he denied It publicly.

Lady Francis tells of his wedding present, an edition of

Junius, and of his posthumous gift, a copy of Taylor's

Junius Identified , testifying that the first gift after

their marriage "... was an edition of Junius, which he bid

me take to my room, and not let it be seen, or speak on ths

subject;" . . . and that . • . "his manners and conversation

on this mysterious subject were such as to leave me not a

shadow of doubt on the fact of his being the author, telling

me circumstances that nons but Junius could know.''23 Dllke

regretted that vdille she was In a communicative mood she did

not relate to the public one of those circumstances. Wade

stated further on Lady Francis* authority that before he

went to India Sir Philip admitted to George III that he was

Junius. Dllke called attention to the incongruity of the

statements that Sir ^hillp told her he had avowed himself to

others, yet never so avowed himself to her. But the stoiT^

hRS been told and proved false before, for George III,

according to Queen Charlotte, "did not know who wrote the

letters of Junius." These facts Dllke mentioned to throw

discredit on the testimony of Lady Francis.

In a second notice, Dllke considered the evidence

itself.*^ He quoted Wade to summarize the three types of

23ibld.

^Ibld .. September Ik, 18^0, pp. 969-972,
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proof that Sir Philip was Junius:

Pi-^st, the corregpondence of dotes and incidents In

the Life of Sir Philip with the dates and incidents In

the ouhlication of the Letters; secondly, the corre-

spondence between the style, sentiment, and ability of

the Letters, ftic: and thirdly, the resemblance between

the handwriting. 25

With the second and third "proofs" Dilke will not bother to

argue, pointing out that the authorship of some thirty other

claimants h^s already been so "proved" on this basis.

Dilke objected further that not one fact has be^ adduced to

link Francis with the Qrenvllle Party, to whom Junius, by

universal agreement, was friendly. To the assumption that

Junius, and therefore Francis, was known to the Grenville

Party through Wilkes, Dilke answered first that Junius did

not correspond with Wilkes until his career was nearly

finished, and that furthermore, no connection with Wilkes

and Francis had yet been discovered. Dilke pointed out

other improbabilities in the statement of the Franciscans:

that Francis could not have been in France in 1761 or 1762,

as they contend, except as a prisoner of war; that Taylor's

argument is ridiculous that Sir Philip was Junius in his

twenty-ninth to thirty-second year, the "time of life in

which it has been often remarked men generally undertake the

greatest designs of which they are capable. "26 Furthermore,

25]Cbld«, p. 969.

26ibld., p. 970,
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gaya Taylor, Prf^ncla w*>s in London during the ascendancy oJT

Junius, but Dllke countered with "so were fifty thousand

others,"

Dllke olcks other n.aws In Taylor^s argument. He

proves that, contrary to Taylor's sources. Sir Philip was

dianlased from the War Office after Junius ceased writing,

thus nullifying the motives Taylor had ascribed to Junius.

Finally, to conclude his argument against what Taylor calls

"personal raovenents," Dilke suimnarlzes Taylor's argument,

listing his objections In brackets:

Just as Francis moves Junius moves, like substance like
shadow . If Francis is in the country, Junius is away*
/Junius's absence being moat unwarrantably inferred from
his silence,— and his silence from the dates affixed by
Good and Woodfall to the private letters,—and the con-
nexion of the two as "substance and shadow" is to be
proved by very slirht and very suspicious evidence
tending to show that Francis was once absent when Junius
was supposed to be silent_^ Tf T^ancls Is abroad,
Junius is not heard of till his return. /Junius having
closed his labours months before Francis is supposed to
have gone abroad— and "Veteran" some tine—and i-Vancls
having returned two months brfore Junius la supposed to
be again heard of^ If Frai els la siggrieved by abrupt
dismissal frran ofTice, Junius suffers, and pours out the
vials of his wrath against all the offending parties.
/Even "Veteran" having emptied the last of his vials on
the presumed offending parties before Francis was dis-
missed, if dismissed at all^/ If Fronds finally dla-
appesra from the scene to another hemisphere, Juniua
writes no more. /Junius hav-ng ceased to write for
eighteen or twenty months before^ The Siamese twins
were not more closely conjoined.^

Dllke next attacks the center of the Franciscan

argument, with persuasive logic by pointing out that Almon,

27ibld., p. 972,
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In publishing the Life of Chatham , took ChathaiB»s speeches

from notes said to be those of Sip Philip. Prom evidence

afforded only in his letters, these notes are aald to be the

sane as those Junius must have taken. Thus, though neither

Prancla nor Junius were members of T'arliainent, both fre-

quented the galleries and "both took notes of the ssine

speeches at the same time and in the same words."^ Dilke

admits that he does not know how Junius and Francis got

their information, though he suggests the newspapers as one

possibility. Taylor had anticipated this argument, however,

and had stated that after long and laborious search, he had

been unable to find any trace of one such speech, and must

assume therefore that it had never been printed. Therefore,

since Francis* notes of the speech are so similar to what

Junius' must have been. Judging from his letter on that

speech, Francis must be Junius. The theory is fraught with

loop-holes, but Dilke elects graciously to overlook them.

He will not question that Almon's notes of Chatham's speeches

are purported to be notes by j?pancis; nor will he balk at

Taylor's suggestion that Francis* notes are exactly the same

as what Junius' "must have been." Instead, he chooses to

argue that Taylor met with his difficulty in finding printed

copies not because copies of the speech were not printed, but

because newspapers themselves were in l850, seventy years

28ibld., September 21, l850, p. 99^.
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later» not generally available. 'Then, after six pages of

comparison of Francis' notes with Junius' Letters, generally

debunking Taylor's "Ifs," Dllke utterly devastates the

latter' 8 entire argument by glvlnt; the readers "the benefit

of a morning's labours": he produced a newspaper accovnt

of the very debate Junius- Franc Is allegedly took In notes

from the galleries I 7hen follow the references to the

debate.

Tb«?re was no need to look further. The only con-

nection between Francis and Junlxis had been broken. No

closer than any other person within reach of the Worth

Briton Extraordinary or the London Evening "^oat was Fr-sncls

to Junius. Dilke closes by callln/5 again for his ''one

fact. "29

Dilke* 3 own opinion of the Identity of Junius Is

never set forth In very positive language. But In a rather

apologetic manner, he \*rote an article In iB^l, linking

Junius with the Reverand William Mason, poet and court chap-

lain. Dilke describes '-Sason as a friend to Walpole,

a man of great ability,— a poet of high order, his
"Elfrlda," after many years, still lives In our

^"Sir Charles Dilke /sic/ concluded his attack on
the l-^ranciscan theory by saying that he hoped he would never
he^r Francis nentloned again lontll some one fact had been
brought forward to show that there was a connection between
him and Jvmius. ... In the face of so notable a contra-
diction of the supposed facts, the Franciscan hypothesis
must either (?lve way or bring forward Its 'one fact.'" (C.
W. Everett, The Letters of Junius , (London, 1927), p. 38I.)
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fecollection as a creation beautiful for its siwiollclty,

tenderness, and sweetness,—a satirist whose pen was

dianond-rjointed,—a painter and a .Tiuaician, taeoretical

and practical!— in brief, a raan of highly cultivated

taste and infinitely varied acooraplishnents, v/ho

excelled in everything that he cared to know or to do.

• * ••^

Dilke adduces proof that his political philosophy was that

of Junius, that his friends were those of Junius, that his

position of court chaplain gave him access to '"'arllamentary

proceed5jigs, and that his abilities were qiiite equal to the

task. Furthemore, Boyd, whom many believed to have been

the agent of Junius, told Mrs, Boyd that Junius was the

author of a then-anonymous Heroic Epistles . This poem was

subsequently proved to be "lason's. Dilke then quotes Mason,

who links Junius and the Heroic Epistles . After discussing

in a letter to Walpole the authorship of this poera. Mason

writes:

Our talk was entirely on general subjects and literary
matters, such as Sir John D. and A. Stewart's book, and

"The Heroic Epistle." I controverted none of his opin-

ions, only as he seemed to think that the Epistle had

merit, I ventured to say that I thought it worthy of

Soarae Jennyns, had it suited his polite sentiments: he
replied, "so it was, but S. J. l.-ould never have used
that harsh kind of sat ire I I'Vom his Lordship's account

. I find that it is generally supposed to be Temple
Lutterell's, although Almon declares It to be the work
of a young man, and his first work. After all we live
in an age of miracles, that two such writers as he and
Junius shouTd keep tITcmselves concealed ..^-'-

^^Athenaeua, ifey 17, l85l» P« ^20,

31Ibid., p. 521.
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Dilke feels that It la curious that Mason, who was the

author, should couple these secrets together. He quotes

further several passages from Iteson's poems to show that

both Mason and Junius hated the same personalities and

especially the Scotch. Both insulted the sane raen» Dilke's

theory is without fault; all psurts fit perfectly, with none

of the objections such aa those to Hacleane or Francis. Put

even Dilke hiraself was not convinced. After presenting a

faultless argument, he debunked his own theory in the con-

cluding paragraph:

Enough, in all conscience, of what may be thought en
idle speculation. Our apology is, briefly, that such
apccvilations are just now the f,-.shion; that such coin-
cidences are at least curious; and that in the case of
Mason it is a physical possibility,—which is more than
can be said of all claimants to the honour. ... W*
will only add, that if the fox now uncovered does not
give the reader a good day's sport,—we have another
which we lately ran to ground^ pnu which shall be
unearthed for his amusement. 32

That no other candidate appeared does not tend to strengthen

"Dillce's argument or indicate that lie became wore convinced

as time passed.

It is doubtful that a candidate will ever be produced

that could have been in all points satisfactory to Dilke.

This is true not because he is too dsmanding, too insistent

that all doubts be satisfactorily explained away, but rather

because he tended to think too much of the abilities of

32ibid., o. 523.
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Juniiaa. Only a poet or an otherwise capable figure would

have answered to such a high expectation. A Johnson, perhaps,

or some other equivalent, would have been accepted as Junius,

but not a Macleane, a Francis, or even a Mason. Dllke's

attitude toward Junius is never better revealed than in the

following passage:

Junius won his great triumph because he spoke with the
Indignant voice, not of an individual, not of a faction,
not of a party, but of the people. He was the eloquent
einbodiinent of their thoughts and feelings. He may have
differed from thera on a hundred points of policy or of
government beyond their comprehension,—but in the main,
on all great popular questions, he was one with them,
heart and mind, Junius was not of the common herd of
common men,—no, nor an exceptional man taken from it.
It was not that his genius transcended that of other
men; but that he was not open to those influences which
direct and control there. He was one and alone:—iso-
lated, self-dependent, self-balanced. He had great
failings, but no weaknesses. He had no vulnerable point
about him:—not even that which Milton calls "the last
infirmity," as the silence of a century proves. "He
loved the cause independent of persons, "—wrote himself
down as "one of the people,"—cmd said, in words that
would startle like thunder the gentilities and the imbe-
cilities of our literary world, "I love and esteem THS
MOB." No vague generalities, therefore—no likings or
dlslikings—no personal friendships or personal smimos-
itle8--no amount of such proofs would with us be any
proof at all, or even tend to fix on an individual the
authorship of Junius «s Letters. 33

No common man such as Macleane or Francis could possibly

answer to these ideals. ^'^

^•^Ibid .. June 1^, l853. P. 73k»

^*KJordasco, author of A Junius Bibliography (Kew
York, 19i|.9)f states his reasons for believing that Hacleane
was Jianius. Some of these reasons were discredited by Dilke
in 18^0, but others are apparently the results of scholar-
ship since Dilke. It is worth while to list Cordasoots
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As with Swift's wrltlnrs, Dllke*s Inalstence on facta led

him to reject certain works and letters alle^pdly by Jvinlua^

and thla rejection laid the groundwork for his consequent

dispelling of myths, legends, and rumora that had thwarted

Junlua acholarship to his time.

A aeoond outgrowth of Dllke*s doggedly insisting on

"What are the facts?" is his charges against Edmund Burke

and Alexander "Pope. His Interest in Burke aopenrs to have

arguments, which are as follows, and then to give Dilke's
answers to these arguments,

1. Governor Hamilton categorically named Ifacleane
to be Junius when the first Letter apoeared, Hamilton had
known Macleane in America during the French and English
host lilt y,

2. As secretary to the Earl of Shelbtime, and aa
boaom friend of Colonel Isaac Barre, ;fecleane, like Junius,
is fully informed about affairs of state.

3. :4acletine's residence in England coincidea
exactly with the activity of Junius.

I4.. Only for Macleane, the Scotsman whose father waa
driven from Scotland, can the strong Scotch antlpithy /sic/
of Junius be explained.

5* Burke categorically named Macleane to be Junlua.

6. Only :4acleane'3 relationship with Wilkes can
explain the eventual disassociation of Wilkes and Junius.

7. Amongst the Brewster papers is a print called
the Trlparte Junlua , which oicturea Macleane with two coad-
jutora.

8. Shelbume in hia l^at days, promised that he
would identify Junius. It was generally agreed that
Shelbume 's identification would be definitive. Amongst the
Brewster papers is a hand-sewn manuscript which contains the
miscellaneous data of Shelbume for the identification. Here^
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been first atimulated by Peter 3urke»a volume The Public and

Pome 3tic Life of Edmund Burke, which DUk© reviewed In the

Athenaeum In 1853.^^ He was especially Interested In Burke's

Shelbume categorically names Macleane as the author.

To these claims Dilke objected:

(1) Even had he been correct about Macleane*

a

having been "a surgeon In Otway's Regiment," Hamilton based
his opinion merely on matters pertaining to style.

(2) Any number of Eiiglishmen, by reading news-
papers and by knowing any member of Parliament—assuming
Jtanius himself was not a member of Parliament—could have
been fully informed of matters of state.

(3) So with 50,000 other Englishmen,

(ij.) Vlhen Bute et al were in power and in league
with George III, Scotsmen were not generally popular.
Furthermore, this was not the same Ilacleane, for Laughlln
I*fcicleane»s father never set foot in Scotland.

(5) Kew evidence, but see below.

(6) Macleane challenged Wilkes to a duel in 1771.
In March, 1772, Jtmius and Wilkes were still exchanging
friendly letters.

(7) New evidence, but see below.

(8) New evidence, but see below.

Neither here nor in his "Colonel Macleane and the
Jimius Controversy," "ELH, September, I9I4.9, does Cordasco
give his authority for Burke's catagorloal statement. It
is not known, therefore, if Burke so categorically named
Macleane as Junius before or after he categorically denied
knowledge of Junius to Dr. Johnson and Townsend on sepa-
rate occasions. Furthermore, Brewatrr was a staunch sup-
porter of Macleane, and the "triparte Junius" is open to
suspicion. It need only be remarV:ed that Shelbume, who
died in 1772, obviously would not have needed the "miscel-
laneous data • • • for the identification" had he been cer-
tain of Macleane 's authorship.

^5Athenaeum, December 3, 1853, PP» 11*14.7-11+49.
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domeatlc life, about wlilch very little was known. Appar-

ently knowing considerably more about this phase of Burke's

life than did the author, r>ilke proceeded to demonstrate

serious flaws in Peter Burke's book. Submitting the fol-

lowing passage **as a curious specimen of haphazard criticism,"

Dilke quotes Peter Burke:

Edmiaid Burke devoted a great portion of his time at
college to general reading; his chief subject was
history—the future weapon of his strength; anong histo-
rians Plutarch was his favourite. In oratory, he pored
over Demosthenes; he took his moral philosophy from
Francis Bacon, and especially from Addison; and he
doted on the poetry of Shakespeare. In classics his
bias was for Horace, Virgil, and Lucretius. 36

Dilke's comment on this passage is significant for its

insight into respective merits of the ancients:

Our readers, we suspect, will be as much astonished
as we were to leain that Edmund Burke, a profoiaid
thinker and powerful reasoner, oreferred Plutarch to
Thucydides, Tacitus, and Livyl37

In pointing out first that Plutarch was a biographer and not

a historian, Dilke begins subtly to cast doubts over the

scholarship of the author. Next, he refers to the phrase

"pored over Demosthenes" and says simply "we doubt the fact,"

for Burke failed to exhibit the mastery of the Greek lan-

guage expected from someone who had "pored over Demosthenes."

Furthermore, Dilke asserts that the "austere severity and

nude grandeur" of Demosthenes is not at all comparable to

36ibid ., p. li+14.7.

37ibid.
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the style of Cicero, whom Burke is known to have admired

moat but of whom Peter Burke makes no mention. Finally, in

a burst of distilled total-offect, yet supremely penetrative,

crltlciara Dilke argues in contradiction to Peter Burke's

contention that they are Intellectually akin that Burke,

Addison, and Bncon are philosophically incompatible:

Bacon's mind v;aa essentially prospective—and Purke's
to a gre-^t degree was retrospective. Bacon was a foe
to H'jraan pre Judices,--.Burke dealt leniently with many
of the fond illusions of the vulgar. Bacon had little
regard for proscription,—Burke had a remarkable defer-
ence for all thr.t was established. His passions rarely
influenced the thinking of the author of De Augmmtis,
—his intense susceptibility seldom left Burke even in
the closet. One was essentially a rationalist of a
peculiarly original school,—and the other in a philo-
sophical sense can be accepted only as an eclectic
thinker. A man acaualnted with the wrltlnrrs of Bacon
and those of Burke could never suppose that the latter
"took his moral philosophy" from the former. Then we
come to "especially from Addison"! It is certainly
placing Addison on a hij^ pedestal to exhibit him as
the master of Burke in philosophy. 3°

Dilke continues to rail against the author's evident unfit-

ness for the task, pointing out several errors relating to

Peter Burke's ignorance of the political history of the

eighteenth century. I!e concludes the article by charging

that ^eter Burke plagiarized the vf;ry pr-odec.5S3orB that he

had snubbed.

In the issue for the following week39 -niike sup-

ported his charge. After mentioning the deficiencies In the

3®Ibid.

39ibid .. December 10, pp. Ii1.76-ll4.79.
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book with reference to Burke's o\m. faially, Dilke lists pas-

sages side by side and nearly identical to show tbat Peter

Burke lifted whole paragraphs from Blsset's Life of Burke

(1798). To the striking similarity he does not give much

coiTiraent--not rauoh is needed—but proceeds directly to com-

plain of the dearth of information for nine years in Burke's

life, of obvious liistakes in the dates for the chronology of

the canon, and of the false impressions left by the author

of Burke's private life, Dllke concludes this article by

observing that if personal and domestic circujnstTnces

Impart the only true knowledge of character» Edmund Burke's

character had been neglected.

In spite of his evident dissatisfaction with Peter

Burke's Life of Burke , it was the stimulus Dilke needed to

enter into detailed und extensive inquiry as to the domestic

issues in Burke's life. On the publication of a fifth edi-

tion of Prior's Life of Burke in l8^5f Dilke was prepared to

exchange blow for blow over certain domestic issues, espe-

cially Burke's finances,^^ V/lille the tone of the article is

not friendly, the matter of the review la, paradoxically, an

indirect compliment to Prior for taking advantage of certain

discoveries and suggestions Dllke himself had made earlier.

But because Trior had not acknowledged his debt either to

the Athenaeum or to anyone else, Dilke takes care that credit

^Qlbid ., February 17, 1855, pp. 195-197.
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shoulcl go where it belonged. He berates ?rior»s evident

sraugiesa in reference to the lack of new facts:

A dira light haa broken upon us by the publication of
this, the fifth, edition. Not that Ito. Prior has said
anything to enli^^hten us—that is not his hxamoor; —not
that the reader of this fifth edition is forewarned
that there are statements in it contrary to positive
statements in preceding editions. Quite otherwise. Mr.
Prior assures him, 'in testimony of the care with which
the work was originally written, » that in the many vol-
umes of conteifiporary nen srd history since published,
no incident that I have mentioned is contradicted and
no new one added. 'M^

Dilke takes issue with the notion that the previous editions

were so good that the present one neither contradicted the

old nor added any new details. Quoting at length to demon-

strate both contradictions and additions and to prove

Prior's unackno;rledged debt to the Athenaeum, Dilke suggests

that if Prior did not make these changes* then Puck must

have done so. Plrst of all, Dilke demonstrates the incon-

gruity of the foiorth and fifth editions in the treatment of

Burke's finances.

His inquiries into Burke's financial status comprise

the 2iiost inportant of "^ilke's studios on 3urke, for the dis-

crepancy between Burke's calculated income and his known

expenses ultimately led Dilke to levy serious charges

against him. In demonstrating "^uck's part in the fifth edi-

tion, Dilke reviews briefly the known history of Burke's

monetary circumstances: in near poverty, Burico bought a

^^Ibid., p. 195.
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house and farm, Gregorles, in the parishes of ^erm and

Beaconsfleld, for over twenty thousand pounds. Prior to

this purchase he had served as secretary to Haniltcn and

later to Rockin:Thain. The former had In 1763 been Instru-

mental In procuring for Burke a pension of three hundred

pounds per year from the Irish treasury. '^^ This pension and

an ad'5itional one hundred pounds per annum for compiling th.«

Annual BefrXster were apparently Burke's only income. To

this point, Dilke admits that T>rior»s fifth edition was in

agreep:ent with the preceding four. But some detailed

inquiry concerning Burke's known expenditures, Tilke avers.

Is not in the preceding editions, although the same infor-

mation can be found in the pages of the Athenaeum . Having

thus hinted off-handedly at "'rior's secret fountain of Imow-

ledge, t?ilke digresses for some length to suggest in page

after page of financial detail that Burke could have come

into a SUIT, of twenty thousand pounds only by some means other

thsm honorable, '^e returns, hox^rever, to make an accusation

against '^'rlor for his 'dishonesty, '^erhapa to insure that

^John Morley, a contemporary biographer has this to
say of this connection: "In thanking him for this service,
Burke proceeded to bargain that the obligntlon should not
bind him to ^ive to his patron the whole of his time." But
on their subsequent misunderstanding, this biographer con-
tinues: "'/Ith an irrational stubbomess, that naj uell
astound us when we think of the noble r:enlus that he thus
wished to confine to paltry personal duties, he persisted
that Burke should bind himself to his service for life, and
to the exclusion of other interests." Burke (London, 1923),
pp. 26-27.
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Prior would in the future aclcnowleaise ci'eclit where It was

due, Dilke cites one other evidence of a vnliiclalevoua Puck:

He, indeed, e;:cept for our syiripatliy vrith ilr. Prior,

wight rejoice, for Puck has not only followed our hints,

but v/ithout scruple has rjw-ide this fifth edition conura-
dict all the preceding editions and confirm our specu-
lations. . • • ilr, .'rior tells us, or leaves us to

infer, that he has seen no reason to change any of his
opinions: yet we find—in tliis fifth edition—that the

many pages in proof that Junius was an Irishman and
Burke Junius—by far the ocst argued question through-
out the work—are gonei It was all, we are now told,
a mere speculative pleasantry, inserted to huiriour one of
Up* Burke's "relatives." Mr. Prior had no faith in his
own argument 1 la this fact or fiction? is /Ir, Prior in
earnest now, or was he in earnest in the four preceding
editions'. Is it iir. Prior that is speaking, or :lr»

?uck?M.3

Dilke confesses that ..'rior's Life was the best thus far pub-

lished, but he adds a word of regret that it is not better.

Prior's fifth edition fared little better than did Peter

Burke's Life.

In various articles in the Athenaeum and ITotes and

Queries from 18^5 to 1858, Dilke hints strongly of Burke's

dishonesty. He outlines in detail Burke's known income

prior to the tine he bought Gregoriesi

He arrived In London an adventurer, not to use the terra

disreapectfully, i^ith all the world before hiLi where to
choose. He was open for a Scotch professorship, --
thought of the Bar, and entered himself at the Temple,—
thought earnestly and long of ewigratlnr? to America,

—

injured his health by hard study,—married early, and
resided with his father- in-la\J,—eked out the small
incone required by literary drudgery,—compiled '>\nnual

Reglst«»raj '—abridged the History of England, wrote

'^^Athenaeura, February 17# l855» p. 196,
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anonymously In the papers and the magazines. He then,
by some accident vmknown, crot appointed Secretary to
Oerrard Hamilton, and was paid after the fashion of the
day by a pension of 30O pounds a year, --quarrelled with
Hamilton, and threw up the pension in 1760, as bovmd in
conscience to do. In 1765 he became Secretary to
Rockingham, and helf office for a twelve-month. In 1768
he bought GregoriesJ—and lived there ever after in a
style of unostentatious but noble hospitality. 'W

Dilke was blasted by correspondents for questioning the hon-

esty and otherwise inquiring into private affairs of a great

man. He answered that honesty is not a private affair, con-

tinuing all the while to uncover damaging evidence relative

to Burke *s transactions. Finally, he finds evidence of a

rather concrete nature of oossible shady dealings of Burke.

It was known that Lord Vemey was a friend and benefactor to

Burke; that after 1769, when Burke purchased Gregories, their

friendship seemed to wane; and that in 1783* Verney in a law-

suit brought charges against Burke. Biographers in the

l800's were not acquainted with the nature of these charges

and knew only that the court ruled In Burke »s favor, to the

great dissatisfaction of the public. Dilke cleared away the

mystery on his publication, in Notes and Queries , of a Bill

In Chancery dated 16 June, 1783, wherein Lord Vemey, the

plaintiff, appealed for payment of about six thousand pounds

for money loaned in 1769 to Edmund Burke, defendant, for the

purpose of paying mondy due on a mortgage levied against

Gregories. According to Veimey, the estate was to have been

^Ibld .. December 17, l853» P. 1513.
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sigied over to him, and Burke was to have executed a bond to

that end, Vemey professes he haS received neither bond nor

interest on the araoxmt, although he has made repeated

inquiries of the defendant. Dilke then refers in this arti-

cle to some of Burked s eulogists, quoting from one of then

to show that one such eulogist, Biaset, admitted that the

public was dissatisfied with Burke •s treatment of Vemey,^5

On the publication of this Bill Tn Chancery a Burke

descendant scorns dike's attempts to prove his illustrious

ancestor dishonest and la happy to be able "to set at rest

all question" of where Burke obtained money for Gregorles»U6

He is an amateur at the hands of Dilke, however, who demon-

strates errors, contradictions, and misstatements through-

out the article. After restating his thesla that either

Lord Vemey or Burke was a prevaricator, which the public

thought to be Burke, Dilke rests his case. ^7

^%otea^ and Queries, May 31, 1862, p. i).31,

^^Ibid., p. 37U.

M-7john Morley, however, is far from convinced of the
validity of Dilke 'a conclusions. "The common answer from
Burke's enemies, and even from some neutral inquirers, gives
to every lover of this great man's high character an un-
pleasant shock." He states without giving authority that
"The balance of six thousand was advanced by Lord Rockingham
on Burke's bond," though the biograt^her admits that it still
remains a puzzle "not only how Burke was able to maintain
(purchase?) so handsome an establishment, but how he could
ever suppose it likely that he would be able to maintain It."
(Horley, pp. 32-35.)
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Hla articles on "^ope have caused Dilke to be remem-

bered with admiration by modem editors. Dilke 's discovery

and purchase in iQ^k of the Caryll correspondence enabled

him to correct many previous biographers' errors and add new

facts concerning Pope's life. Although Dilke proved in I85I4.

that Pope had altered certain letters, had added to others,

and liad even constructed correspondences which in reality

never existed, it was not until after a series of articles

climaxing in i860 that he was able to outline the strange

and complicated history of the various surreptitious and

authentic editions. In so doing, he was able to trace the

even stranger and shadier dealings of Pope himself in these

editions*

In one of his first articles on Pope in 18^14., Dilke

states the known history of the surreptitious editions of

the letters; shows that Pope in the authorized editions mis-

directed, shortened, and added to certain letters; and cor-

rects some mistakes of previous biographers concerning

Pope's financial conditions,^" Dilke 's story of the plrattjd

editions of the letters is simple enough; it became com-

plicated only when Pope's complicity in the matter was made

known, but that discovery was not until i860. Dilke could

affirm in l85lj. only that a Mr. Cromwell, one of Pope's cor-

respondents, gave his letters to a i!rs. Thomas, who

^^AthenaeuM, July 8, I85I4., pp. 83^-839.
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professed to admire Pope but whose admiration was found

vjnequal to straitened circumstances when she sold Pope*

a

letters to Curll, a bookseller. Upon their publication.

Pope was indignant and wrote to correspondents to ask that

his letters be returned. An anonymous writer offered Gurll

the memoirs of ?ope from 1701; to 173lj.. Another anonymous

figure "in masquerade costume, a clergynan's gown with a

covmcellor's band," approached and delivered to Curll

printed copies of tills correspondence. Because he was

instructed to do so, Curll advertised the publication as a

collection of letters to and from a number of Earls and

other important men. These, then, were letters of "feera

printed x^ithout their consent, and their publication was

considered a violation of Peers* privileges. Curll was

summoned before the House of Lords and dismissed because no

names of any "^eers were found in the collection. Pope

offered a reward of twenty guineas to smyone who coixLd dis-

cover the person or persons that carried on those negoti-

ations, and double that amount if it could be told under

whose direction the party or parties acted, Dilke gave

Pope's own story thus:

Pope's own version of the story, published at the time,
was this,— that, alarmed by the indiscretion of Mr,
Cromwell, he had collficted his letters--th"it, ag several
of then served to revive past scenes of friendship, he
was ind'JKSed to preserve them, to add a few notes here
and there, and some small pieces in prose and verse,
and that to effect this "sm amanuensis or two were em-
ployed." The inference which Pope Intended la obvious;
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yet '^ove never called on these arianuensea, publicly or
privately, to Rive evidence on the subject; he never
even narnecl them. In brief, r'arll's str'^a'^o story was
never disproved; and "^ope'a story, still more strange,
was never proved ,4-9

It Is obvious that in iS^ij. Dilke did not believe dope's ver-

sion about the amanuenses. In so disbelieving, he was not

alone, for he states that nearly all who have Inquired into

the matter agree with Lintot's statement to Samuel Johnson:

"^ope knew better than anybo(3y else how Curll obtained the

copies. "50 Quij j^Q biographer had produced an iota of proof.

subsequently. Pope aijnounced that it was necessary

to publish a genuine collection of his letters owing to

errors and oraissions of the first pirated edition.

Carruthers, as well a>i Dllke somewhat later, pointed out

that the pirated edition and the subsequent "authentic" edi-

tion, prepared by :^ope himself, showed little differences!

in short, tlie interpolations, omissions, and errors are pre-

cisely such as ^ope desired. Dllke in 185/4., did not taader-

take to disprove ''ope's version, but he offered proof that

Pope in the Curll and in his own editions had tampered with

letters and had even fabricated correspondences ^;hat never

existed.

Dilke in IB5I4. acquired ^ope's original letters to

Cromwell. By collating these originals with the almost

^^Ibid., p. 835.

^Olbld.
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Identical "surreptitious" and "authentic" editions, Bllke

was able to prove duplicity aa. Pope's part. Purporting to

be addressed to Addiaon In both the pirated and "authentic**

editions, a letter beginning "I am more Joy'd at your return

than I should be at that of the sun"^^ ia in the original

not directed to Addison at all, but to Caryll. Purtherraorct

Dilke pointed out significant omissions and interpolations

within this single letter wherein Pope had "cooked" his oijn

correspondence to indicate that he had sent letters to

Addison, when actually they were sent to Caryll. By

changing names of parsonages and revising incidents, the

letters were made to fit Addison instead of Caryll. Evidence

of tat^pering was indisputable.

The evidence, too, that "Pope knew better than any-

body else how Gurll obtained the copies" is indicated but

not yet proved, Dilke ia "sorry for the consequence— sorry

at the exposure of such duplicity—sorry for the want of

siuGority, honesty and truthfulness of our little hero. "52

Dilke' 3 earlier outline in l^$k of the Garll publi-

cation was substantially oorrect. By lB60, he was able to

construct in elaborate detail the whole history of the

"surreptitious" edition, at the same time producing incrim-

inating evidence that could leave no '^oabt of Pope's

5llbld., p. 836.

52ibid.
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cowpllclty In the matter. Upon Curll's publication of the

Letters to CroTriwell In 17^6 '*ope had written to hla corre-

spondents to ask for his own letters. Some compiled with

this request, others did not, and some sent copies of the

originals, T>ope'a ovm storj was that en amanuensis was

employed to copy the letters thus received from correspond-

ents, "Obliging friends" entreated Pope to publish his own

edition of the letters "to prevent a worse," Pope declined,

publicly, at least. On October, 11, 1733» one "P, T."

writes to Curll offering him a chance to publish sone

letters, anecdotes, in P. T,'s possession. On Curll' s ea^er

response, ^. T, sent anecdotes but no letters; however, he

asked Citrll to print an advertlsemant, after which he should

receive the letters. ]?urtherraore, the orlpinal letters were

to be shown at Curll' s bookstore upon publlcntlon, a Promise

Irrpossible to keep, r>llke asserts, imless P. T, were ^ope.

Curll, too warv to accept ^, T.'s terras, woixld not advertise

•without the orlr^inals, and for a tine the natter wns dropped.

Out of the goodness of his heart, so Curll claimed, he wrote

to "«ope explain inr?; that a P, T, claimed to have In his pos-

session a large collection of 'dope's letters, ''ope replied

to this letter via t^ie rewspapers:

/hereas F, C, Bookseller, has written to Mr. ^, ^re-
tending that a person, the Initials of vriioae name are
P.T., hath offered hln to print a lar,Te collection of
the said ffr, P 's letters, to which E,C. requires an
Answer. This is to certify that Mr. P. having never
had, nor intending ever to have any private
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norresT^orjaonce t-dth F.O. /^fho hafl published Pope*

a

letters to Cromwell/ frives hia answer In this !%nner.
That he Imox^rs no such person as 7".?.; that he th^.nks no
Man has any such Collection; that he believes the ^ole
a Porgery, and shall not trouble himself about it ,53

r>ilko cnlls attention to at least three Interesting aspects

of this letter: the unfriendly tone, the false inplicatlon

that Curll had threatened to print the letters, and the sub-

tle and disguised pernlssion to do so, ^ope rofuned to

"trouble hinself about it." On Aiorll .3» Curll vras under-

standably irritated, Bilke surmises that left to hiraself,

Curll undoubtedly would have published in the ne^fsmpers the

nlaln truth and wo aid have denied that there were any clan-

destine negotiations with t>, t. or that h© had threatened to

publish any of Pope's letters or had the authority to do so,

Thus, on the apnearance of such a statement from Curll, ther©

oould be no r>retext for the obllf^ing friends to suf^.^est that

Pop© publlsdi a new editjjn of letters ''to nrevent a worse. "^U

But before Gurll had an opriortunity to nubllsh such a letter

he received on,e the next day from ^, T., affirming that since

the treaty had been broken off in 1733, "• T. had himself

been persuaded to print the letters. As Dilke puts it,

"^evons^e is Sweet." S5nce the letters were already printed,

Curll could be no more responsible for their publication

than any other booksoller. .'\.ccordin'?;l;7, on April 5, two

^'^Ibld., p. 299.

^%bia., p. 301.
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days after "opr's advertisement, Curll*B wes published.

Thus far, he had reacted just as ^ope had Xflahed. Still,

Curll would not advertise the actual contents of the volume

until he could see the ori{.'inals. "^. ?., on the other hand,

was anxious for Curll to commit himself In an advertisement

before he could verify the contents. A second impasse vms

imnlnent. But shortly afterwards, a parson, or a person

disguised as one, appeared at Curll 's hone v/lth a fev; of the

original letters and a promise to deliver the remainder

after the advei^tisoment. Dilke again identifies '', T, T-rith

''ope:

Ir /'^urll/'' :me;T ^opo's han-^vrritfris ;-;ell--ho hid the
originals of the Cromwell Letters still in his pos-
session, '•fhere, then, ^Af\ the originals ahovm to (^urll
come from? They were avowedly in Pope* s possession
long after, lu': they must /iave been out of hia '^'^^'^^h
session and doing service on that memorable evening.55

Finally, on the arrival of a few printed copies of the

letters, Curll issued the advertisement as directed:

"Letters to and from certain lords."

At 2:00 p. m. the next day five cartons of books

were delivered on horseback to Curll' s home, but before a

slncrle bale could be ooened, the entire lot was seized by

officers from the House of Lords, and Curll was ordered to

aopeor next morning to answer charges. After due exami-

nation, no such letters to Lords were found as evidence;

^^Ibid.
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Gurll was released, together with the letters. It is

doubtful that Ourll ever realized that ?. T# was actually

Pope hiiiiself, though the fact is manifest to one having

access So original Kianuscripts. Thus, a second result of

Dilke's search for facts was his di3C07er7 of dishonesty in

the private lives of Burke and Pope.

A final manifestation of Dilko's insisteace on facts

was his defense of John Wilkes, Lady Mary VJortley Montagu,

and Pope, whom he had earlier censured for dishonest rneddling

with his own letters. Dilke undertook the her'sule.an task

of defending John A'ilkes in three articles ranging over a

period of five years, from l852-l357. The articles contain

a touch of sarcasm on the fickleness of fortune and in

addition reveal much of Dilke's political philosophy at

this tirae. Surprisingly enough, near the beginning of thia

series, he states that V/ilkea was not an "exceptional" man.

Later he turns this statement into bitter irony, if not

sarcas/a. He adaiits that Wilkes had vices, but /»icntions only

one: he was a bad husband. To serve as a balance for this

fault, Dilke calls attention to his virtues as an excellent

father, especially as seen in the dutiful, lifelong affec-

tion from his daughter; to the directions in her will Lo bo

buried by his side; to her inability to be apart fror. him

whtsm visiting her mother for more than a week at a tiiae,

V/ilkes was a product of his time, according to Dilke,

who further observed that he cannot be censured without
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censvirlng also the age In which he lived—an age which, from

the mid-nineteenth century point of view, was anything but

virtuous, Dilke felt that because his own age was much

tamer than the age in which Wilkes lived, no sane biographer

would attempt to eulogize Wilkes.

No one, as we lately said, can in this nineteenth cen-
tury have any desire to make a hero of John Wilkes. The
prejudices, feelings, virtues, vices of the age,—all
run counter to such Quixotic daring. There is not
enough of the blood of the martyrs left in literary
hearts to stimulate even its enthusiasts to fight for a
dead and almost fors^otten reputation. Yet, we must own
that, as literary journalists, we have an occasional
twinge of conscience on this subject. Thus, it gave us
a sharp momentary pang when, to serve a selfish and tem-
porary purpose. Lord Brougham poured out his vituper-
ation on the memory of John Wilkes. Since then, scarcely
a writer has adverted to the period who has not followed
his Lordship's example, and given evidence of his moral-
ity at the easy rate of a like reprobation.^®

Since Wilkes appears to be a product of that age, it

is all the more unfair to make him its scapegoat. It is

neither wisdom, charity, nor justice "to pile up our indig-

nation against the vices of a generation on the head of one

man. "57

Dilke claimed that he could produce "numberless niim-

bers" of testimonials of Wilkes' kindness, affability, hon-

esty, and good humor. Prom a standpoint of political prin-

ciples, Dilke points first at Wilkes' record in Parliamoit

and concludes that he could not be accused of being a

56ibld., January 3. 1852, p, 7.

57ibid.
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polltlcal opportunist. His principles were conslatent

regardless of which party was In power. Furthermore, though

he was hated and feared by the majority In Parliament, he

was for most of his career the most popular man In England.

And he never lost or abused that confidence. Again, pro-

ducing abundant testimony respecting Wilkes* personal char-

acter, Dllke quotes Lord Mahon, never sympathetic to Wilkes,

In praising his "dauntless courage and high animal spirits,"

and good humor and kindliness.-^® Another contemporary.

Gibbon, praised Wilkes "inexhaustible spirits, infinite wit

and humour, and . . . great . . . knowledge. "59 Another

political opponent confided that "^!^. Wilkes was the pleas-

antest companion, the politest gentleman, and the best

scholar he ever knew."^^

V/llkes is sometimes censured for deserting his

friends, but Pllke takes great pains to demonstrate that

each accusation is false and unjust. Dllke believed firmly

that Wilkes was the victim of treachery at the hands of

others, and that perhaps one of the most flagrant Instances

of deceit was Pitt's double-dealing with him. After securing

enough authority to be able to aid Wilkes in obtaining somo

needed reforms, Pitt betrayed him to the king for personal

5% bid ., p. 9.

^^Ibid., January 10, p. 1}.9a

60lbld.
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preferment. The occasion of this betrayal rested cm the

controversial -Torth Briton ^kS, which Wilkes earlier with

Pitt had composed, '/hile criticisia of royalty in this paper

is less vitriolic than that found in certain others of the

same era, the king saw in this issue a chance to rid himself—

so he thought—of a nuisance, and accordingly chose to take

the Insults as personal. After meeting twice with George

III, Pitt, who doubtless had a hand in the publication,

tacitly agreed, so Dilke claims, to rescind and condenm pub-

licly not only the controversial paper but Wilkes as well.

In connection with this display of hi^ treason,

Dilke alludes to another reason why Wilkes was refused his

seat in Parliament. Sometime earlier, in his vigorous youth

and hot blood, Wilkes had composed an obscene poem entitled

Essay on Woman , a parody of Pope's Essay on Man. For this

indiscretion he v:a3 aspersed years later in Parliament.

Since Wilkes had his ovm printing press, he undertook to

print thirteen, or perhaps fourteen, copies for private cir-

culation. This printing was probably never completed,

though his enemies managed to obtain about ninety-two lines,

a quantity quite sufficient to blacken his character. Wilkes

had no opportunity to defend himself, vmile Dilke off-

handedly alludes to the uncertainty as to the real author-

ship of the poem, he argues his point that in politics

Wilkes accepted Infinitely more abuse than he gave. Having

recounted the hurts and ingratitude to which Wilkes was
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subject, Dllke by way of bitter sarcasm reminds his readers

of the majority of politicians, xanprinclplea as they are,

who do service x/hile they barter their souls and in the ^d

receive for their duplicity a pension. VTllkes, because he

was principled and consistent, "got nothingl" Had he been

rewarded justly, Dilke points out, Wilkes would have been a

patriot, and the Wilkes story would be different:

Had he succeeded in getting the appointment of ambas-

sador to Constantinople—had he gone out as governor to

Canada—had he even crept in anongst the obscarltios \'iho

presided at the Board of Trade—the old esprit de corps

would have protected him. Had he vfon for himself a

place, or a neerage, or a pension for life—or even a

good reversion—he might have been tolerated, smd have

figured as a patriot to this hour—we know that half the

"patriots" of the Georgian era can show no better \\^^^'
—but to suffer and get nothing was a bad example. ol

Bilke reiterates that Wilkes "got nothing." He received no

pension and consequently is not an exceptional man. And

therefore, the four reforms Wilkes was successful in achiev-

ing in Parliament must amount to nothing:

. . . the abolition of these General Warrants—the de-

clared illegality of seizing letters and papers, except

in oases of high treason—the publication of the debates,

and the consequent responsibility of rnembers of Parlia-

ment to an informed constituency—and the recognition of
the right of juries in cases of libel to judge of tlie

intention as well as the act, the law as well as the

fact.°2

Rarely, if ever, is Dilke in his criticism more sar-

castic than he was in his denimciation of the treatment

^^Ibid., p. ii.8,

^%bid., January 3, 1952, p. 8.
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accorded Wilkes; nor is he content to leave Wilkes defendec^

only in this instance. In iC^T, he revealed that grave

doubts exist as to whether V/ilkes was actually the author of

the la say on l7oraan » -^ iJven if Wilkes were guilty, Dllke

contended with cogent logic rhat Wilkes was moat xin justly

treated by Parliaxaont. Plrat of all, Dilke ar^^ea that

I-llkes was unable to defend hir.iaelf or in any way be por-

ziiitted to Justify his actions, since he had been shot in a

duel by Ifertin, a political enemy. Kext, assumir.g that the

charge that he wrote and printed obscene literature was

true, he had no Intention to make public the poem. TJecause

it was a private affair, the tactics to blacken his name

were an unjust infringement of personal rights. Third, it

was not even charged that he had written the poera, merely

that he had printed portions of it. Had the opposition been

able to ascertain his authorship, they moat certainly would

not have missed the opportunity. Wilkes, even if he had

been permitted to deny his part in the incident, woiild for

matters of principle have remained silent, Dilke contends,

i-lnally Dilke produces testimony from letters of friends

proclaiming Wilkes' innocence. ^^ Wilkes may have been

^3Note8 and Queries, July 1|., 11, 18, 1957, PP. 1,21,1^1.

°'+The degree of success with which Dilke <1efended
Wilkes against this charge is afforded by a biographer. See
R. W. Postgate, That Devil Wilkes (New York, 1929), pp. 72ff.
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guilty of sorae ccainection ifith the poem; Dilke never states

unequivocally otheiwise. By calling attention to the good

points of Wilkea' character and to the viciasltudea of for-

tunehe had to endure, it la quite likely that Dilke'a real

Intention was to point up the legitimate doubts of ijiiilkes*

guilt rather than to convince the reader of hia Innocence.

At any rate, hia fairness in presentation* hia alignment on

the side of a then-unpopular cause, his raarshalling of argu-

ment, and certainly, his telling satii*©, are admirable

aspects of his defense and reveal in passing the nature of

Dilke's critical modus operandi aa well as his integrity as

an individual.

Defending reputations of so-called "dawaged souls"

seems to have been one of Dilke*s chief interests. In two

articles in l36l he defends Lady Hary V/ortley ftontagu from

slanders alluding to a connection with a dashing i?rench

apeculator in South Sea acheioes and from charges linking her

naxue with Pope. -^ The story had circulated that unable to

live with her husband, she had gone to Franco, laet the young

raan, and behaved indiscreetly. After returning to i^ngland,

she had received ten letters from this alleged paramour,

nine of which were preserved. Biographers searched in vain

for the tenth, for they were sure that it would reveal the

entire story. Dilke, however, provea tliat she left England

^^Athenaeum , April 6, l861, pp. l;60-63; April 19,
pp. k92-9\f'
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on jood tepma with her husband, that gho went to the conti-

nent only beoauae of her health, and that she b«haved quite

clrcuinapactly. Finally, Dilke produced the controversial

"tenth letter," which was ''so hartiless antl so innocent that

it was overlooked, "^^

The other article is concerned with the eatrange-

inent betixeen ?ope rind L.^dy Montagu, To the despair of slan-

derers, Dllke showed that there was little justification for

belief that any event of spectacular proportions -vras respon-

sible, ?ope gradually grew nore Tory-minded, while his for-

mer friends had turned ";lhig. In their letters both ""ope and

Lady Montagu confided to correspondents that neither knew

v;hy they did not soe one another more often, Dilke says of

this estrangement:

Had "'ope and Lady fary lived at a distance-- the one
in London, the other In Twickenham—their acquaintance
nli^it have quietly and silently died out, as a hmidred
more congenial friendships die out In the everyday
progress of lifej but living in the saiae village, the
estrangement required explanation, and explanation, with
its exag •ei^tlons and misrepresenta tiona, vras a sure
ground of quarrel.°7

Once the estrangement had begun, matters of little importance

culminated to effect a final break. On the whole, Dllke

was not inclined to believe it was the fault of one more

than of the other, though he spoke somewhat curtly of Pope's

Ibid ., Anrll b, 186I, p. 1^.61,

^"^
Ibid ,, April 13, 1861, p. i|.93.
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slanders against Lady Montagu.

Except for censuring Pope for his duplicity in th^

publication of his own correspondence, Dilke defended Pope

against false charges leveled at hlin by earlier biographers.

He sneers at Roscoe's suggestion that Pope carried on clan-

destine affairs with the Blount sisters; he excuses Pope

from any serious breach of propriety in his conduct with

Lady Montagu, His most important defense of Pope is his

refutation of the charge that the poet accept a 1,000

pound bribe from the Duchess of Marlborough to suppress the

"Character of Atossa," allegedly discriptlve of her. The

slander, perpetrated in part by Warton, was perpetuat d by

biographers down through CariTithers, whose Life of Pope

Dilke reviewed in the Athenaetim in 18^7,^8 He shows, first

of all, that not until 17i|.6 was there a bribe ever mentioned,

and then only by en anonymous person serving as amanuensis

to Warton 's publisher:

These verses ere pert of a poem entitled Characters
of Women . It is generally said, the D— ss gave Mr, P.
1,000 pounds to suppress them; he took the money, yet
the world sees the verses; but this is not the first
instance v/here Mr, P.'s practical virtue has fallen
v r^- short of those pompous professions of it he malces
?n his writings. 69

After dealing appropriately with the tale-bearer, Dilke

abstracts the "It is said" portion to claim as Werton»s

Aft°°Athenaeum, October 3, 18^7, pp. 1232-35

,

^^Ibid., p. 123ki Quoted by Dilke.
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authorlty.'i'O This was In l857» end at this time Dllke could

offer no final proof. He could esk only if tirds disreputable

fellow Is to be credited on his own admission of "no-euthor-

Ity" when the whole life of Pope "pelves the lie to It,"*?!

However, In i860, after reviewing his ar^^uraent in 1857#

Dilke advances the startling Intelligence that bhe charge

must be untrue becruse the "Character of Atossa" \re.s not

raesnt for the Duchess of Marlborough. As one of his argumente

Dllke points out that the italicized portion of the first

line in the following quotation offers strong evidence that

the "Character of Atossa" was directed rather to the Duchess

of Buckinghamshire than to the Duchess of Marlborough:

There was another Character written of her Grace
/Bnckingharaihire/ by herself (with what help I know not),
but she shewed it me in her blots, and j ressed me, by
all the adjirations of friendship, to give her my sin-
cere opinion of it, I acted honestly and did so. She
seemed to take it patiently, and upon many exceptioriS
which I made, engaged me to take the whole, and to
select out of it just as rauch as I Judged might stand
and |!^tum her the copy, I did so. Immediately she
picked a_ quarrell with le, and we never saw each other in
five or 8ix years ,T2

Dllke produces further evidence that the "Character of

^^"Here is an obtuse rascal by his own confession.
Pope, he tells us, it is 'said,' took a thousand pounds to
suppress these verses; but since his deeth, I^ got hold of a
copy, and here they are! I_ publish them, and mj publication
'is not the first insttmce where I4r, Pope's practical virtue
has fallen very short of his pompous professions!" ( Ibid. )

7^Ibid .

72Diike, Papers , I, p. 273.
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Atossa" was meant for the Duchess of Buckinghamshire rather

than for the Duchess of Marlborough by shovjlng that even after

her death Pope spoke bitterly of the forraerj on the other <

hand. Pope and the latter were on friendly terras up to a

year before his death. There is no record of tny ill

feeling between them after that.

Finally, as if further proof were needed, Dilke

refers to a statement by Warburton, vjhora Pope assisted in

the collection of materials for an edition of Pope works:

The Duchess of Buckinghamshire would have had Mr, Pope
to draw her husband's Character, But though he refused
this office, yet in his Epistle on the Characters of
Women, these lines.

To heirs unknown descends t'n* unguarded store.
Or wanders, heav'n-directed, to the poor,

—are supposed to mark her out in such a manner as not
to be mistaken for another, 73

These lines are from the "Character of Atossa"; Warburton

unequivocally names their reference to be the Duchess of

Buckinghamshire

.

The remainder of the article it devoted to an exaia-

inatj.on of tliis couplet and its ay^plication to the two can-

didates. To the question "to which one does the couplet

refer," Dilke replies that the Duchess of Buckinghamshire

died a yf^ar before Pope, leaving no heirs, while the XXxchess

of Marlborough left at least twelve and "was still alive at

73ibid., pp. 283- 81j.,
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Pope'3 death. Thus by showing that the "Character of Atosaa"

was directed not to the Duchess of Marlboro but to the

Duchess of Buckinghamshire, Dilke cleared Pope from charges

of indiscretion which raany early nineteenth century biog-

raphers had erroneously imputed to him.

In spite of Dilke* a impartiality in his treatment

of the biographical facts concerning Pope» Professor George

Sherbum has recently coraraented that Dilke *s distrust of

Pope's honesty in the handling of the publication of his own

letters colored Dilke 's whole attitude toward Pope:

Dilke» to be sure, shows some of the bias of his cen-
tury. His discovery of the Caryll correspondence and
consequent discovery that Pope "cooked" some of his
letters—that is, more specifically, that Pope revised
letters to Caryll and printed them as letters to Addison
or Wycherley— seemed a last blow to Pope's honesty and
led Dilke to be dominated by an attitude of suaplcion
with regard not merely to Pope's self-edited letters but
also to other phases of the poet's career. 7l|.

Iftidoubtedly, Professor Sherbum is correct in the first part

of this passage in avowing that Dilke showed some of the

bias of his century; Dilke himself acknowledged as much in

one of his articles:

The biographers seem never forearmed unless they are
forewarned,—never to consider that the only account we
have ... is Pope's own,—or rather, ... not a direct
statement by Pope, but a story which the Ingenious weave
for themselves, by Inference and from circumstances and
letters, for the truth of which no man is warrant. The
biographers might reply, and perhaps with equal justice,
that we are too critical, too sceptical; and we acknowl-
edge that we have seen others, «nd been ourselves, so

^^Sherbum, p. 20.
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often mystified and misled that we are suspicious in all

questions relating to Pope where the evidence is merely

inferential«75

But to the charge that the disgraceful story of the letters

caused an unfair attitude in Dilke towards all Pope ques-

tions it may be asked, with Dilke, "what are the facts?" In

the first place, the very admission of possible prejudice is

a safeguard against it. And beyond that, with the exception

of matters pertaining to the letters, Dilke Is consistently

defending Pope from the charges of other biographers. It is

unfair to impute that Dilke was prejudiced in these "other

phases" of Pope's career, as Sherburn has said. It would

appear rather to be a healthy critical attitude that can

defend merit and condemn duplicity according to the evidence.

As a positive denial of SherbiUTi»s too-general condemnation,

Dilke himself may be quoted:

Far Pope's errors or his vices, when proved, let Pope be

condemned; and he had enough to keep the dullest of mor-

tals in countenance. Of all the current and contem-

porary slander which cannot be proved, let him be

acquit ted.'^o

Dilke knew as well as anyone the faults and virtues of Pope,

and it is significant that he acquits far more often than he

condemns. Professor Shorbum, nevertheless, recognizes

Dilke' 3 contribution to Pope studies. His following testi-

mony to Dilke » 3 accuracy and diligence with respect to Pope

"^^
Athenaeum . May 8, 18^8, p. ^86.

'''^Ibid., November l5, l856, p. 1398.
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studles could with equal verity be applicable to such

figures as Burke, Wilkes, and Junius, about whom Dllke had

written with equal candor:

The contributions of Dllke were chiefly concerned with
the authenticity of varloiia of Pope's correspondences,
though his criticisms of blocrapblcal detail evi'nce sui

Inclslveness that may be the Ideal and the despair of
any biographer. That neither Spence nor rilVro should
have written a life of Pope la a major catastrophe to
this field of scholarship.''

Professor Sherbum*s high praise of Dilke as a biographical

scholar is a tribute to Dllke 's insistence on facts.

Because he applied in his own criticism what he advised for

other critics, Dllke gained a reputation for sound bio-

graphical scholarship that stands to this day.

•'Sherburn, p. 20.



CHAPTER VI

DILKE IN HIS AGE

Dilke's literary criticism reflects certain atti-

tudes of the two ages in which he wrote. The trends,

values, and methods of his criticism are in some ways like

and in other ways different from those of other Romantic

and Victorian critics. By con^aring his criticism with

that of several of his contemporaries or near-contempora-

ries—notably, Coleridge, Lamb, Hazlitt, De Qulncey, Shelley,

Hunt, Jeffrey, Ruskin, and Arnold—this study proposes to

evaluate Dilke in terras of his ap;e.

His love for scenery, ruins, and distant places, so

appealing to the hearts of all Ronantic poets, is evidenced

in his many reviews of books on these subjects. In a

review of Sir William Gell»s Pompeiana : or . Observations

on the Topop^raphy , Edifice s, and Ornaments of Pompeii ,

Dilke indulges himself in several purple passages on the

romantic ruins and scenery of old Pompeii,-^ He reveals

his love for scenery and old places again in an original

paper he published in Jime, I83O, "A Visit to Arqua,"

the burial place of Petrarch.^ Here he describes in

^Athenaeum , June 12, I83O, pp. 36Ii.-65.

2lbld,, p. 361.
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minute detail Arqua's fields of beauty, Petrarch's house

and garden, and finally, the beautiful Ai»qua nights.

These nostalgic remains of bygone years are depicted by

one who obviously relished every detail.

Dilke reveals his Romantic bias in his partiality

for Romantic poets and Elizabethan dramatists. As one of

the coterie of the London Magazine from lC20 to I83O, he

shared their enthusiasm for Blake, Coleridge, V/ordsworth,

and Bums, He professed e great admiration for Shelley,-^

In defense of Keats, he challenged anyone to produce by any

poet no older than twenty-two a poem superior to the "Ii;;Tnn

to Pan."^ The only Romantic figure Dilke may have under-

estimated was his friend Charles Lamb, and even in this

instance he defended Lamb from a vicious attack in the

Literary Gazette. ^ Dilke 's only strictures against Lamb,

moreover, were relatively minor: though always e pleasant

writer, he says, Lemb was not powerful, and his diction

suffered from lack of color," Because of Dilke 's personal

tastes. Another era which held his interests and Imagination

throughout his life was the Elizabethan Age, Excepting

Ibid.. August k$ 1832, p, ^02,

Ibid .

Ibid., July 17, 1830, p. U35-6.

6
Ibid.
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Shakespeare, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, and one or two

other of the greatest playv/rights, the Continuation con-

siders the works of all the major dramatists in that period.

Dilke is like his Romantic contemporaries in his

fundamental assumptions toward literature, although he

appears never to have set forth any theory of aesthetics

as did Coleridge in Blo;r,raphia Literaria or Shelley in

Defense ox 1 oetry » Thus, one cannot lend dignity to

Dilke 's native prejudices by calling them philosophical

aesthetics. But that he had certain basic attitudes

simllir to those of "ni£ conteraroraries is repeatedly

evidenced in his criticism. He sided i.ith Coleridge

against too much representation of "nature" in poetry; he

emphasized with Coleridge the role played by the imagin-

ation. He was convinced that moral benefits are to be

derived from literature, and his criticism anticipated

Shelley's Defense of Poetry , /vnd he shared with all his

contemporaries a considerable distrust for arbitrary rules.

It is true that other ages were likewise concerned i^ith

such aesthetic problems as nature, imagination, and moral

benefits in literature, but authcrs in the Romantic age

stressed these elements to aid in giving that period a

unique character.

The Romantics' concern over the matter of "nature"

in poetry vms a lepacy bequeathed them by the neo-clessic
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a.rje. The terra had several neanlngs for both ages: plysi-

cal nature, hiiraan nature, natural phenomena of everyday

life, and natural diction, Samuel Johnson and Joshua

Reynolds had decreed that strict adlierence to physical

nature was undesirable in art and poetry. The fiat

"/the poet or artist/ does not number the streaks of the

tulip"7 represents elf-hteenth century aesthetics, although

the veins in leaves were nonetheless coimted by a minority

of roets in that age. Cn the other hand, Johnson end

Reynolds stressed c graphic fidelity to human nature, that

is, the factual representation of realistic behavior in

people. Applied to drama, the insistence on factual

portrayal meant that the characters ought to behave as we

shoiild expect people to behave in real life.

The attitude towards nature was modified in the

Romantic age. By kee^-ins his "eye on the object" the

Romantic poet discovered that he could arouse feeliniT and

syrr^athy in a graphic description of phyr?cal nature. The

function of "general nature" in the eighteenth century was

to portray general truths rather thejn to excite feeling or

aympathy, and thus had ^een xinable to achieve such an

immediate emotional res onse.

But if the Romantic poet insisted on fidelity to his

'7

'Sef^ especially Char^ter X in Samuel Johnson,
Rasselas.
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physlcal envlrorment, he tended to mitigate the importance

of other aspects of "nature," Coleridge felt that just

enough natural phenomenon—that is, day to day life—was

necessary in drama to procure for the audience "the willing

suspension of disbelief."^ In writing serious supernatural

poems, something that Johnson or Reynolds would never have

done, Coleridge included just enough of "nature"—probabil-

ity in real life—to render his stories poetically harmon-

ious; just enough to prevent jarring the reader's credi-

bility. Coleridge argued against Wordsworth's premise that

the most suitable diction for poetry is the language of

natural, daily intercourse," Wordsworth had stated in his

Preface that rustic speech was suitable for poetic diction;

Coleridge answered that the other extreme, the language of

Milton, for instance, was most poetic, •'•^

Dilke takes a position with Coleridge in saying that

poetic diction should contain some of what the eighteenth

century called "grand style," His opinion that Lamb was

not a powerful writer was based on his dis.?atisfaction with

Lamb's choice of diction: "there is no blazonry in his

poetical escutcheon, no pomp and majesty in his language. "'^

"Samuel T, Coleridge, Biograrhia Literarla , ed,
H. Coleridi^e, 2 Vols. (London, lbl|ti), II, p. 2.

^Ibid ,, pv* I1I-63.

^Qlbid ., p, l|.l.

^^Athenaeum . July 1?, IB30, pn, U33'-36.
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He trusted too much to "nature In all its simplicity /of

diction/. "^^ In effect, Dllke believed that Larab's diction

was too prosaic, that the "natural" mode of expression was

not the poetic mode,

Dllke felt, too, that the supernatural element In

poetry should not be criticized because of some arbitrary

rule stressing truth to "nature," that is, to the natural

phenomena of everyday life. In his introduction to Dekker's

works in the Continuation , Dllke defends the dramatists of

the Elizabethan age in their frequent use of the super-

natural:

Without adverting to that species of supernatural
agency which was then very generally believed, and
which Shakespeare has employed witii sach powerful
effect in "Macbeth," it may be observed that the
translation of the "Orlando Purioso," by Sir John
Harrington, and the "Palry Queen" of Spenser, must
not only have accustomed their readers to tolerate,
but to be delighted v/ith fictions of the boldest
kind; and those of the enchanted lance of Brada-
mante, the magical ring of Angelica, the blazing
shield of Rogero, and the flying horse of Astolpho
are scarcely exceeded by the inexhaustible purse and
wishinf- cap of Portunatus. It will readily be allowed
that fictions of this kind are more suitably employed
in poems like those of Spenser and Ariosto than in a
dramatic performance; but though Ben Jonson raised
his voice against such "es made nature efraid in their
plays," and the romentlc taste of the age was very
forcibly ridiculed by Beaumont and Fletcher, in the
"Knlr^^.t of the '"urnlng Pestle," yet it will scarcely
be regretted that a nore strict adherence to reality
did not prevail, when we recollect thet it would
have deprived us of such plays as "MidsuTmer Night's

12
Ibid,
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Dreaiu" and "The Tempest. "^3

The "more strict adherence to reality," wl^ich happily did

not occur, hints an echo of Coleridge's "willing suspension

of disbelief," which insisted that enou^ of nature be

included in any representation of life for the reader to

enter into the literary work or stage presentation vdthout

difficulty. The purpose of poetry, Coleridge said in 1817,

was not truth but pleasure. Two years earlier Dilke had

stated that poetry is embellished by other-worldliness,

fantasy, and superstition, which was sufficiently truthful

for the purposes of poetry. Dilke caustically observed

further that "the Shakespeare of a more instructed and

polished age wo Id not have given us a .aagician darkening

the swTi at noon, the sabbath of witches, and the cauldron

of incantation," or we had been deprived of many super-

natural pleasures in literature.^^ Dilke and Coleridge

were in agreement as to the rroper place of nature in

poetry. Physical nature accurately represented was a

potential aid in arousing the emotions; natural diction,

however, sounded too much like prose; in instances where

pleasure conflicted with fidelity to the natural course of

events, pleasure should take precedence.

^^Dilke, Continuation , III, p. 101.

Ibid., I, p. xii.
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Llke the Roiaantlcs, Dllkc plnced erect stress on the

Imasination, In his use of the term he Included none of

the metaphysical or aesthetic meanings that Coleridge

attached to the word. The letter's division of the ima-

gination into its primery and recondary functions was en

attempt tc define poetry as a creative act, which the poet

must experience in order to attain greatness. On the other

hand, Dllke nearly always looked upon the imagination as

the device by which the audience exreriences feeling for

the characters or situations. However, in its effect on

the avxdience, the imagination amoxonted to essentially the

same thing in Coleridge and Dilke,

Coleridge's description of the method of the

creative force In the secondary IraeGinatlon is abstruse and

involved. It dissipated, diffused, and dissolved Images,

dissimilar as separate entities, to recreate them into a

unified whole. An unerring, intuitive "x-quantity"

—

Coleridge never says what it is nor how it works--selectE

parts of these disassociated images and fuses them together

to laake new intelligible end unified images. Kith this sort

of subject matter Dilke would have nothing to do, as is

evident in his purposeful neglect of ileats' theory of

negative capability. But in describing what the imagina-

tion actually is and what it does, Coleridi'se employs rather

complicated terminology to describe a relatively commonplace

phenomenon, The imeginetion, he says, is "essentially
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vital," in that the poet is by the imagination enabled to

diffuse hie spirit "through earth, sea, and air," to enter

into and become one with whatever object he contemplates.^^

Shakespeare does not write about Hamlet, Coleridge maintains,

but Shakespeare becomes iiaralet. So far as it conceals

results, all this absti'use terminology amounts only to the

poet's ability to change places imaginatively with someone

else. V/e ar>peal essentially to the same powers when we

ask another to "put yourself in ray place." Dilke shares

Coleridge's opinion that the imagination is essentially

a vital force, although he is primarily Interested in the

effect of the imagination upon the audience—the reader and

the listener—rather than in its potential as a creative

force for the poetic faculty; nevertheless, the same powers

of projection of feeling are indicated for poet and audi-

ence alike.

One of Dilke 's stipulations for a good play is that

it must arouse emotion. "A long, tedious business" he

calls Heywood's Edward IV . whose greatest fault was that

"we find so little to excite our feelings. "1^ He is most

enthusiastic over those plays containing a broken-hearted

lover, a happy reunion, or any other situation containing

a great deal of pathos. In sympathy with the so-called

l^Biographia Literaria . I, p. 29P; II, pp. 1-25.
^°Dilke, "The Early Draraa—Thomas Heywood's Plays,"

Retrospective Review . XI, Part I (1825), p. IZJ

,
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School of Sensibility, Dilke acreed that the :nore excitation

of feeling and the more tearful, the better—provided happy

reunions as well as sad lovers are admitted just cause for

tears. In almost every paragraph of the introductions in

the Continuation Dilke made a point of alluding to the

playwright's ability to engender feeling. He praised

Heywood's best-knovm rl^y, A Vioman Killed V/ith Kindness ,

for its greet pathos and sensibility:

This is the most tearful of tragedies; the most
touching in story; the most pathetic in detail; it
raises, in the reader's breast, "e sea of troubles",
sympathy the most engrossing; a grief the most
profound, 17

The aesthetics of the eighteenth century had stressed

logic. Intellect, and order. The Romantic age in its dy-

namic, vital approach to literature put aside these requi-

sites of a former age to emphasize emotion, pathos, and

sensibility, Dilke was in this respect a man of his own

age.

In his belief that projection of feeling enabled

man to receive moral benefits from literature, Dilke may

have anticipated Shelley, who defended poetry for its

moral teaching. Both the Continuation and the article on

Heywood in the Retrospective Review , in which Dilke vir-

tually equates literature of merit with moral instruction,

were published before the Defense of Poetry , Following

""^Ibid,, pp. 151+-55.
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Horece, Shelley maintained that the study of literature was

not only delishtful, but instructive as well, if instruction

may be extended to mean moral benefits to mankind; poetry,

Shelley said, co-existed with wliatever other arts that served

to contribute to the happiness and perfection of man.

Poetry vras morally beneficial not only in it? useful exam-

ples, but also in the study of it for its o\m sake;

Poetry strengthens the facult:, wliich is the organ of
the loral nature of man, in the same manner as exer-
cise strengt liens a limb.l"

This power of poetry to raise the spirit of mankind above

the infirmities of the flesh is made possible by the ima-

gination's ability to project feeling:

The great secret of morals is. . .a goinj? out of our
own nature, and en identification of ourselves with
the beautiful which exists in thotight, action, or per-
son, ... A Man, to be greatly good, must iraag-ine
Intensely and comprehensively; he iirast put himself in
the place of another and of many others; the pains
and pleasures of his species must become his own. The
great instrument of moral good is the imagination;
and poetry administers to the effect by acting upon
the cause. •^'^

Dilke shared with Shelley the conviction that moral bene-

fits are to be derived from literature. He once wrote

that the great marabers of literary journals were "mighty

forces" at work throughout the world for the betterment of

18
Percy B. Shelley, Defense of Poetry , ed. H. F. B,

Brett-Sinlth (Boston, 1921), p. 3^.

^^Ibid.
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mankind: they had a "hiamanizlno: influence, "20 that la, they

planted the seeds of moral Instruction everywhere. Again,

Dllke praised Heywood for his refined and polished charac-

ters, who provided useful moral instmaction for the reader:

There is an inexpressible charm about those charac-
ters, a politeness founded on benevolence and the chari-
ties of life, 8 spirit of the [\ood and kind which twines
aroxind o^ir affections, which gives us an elevation above
the iinfir.nitios wMch flesh is heir to, and id'^ntifles
us with the nobleness of soul and strength of character
which shed "a glory" round their heads, '^-'•

This spirit of the good and kind that affords not the char-

acters themselves "an elevation above the infirmities" of

life uplifts the reader and identifies him with nobleness

of soul and strength of character. On another occasion

Dilke alludes to He^j'wood's frequent error in representing

unshakable, superhuman, heroic characters at the expense of

humanity and useful moral instruction:

Heywood, like many of our old dramatists, deals
in the extreme of character, which frequently amounts
to heroism. His heroes are of unshakable purpose, of
irresistible patience; men who will stand beneath the
sword susT ended b.y a single hair; and, with the power
of motion, still resolutely bide the consequence. The
point of honour is discriminated with the most subtle
nicety; a vow is considered as registered in heaven;
it is the sentence of fate, and nust be equally inexo-
rable. The spirit, however, is frequently sacrificed
to the letter, an' the r'ood and the true are disregarded,
to preserve a consistency with a supposed virtue--a sort
of character iietter celculoted to supply, fro,: the

Athenaeum, December 16, I835, p. 968,

Dllke, "Heywood," TP. 127-128.
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passlonate end deep internal conflicts which it occa-
sions, affecting subjects for the stage, than useful
exaiuple or instruction for human happiness. 22

That Dilke condemns Heywood's tjped "heroes" because of

their consequent lack of "useful example" indicates the

stress he placed on this utilitarian value in poetry.

Elsewhere he speaks of Heywood's characters "sweetness

of disposition and perfection of moral character. "23

A VJomcn Killed with Kindness Dilke names as Heywood's

best play for its intense pathos and raoral instruction:

We are overwhelmed -with the emotion of the unhappy
sufferers, and are carried along in the streaia of
distress, incapable of resistance, and imconsclous
of anything but the scene before us. • . . The most
phlenyaatic in feeling;, the most obtuse in understand-
ing, cannot remain unaffected; it must emphetically
come home to men's business and bosoms. 2q-

Dllke in praise of Shelley himself st; ted in I832, eight

years before the Defense of Poetry was published, that

Shelley was one of the greatest of rioral teachers:

If not Judged by creeds and conventional opinions,
Shelley must be considered as a moral teacher both
by precept and examx^le. He scattered the seed of
truth, so it appeared to him, everywhere, and upon
all occasions, --confident that, however disref^arded,
however Ion;:; it might lie buried, it would not perish,
but swrinp; up hereafter in the sunshine of welcome,
and its golden finiitatre be garnered by grateful men. 25

^^Ibid., p. 128.

^^Ibld., p. 136.

2^Ibld., pp. 1.',V13'5.

^^Athenaeum, Auj^ust ij., I832, p, 502.
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Dilke felt that Keywcod»s pl^^ys end Shelley's uoetry had

value beyond their iinmediate aesthetic qualities; they had

a practical and useful purpose, so to speak, in that they

enabled men to harvest the "golden fruitage" of truth. While

it is true that moral concern is present in literature from

Homer forward, the early nineteenth century figures stressed

thlt: element as one of the di8tinr;uishlnp characteristics of

Romanticism, This emrhesls on the moral r spects of literature

serves to help identify Dilkc as Romantic in temper'araent,

A final native prejudice of Dilke's Is his distrust

for arbitrary rules. In articulatin,'^ this predisposition,

Dilke aligns himself on the side of the vast majority of

his contemporaries. In some of his statements in the intro-

ductions to the Continuation Dilke frequently belittles

those critics affectin;- to Judge drama by set stP-ndards, as

for exanple, his comment on the defiance of rules in Dr ,

Faustus t

Whoever shall attemrt to judr?;e of it by dramatic rule,
will find himself baffled in every attempt, and accord-
Ino; to his humour, lauo-h or censure, , • • The unity
of time and place are set at all defiance; four end
twenty yorrs pass in its representation; and the scene
changes with as much facility from Wittenberg to Rome,
as the board itself wps chpn:':ed which notified it to
the audience, 26

But Dilke argues first of all thet for this violation of

"arbitrary law" the rich vein of poetry will amply

^^Dllke, Continuation . I, p, 9: "A board, with the
name of the place where the scene was laid, was suspended
in front of the old theatres," ( Dilke 's note).
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coB5)ensate. Furthermore, the "law" itself is unjust end

would, in Dilke's opinion, be trying a rasn by an "ex post

facto Irx^, one that he could not have foreseen, and if he

had, would probably never have acknowledged. "27 Elsewhere

Dilke attacks critics who attack the old playwrights for

violation of rules vdiich they never knew, nor would ever

have acknowledged. In the "General Introduction" to the

Continuation Dilke states that the Elizabethan drama is

superior to all others because it was e nstlonal snd origi-

nal drama:

, . .the crama of that s<T.e Is not only deserving con-
sideration for its superiority over ever^f other of our
cvm coujntry, but particularly so as a national end origi-
nal drama, reppjlated by its own laws , and of course only
to be estimated by them .^^'^

Dilke quotes from an unknown critic commending his just obser-

vance that "there is no monopoly of poetry for certain ages

and nations; and consequently that despotism In taste, by

v/hich it is attempted to make those rules universal which

were at first perhaps arbitrarily eptcbllshed, is a pre-

tension vihich ought never to be allowed. "29 Dilke takes

ifsue with ei<3;hteonth century critics by inveighing against

rules pretending to "acknovvlrd'-ed standards of excellrnce,"

27ibid,

28ibid . , p. 10; italics Dilke's,

29ibld.
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which. curb the Imeginatlon and make of enius a craftsman

instead of a creator. Thus Dllke's native prejudices con-

cerning aspects of diction, nature, feellnr^, imagination,

moral benefits, end arbitrary rules place him among the

most articulate of the Romantics.

Dill:e is in some ways sirailer to, and in other ways

different from, the Romantics in his methods of criticism.

Characteristic of the early nineteenth century's approach

to dramatic criticism is the remarkable ability of critics

to penetrate to the very heart of the immediate text, to

discourse frequently and sometimes passionately about small

sections of the play, to find volumes of meanint; within a

phrase, and to distin.^ish ably between fine points. Their

eager response to sensation was easily kindled by a word, a

phrase, a passage, perhaps even a scene, thourh seldom was

this immediate reaction occasioned by such larger elements

as acts or rlays. Coleridge specks often of Shakespeare,

but nearly always on one phase of Shakespeare. These smaller

units of Interest were more conducive to intense feeling.

This Romantic enthusiesm for small, significant points

occasioned extensive use of textual, impressionistic, com-

parative, end analytical modes of criticlsra, by Dilke, as

well as by all the Romantic critics. Textual criticism in

Dilke* 8 age was extensive, accurate, and stimulating, but
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It was not a virtue to v;hich critics could lay sovereign

cleira. The reat editors like Theobald end Maloxie had

bequeathed a herita^-e of intelligent guesswork, penetrative

analyses, and frequent and lengthy footnotes in their volum-

inoue editions of Shakespeare. Nonetheless, Dilke and the

Romantics iiiith their predilection for sensibility and

feeling perpetuated the accuracy and perhaps improved on

the commentary of their predeceeeors.

Against these observations it must be acknowledjred

that of the mejor critics only Coleridge Indulged himself

to any extent in textual criticism. But the conspicuous

absence of textual concern in other critics steras not so

much from a lack of interest but rather from a leek of

opportunity. Only Charles Lemb attempted an edition of

plays wherein textual criticism was appropriate. And while

Lamb praised here and there the dramatic import of scenes,

he leaves little evidence of textual colletion which was

paramount in Dilke »s critical study of aiaab^than dramas

in his Continuation .

There are very few pages without some textual

criticism in the six voltimes of the Continuation . licked

at random from the play of Doctor Faustus , thr following

selection is typical of Dilke' e method of textual handling;

instead of

Faust. T?ieir conf «^^; rence will be a greater help to me
Than ell my labours, plod I ne'er so fast, . . .
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Dllke emends as follows:

Paust, Their confer'^nce x-rf-11 be a greater help
Than all my labours, plod I ne'er so fest. 30

Dilke then explains that the original editions read "'help

to me'; but ;s it was unnecessar to th' sense, and destruc-

tive of the metre, I struck it out,"^^ He assures the

reader, however, that not usually is he so free with his

original text, for he invariably ^refers to present the

original in its corrupt form and to list variant readings

in footnotes and leave the alteration to the judn^nent of

the reader. 32 Prom a textual standpoint Sir Charles Dilke

reports tliat contemporaries of Dilke considered his Con-

tinuation to represent an admirable job in editing, 33

Owing probably to their intense appreciation of

pathos, all Romantic critics frequently utilized the im-

pressionistic method. Lamb especially loved to point out

beauties in authors by tellin his own reaction to a par-

ticular pfissarre. He felt that something about Shakespeare's

plays fitted them better for reading than for staging, De

Quincey felt that the porter scene in Macbeth had some

special significance. Both Lamb and De Quincey are first

^^Dilke, Continuation , I, p, lij..

^"•Ibld,

3^Ibid,

^^Dilke, Papers , I, p, 1,
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concerned with analyzing their feelings, and secondly. In

giving reasons for so feeling,

A passage from Lamb illustrates this popular

Romantic method. In commenting on a selection from The

Reven,^er's Tragedy (1607) hy Cyril Toumeur, Lamb writes:

"The reality and life of tliis Dlalo^e parses any scenlcal

Illusion I ever felt. I never read it but my ears tingle,

and I feel a hot blush spread my cheeks." ^ This impres-

sionistic method is one of Dilke's favorite means of evalu-

ating a play, especially in criticizing emotional scenes.

In a passage from his paper on lieywood, Dllke utilizes the

Impressionistic method in which he pours forth phrases full

of emotional words to describe feeling: "the most touching

in story," "the most pathetic in detail," "the most tearful

of tra?^edies," is this play that raises passion in the

"reader's breast. "^^

Dllke is like his contemporaries in the utilization

of the comparative mode. Coleridge and Lamb appear to

employ tbls method more frequently than do other critics.

In his"Charscteristlcs of Shakespeare's Dreiias" Coleridge

compares certain aspects of the Greek with the Elizabethan

drama. Again, he often utilizes the comparative method to

demonstrate the s\iperlority of Shakespeare:

3^Charles Lamb, Works , ed. E. V. Lucas, 6 Vols.

(London, 190i|.), IV, p. iZol

^^Dilke, "fleywood," pp. l^U-^^.
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In metre, B^eaumont/and P/letcher/are inferior to
Shakesr^eere, on the one hand, as expresslnp- the poetic
part of the drama, and to /lassinger, on the other, in
the art of reconciling metre with the natural rhythm of
conversation--in which. Indeed, Messinger is unrivaled, 3°

Similarly, L&mb displays e considerable quantity of compara-

tive criticism. The commentary in his Specimens of Dramatic

Poets is frequently concerned with comparing poets, plays,

scenes, or passages. The following passare attests Lcrib's

sensitive ear for meter, and shows him partially succeeding,

where Coleridge failed, in discovering the distinguishing

characteristics between the poetry of Shakespeare and that

of Fletcher:

/b'letcher's/ideas moved slow; his versification, though
sweet, is tedious, it stops every moment; he lays line
upon line, making up one after the other, adding image
to iraare so deliberately that we see where they join:
Shakespeare min les every thing, he runs line into line,
embarrpp.ses sentences and metaphors; before one idea has
burst its shell, anotner is hatched and clamorous for
disclosure, 37

Dilke uses simplified vfrrsions of this comparative method in

his discussion of Marlowe, who may "claim a very proud supe-

riority" over his predecessors.3^ Again, speaking of spe-

cific works, Dilke reminds his readers that Paustus' situa-

tion is comparable to that of Orestes if one will grant that

the emotions, so intensely aroused in Paustus, have pushed

36 ,____ >
some other old Poets and brematists , ed, E, Rhys (London7
TW7)f p. 2M7

Coleridge, Essays and lectures on Shakespeare and

^^Larab, Works , p. 3]|1,

3oDilke, Continuation , I, p. 2.
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hira to the very borders of insanity, as in the case of

Orestes. He goes on to mention characters siiUil«ir to

Paust-as in Webster's Dii chess of Malfi and in Ford' u Broken

Heart, and points out specific differences that bring the

reader to a closer imderstanding of Dr. Pa.ustus» situation

and character. This method Dilke employs not only for

estimating the value of a i^riter's contribution to Ms age,

but also for raeasurin.^ even lar.'-:er groups or elements or

movements. In presenting his own evaluation of the poets

Included in the Continuation . Dilke admits that their plays

are certainly inferior to those of Shakespeare; he adds,

however, that Shckespeare was a prodigy in the aizabethan

Ege as well as in the nineteenth century. Dilke 's talent

for encompassing broad aspects of literature is evident in

the following; selection of comparative criticism:

The time of the drama /Old Fortunatus . by Dekker/is
supposed to be in the reign of Athelstan, and yet
Viriatus is introduced, v^ho was dead more than a
thousand years before Atbelstan wts born; ejxd Pajazet
who was not bom till at least four hundred years
after his death. If these had been introduced by
Fortune merely as shidowy figures (like the descen-
dants of Aeneas, in the Sixth Book of Virp-il, rnd of
Bradaiatnt in the third book of "Orlando i^Vrioso," or
as the future princes of Enr^lend in "Macbeth,") as
striking Instances of the rautabillty of hioman affairs,
much of the incongruity arisin;^ from their belno- made
speakers would have been avoided,39

Thus in Dilke 's capability of encompassing such a broad

view of literature It is apparent that he could handle

^^Ibld.. Ill, p. ulj..
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coniparatlve criticism equally well with Coleridr-e and Larab.

Dilke and most other Romantic critics favored the

analytical method. Althour^i this mode is probably any

critic's main resource, Hazlitt seems to employ this tech-

nique more than did his contemporaries. By this method,

as it came especially from the rien of Hazlitt, statements

atjpear to be more matter-of-fact, to sound more authorita-

tive to admit less controversy than do opinions expressed

in other media of criticism. "The Character of Hamlet

stands cuite by itself"; "Macbeth stands in contrast through-

out with Hamlet. "i^O similarly, Hazlitt complains of Marlowe's

failures in Edward II :

The management of the plot is feeble and desultory!
little interest in excited in the vrrious turns of
fate; the characters are too worthless, he^ve too little
enerpT, and their punishment is, in ^ceneral, too well
deserved, to excite our commiseration. Ul

Dilke assumes the same authoritative tone in commenting on

Dr. Faustus :

. . .the Inequality alwasys discoverable in the writings
of that age, is still more consricuous In this author,and perhaps most so in his "Paustus," where the buf-
foonery and stupid humour of the second-rate characters
are constantly intruding: on our notice.i+2

'^^Coleridge, Essays , p. 1^6

. (:

^Dilke, Continuation . I,

o^ ^r 1 ,^^^l^^ Hazlitt, Complete Works , ed. i . P. Howe,
21 \/ols. (London, 1931), VI, p. 211,
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And again, in the following selections:

The play of "Edward the I|th" is a lonp: snd tedious
business. There are one or two touching parts in

those scenes in vjhich Jane Shore is introduced, but
Heywood has not made anything like what he might have

done with such rasterials, nor, indeed, anything at all

approaching to what he has himself done in other pieces—
with the exception of those parts, the play is mere
chronicle without poetry or dramatic situatlon,il-3

"The Pour Prentices of London" is a rhyming, braggart
production, v;hich is ridiculed in Beaumont end
Fletcher's "Knip-ht of the Burning Pestle." "A Maldenheed
Well Lost" is not worth findin-, end the "Pour Ages" are

as poor as the author is said to have been.iUj-

Althouf^h Dilke's use of these inuthods—textual, inapression-

istic, comparative, and analytical—is in some cases a

slight veriation from the uses made by his contemporaries,

he seems in most instances to be equally as effective as

they.

Dilke was unlike his romantic contemporaries both

in his neglect of philosophical criticism end In his ex-

tensive uses of the biographical and historical methods. He

could plumb the depths of soul of contemporaries to illus-

trate \d.th admin ble insii~ht the beauties of their poetry.

Posterity has proved hiia alraost infallible in his jucii^nent

of Keats and Shelley. His detached view of these two poets

evinces his rare ability to survey the entire realm of a

^3 Dilke, "Heywood," p. 12?.

^Ibid.
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poet»s works from one hcijTht, to discard accidental, insig-

nificant aspects, and select from those v:orks the distilled

essence of poetry:

Shelley was a worshipper of Truth—Keats of Beauty;
Shelley had the greater 'ower--Keats the finer imaci-
nation; both were sinrle-hoarted, sincere, admirable
men, . . . Shelley and Keats were equal enthusiasts—had
the same hopes of the moral iiaprovenent of coclety~of
the certain Influence of knowledge—and of the ultimate
triumph of truth;—and Shelley, who lived lon^^est,
carried all the generous feelings of youth ir^to man-
hood, . • . Keats had ni.ither less resolution, less
hope of, or less good will towards man. Even the
attecks In Blackwood's and in the Quarterly were as but
a mildew upon his generous nature, injuring the leaves
and blossoms, but leaving iintouched the h-. art within,
the courage to dare and to suffer, Keats (we ST;eak of
him in health and vigour, ) had a resolution, not only
physical but moral, greater than any man we ever knew:
it was unshakeable by everythinp, but his affectiout,.U3

It would be difficult to find any Romantic critic, or per-

haps any critic, saying so much in so brief a space. Yet

for all his range and accuracy, which is amply evidenced

elsewhere, Dilke seems never to have indulged himself in

one of the favorite Romantic pastimes: theorizing about

literature. Wordsworth's Preface , Coleridge's Biographia

Literaria and numerous other individual essays. Lamb's

"Sanity of True Genius," Hazlltt's "On the Grc<nd and

Pamilier Style" Hunt's "Imagination and Fancy" and "V.liat Is

Poetry," Keats' "negative capability," and Shelley's Defense

of Poetry are all the kind of philosophical criticism which

U5Athenaeum, Avigust l\., ld>y<^, p. ^02,
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Dllke avoided. It is especially odd, in view of his "disqui-

sition" with Eeats over ne^xative capability, that Dilke does

not mention tliis theory on the truth-beauty coalition in

reference to Keats, Almost assuredly, this omission could

not have been an oversight. Aside from his distrust of

rules, probably Dilke »s reason for refusing to corament on

or advejice a theory of literatiire as such is that any

aesthetic statement would have forced hira into a position,

and hence, have compromised his ovm independence as well as

that of his journal.

Dilke as a critic with Romantic tastes is almost

unique in his voluminous biograrhical scholarship, Wlille

it is true that he did nearly all of his biographical

writing in the Victorian age, his prejudices never chann;ed.

Chapter V has indicated the quality of this criticism, end

it need be said here only that apparently no Romantic critic

descended from the high contemplation of the good, the true,

and the beautiful in poetry to consider prosaic fact indica-

tive of the good and the bad in poets themselves,

Dilke is perhar)S farthest removed from his pge in

the extended use he made of the historical method of criti-

cism. He alone of his contemporaries possessed a truly

encompass in;' view, a total-effect range, a miiversal asr^ect—

in short, a historical perspective—in his criticism. He
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was slngulsrly fitted for this mode of criticism, end with

the possible exception of Hazlltt, he produced -lOre of It

than any of his early conteraporarles. Even Coleridge, whom

we would expect to excel in this tyre, usually leeks the

breadth manifested by Dllke. Coleridge speaks often and

most accurstely of individual playwrights, but usually on

one aspect of that playvjrisht at any given tlmej

Shakespeare's Judgment is at least equal to his genius,

Shakespeare's always condemns vices; Ben Jonson's personae

are not characters, but derangement s.U6 jjj truth, Coleridge

is best when he is discussing or dlscriminatinr between fine

points:

There are three powers:—Wit, v.hlch discovers partial
likeness hidden in general diversity; subtlety, which
discovers the diversity concealed in general apparent
seuaeness;—and profundity, v.hlch discovers an essential
unity lander all the seiablanccr- of difference.

Give to a subtle man fancy, and he is a wit; to a
deer man imagination, and he la a philosopher. Add,
again, pleasurable sensibility in the threefold form
of sympathy vlth the interesting in morals, the impres-
sive in form, end the harmonious in sound,—and you
hrve the poet.

But combine all,—wit, subtlety, and fancy, \;ith
profundity, ineginetion, raid morel tjnd physical sus-
ceptibility of the Tleatur. ble,— and let the object of
action be nan universal; nnd v;e shall h£.ve--0, rash
prophecyl say, rather, we have—a SEAKESrEARElM-7

^bout as near as Coleridge ever comes to comprehensive criti-

cism is in his "Charactoristlcs of Shakespeare's Dramas,"

^l^Coleridsie, Essays , pp. ^0; $ki 17^^.

U7ibid ., p. 177.
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wherein he lists seven of Shakespeare's distinguishing

features, some of which ere certainly open to £r?^jnent,

Rerely does he take as broad a perspective as Dilke does in

his critical evaluation of Keats end Shelley, Lsiab may be

credited i^rith the application of historical criticism In hla

Specimens of Draittatlc Poets (I808), thourth he penned no gen-

eral introduction to his x^fork and rarely submitted more than

half a page of introduction on specific authors. LPiab demon-

strated a larger perspective not in historical criticism, the

natural medium for the total-effect view, but only in com-

parative or Impressionistic criticism, Hazlltt, it Is true,

wrote vol\jrainously of the Age of Shakespeare, but his plti-

tude wts not even as lofty as that cf ColeridJ^e or Lamb,

In his historical perspective Dllke's vision not

only discovered the strength and weakness of individual

poets, but also encompassed the causes and effects of ages.

In an argument with Charles Dance, dramatic critic of the

Athenseum , Dilke reveals both his bias for the Elizabethan

age and his talent for characterlzlnf^ that age in few words:

You tri^Irlph over a proved prejudice of mine because I

say we never can have a drama equal to that of the
Elizabethan a^e. But I submit thet, ri^ht or wrong,
the opinion rests on a much broader basis tbsji the
question of comparative f;enlus to which you try to
limit it. The drama is by me considered as the natural
form throu^';h which the r^enius of that a/jo mode Itself
manifest. The genius of a succeedin;' age can no more
surroiind itself by the circumstances of the age of
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Ellzrbeth than c river eery flow upwards to the spring-
heed whence It bubbles forth. U^

Charles Dance vjas like the majority of his more Illustrious

conteraporsrles in attempting to gaup-e the genius of the

Elizabethan age by comparison. Dilke's historical criticism

was based on a deeper, more fundamental study thaw his con-

temporaries envisioned in their comparative comment. He

described the genius of that a^e by relating its causes.

He felt that the drama of the Elizabethan age

surpassed that of any other, not only In Piiglish, but in

any literature. The wholesome values and vin;orous genius

of the writers of that age produced a drama stiperlor to any

French attempt:

While the dramatic vTlters of other nations, modelling
themselves en excellence that had received the applaud-
ing testimony of ages, sunk into cold formality tricked
up in stately diction and wordy sentiment, the vif^^orous

and unrestrained [genius of our ovm, opened v rich end
nnerplored nine In the depths of hioraan passion and human
feeling: the heart was the subject of their examination;
. . .they removed the film that obscures our nature, rnd
penetrated at once Into the secret recerses of the bosom:
thus intimate with the springs of action, they never
laboured to depict the progress of the passion; they
strijck at once the chord which vibrated to the heart,
and left t^e rest to 5-ma;.ination and feeling, ^4-9

Dilke attributed this excellence to the Reformation, that

^^Dllke, Papers , I, pp. I;2-l;3.

^^Dllke, Continuation, I, p. xl.
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"great revolution of opinion," a time in which "all classes

of society burst into the arena to contend vjithout distinc-

tion"; whereas in the preceding chivalrous ages "literary

honors, and indeed, literature itself, seem to have been

held, as by prescriptive right, by the higher classes of

society and the members of the reli'^^ious houses, "50 The

translation of the Bible, aside from its religious and

moral instruction, laid open to all the essence and foun-

tainhead of knowledge, wisdom, and poetry; the dramatic

writers of that age availed themselves of its beauties.

Thus, it was, Dllke contends, that the age was singularly

adapted "to the full display of poetic genius. "5l This

historical perspective is evident in every page of the

"General Introduction" to the Continuation and in xtiost of

the succeeding introductions, Dllke rarely fails to link

the man with the times. He names Marlowe the greatest

English playwright before Shakespeare; and again.

Old dramatists were generally a careless and carefree
race, were seldom without the rectar of the day, "^:ood
sack wine," while there was money in the purse or en-
couragement in the patron, 32

Observctions like these are infrequent with Dilke's con-

temporaries. Even in their dramatic criticism the Romantic

^Qibid.

^^Dilke, "Keywood," p. 126,
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critlcs rarely considered the whole rlay, ^illardyce Nlcoll,

vjho has written the only extended comment of the Romantic

attitude toward the Elizabethans, notices this tendency to

dispute over fine points rather than value the whole:

For Coleridge, the critic, Shakespeare was a pure poet
and a creator of character; concerning the playwrl,~ht 's
drematlc const:mictlon the author of Bio.'^ra^hia Llterarla
is silent, Hazlitt has a somewhat clearer view of what
is wanted In a drnma, but even he fails; while for Lamb
a play is evidently good when it possesses one 02 two
passages of lyrical beauty,33

Evidence bears out the general intent of Nlcoll's statement.

In his most famous piece of dramatic criticism, for instance,

Coleridge makes the imwarranted observation that the fifth

of seven distinguishing features of Shakespeare's plays is

their "independence of the interest on the story as the

ground-work of the plot," and elves as his substantiating

argument

:

Shakespeare never took the trouble of inventln,- stories.
It was enoUi;;h for him to select from those that had been
already invented or recorded such as had one or other,
or both, of two recoramendetlons, namely, suitableness to
his particulrr purpose, end their belnp; parts of popuiKi*
tradition,—names of which v;e had often heard, and of
their fortimes, and as to which all we x^anted was, to
see the man himself. So it is just the men himself—the
Lear, the Shylock, the Richard--that Shakespeare makes
us for the first time acquainted with. Omit the first
scene in Lear , and yet everythin-: will remain; so the
first and second scenes in The Merchant of Venice .

Indeed it is universally true, 513^

^^Allardyce Nicoll, A History of Early Nineteenth
Century Drama, 2 Vols, (Cambridge, 1930T, I, p, 61,

^^Coleridge, Essays , p. 55,
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However, If one omits the first scenes In Lear &nd in The

Merchant of Venice j and in Homeo and Juliet and in Hamlet ,

or in any other of the thirty-three remaining plays, modem

critics vrf.ll with Just indignation demand the emender's

scalp. It is strongly suspected that Dilke would have done

likewise.

In one other aspect Dilke stands apart from his a^e.

His basis for his critical judgments is of course colored

by his romantic prejudices, but his criteria are, like his

prejudices, never made explicit. Apparently he committed

himself no further than by vowin?^ that regardless of all

external circumstances, he would call a j^ood book a good

book. A brief glance at the restrictions imposed on other

critics v;ho did so commit themselves will suggest that

perhaps Dilke as a critic was sagacious in his ref^isal.

Unlike his more Illustrious contemporary, Francis

Jeffrey, Dilke always gave reasons for his praise or cen-

sure, Jeffrey seems never to have posited any absolute

critical standards, but he was dogmatic in his approach

to literature where Dilke was quite tolerant. Dilke

liked George Cruikshank's Illustrations of Popular Works

because of its imagination;^^ he praised Alexander Alex-

ander's Autobiography , in spite of its lack of imagination,

for its fidelity to fact.^^ Jeffrey, on the other hand.

^>Athenaei.im. June 5, I83O, p. 348,
^^Ibid.. June 12, I830, p. 3^8.
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had no reasons to offer for his decisions. His criteria

for judgment, if indeed he claimed to any criteria,

resided in

the taste of a few . . • persons, endnently qualified,
by natural sensibility, and long experience and re-
flection, to percieve all beauties that really exist,
as well as to settle the relative value and importance
of all the different sorts of beauty. '^'^

Obviously, in Jeffrey's opinion one of the few persons

eminently qualified by natural sensibility and long exper-

ience and reflection was Jeffrey lairaself. He was dojpaatic

in his criticism, and Wordsworth "would never do" because

Jeffrey was not kindly disposed towards mysticism.

On the other liand, Ruskin and Matthew Arnold did

proclaim their criteria. In his condeinnation of the pathe-

tic fallacy, Ruskin iinwittingly condemned great portions

of the works of Sliakespeare, including excerpts Ruskin

himself had earlier selected as passages of singular

beauty. John Eells in his recently published The Touch-

stones of :iatthew Arnold has pointed out that Arnold's

stlpiaations of "high seriousness" and "grand style" were

not sufficiently definitive to serve as a rational control

and were too limited to embrace all literature. Moreover,

Eells observes that ir^ these limitations Arnold fell into

the very trap which he admonished others to avoid: in

57
Francis Jeffrey, Selections , ed, L. E. Gates

(Boston, 1891|), p. xiii.
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illustratlng his theory of touchstones, he was swayed by

purely subjective preference s,-^ Perhaps not as a poet or

philosopher, but as a critic Dillce could have done worse

than refrain from adhering to some standard.

Dilke's influence over his contemporaries was in

sorae instances indirect by virtue of his editorship of the

Athenaeum and his close friendship with various important

figures, Dilke's direct influence is Indicated in Bazlltt's

Lectures on the A^e of IHlzabeth (1820), where Hazlltt uses

the same major points and the same ideas, esqpressed in

different terms, that Dilke employed six years earlier in

the Continuation in tracing causes for the greatness of

the Elizabetiian age. In his general introduction to the

Continuation, wherein he sets forth pages of historical

criticism, Dilke in two main points identifies the influ-

ences of the Reformation on the age of Elizabeth with the

spread of knowledge to the middle classes and with the

translation of the Bible:

The Editor believes • * . that ue are indebted . . ,

to the Reformation /for the greatness of the Eliza-
betiian age/. In the chivalrous ages, that preceded
that eventful period, literary honours, and, indeed,
literattxre itself, seem to have been held, as by
prescriptive right, by the higher clashes of society
and the members of the religious houses; but at that
great revolution of opinion the barriers were broken
down, and all classes of society burst into the arena
to contend without distinction. ^9

^"john S, Eells, The Touchstones of Matthew Arnold
(NewYork, 19^3'), pp. BOZ-W^

^^Continuation . I, p. xi,
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As a third main point Dilke laiaents the consequences of

the afteinaath of the Reign of Charles II on the literature

of the age by pointing to the decadent i?rench and Puritani-

cal influences,

Hazlitt lists these sane points prefacing his

lectures on the Elizabethan age, Bryan W, Procter speaks

of Hazlitt 's preparation for these lectures:

wxien he was ebout to write his Lectures on the Ar-.e of
Elizabeth, he knew little or notlilng of the dramatists
of that tirae, with the exception of Shakespeare. lie

spoke to Charles Lamb, end to myself, who were sup-
posed by raany to be w. 11 acquainted with these ancient
writers. I lent him about a dozen volumes, compre-
hending the finest of the da plays; and he then went
down to Winterslow Rut, in Wiltshire, and after a stay
of six weeks came back to London, fully iapre^nated
with the subject, with his thoughts fully made up
upon it, si-jd with all his lectures written, '^0

Tijat Dilke 's six-voluiTie Continuation v;as half of that

"dozen voloraes ... of old plays" is manifest in Ilazlitt's

"General View of the Subject." On the first page Kazlltt

uses terminology similar to Dilke' s to praise the same

honest virtues in the old dramatists:

They had the saiae faults and the seme excellences
^as Shake srteare, Bea\imont and Fletcher, and Jonson/j
the same strength ajid depth and richness, the same
truth of cliaractcr, passion, imagination, thought and
laniiuage, thrown, heaped, mae^sed together without
careful polishing or exact method, but poured out in
unconcerned profusion from the lap of nature ssid

genius in boundless and unrivalled ma ^nificence.^^

William Hazlitt, Complete Works, ed. I. P. Howe,
21 Vols. (London, 1931) t VI, p. 385.

^^Ibld., p. 181.
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where Dilke had written:

/Playwrights represented in the Continuation/ have many

excellencies in coimon with those great men /Shaleespeare,

Beaumont and Fletcher, and Jonson/; the same peculiar-

ities in their language, their manner of thinking, and

their moral feellnc;! in brief, they are of the seme

school, the first and greatest of English dramatic

literature .62

Hazlltt then offers his "causes" for the greatness of the

Elizabethan age:

The first cause I shall mention, -as contributin-^ to

this general effect, was the Reformation, which had just

taken r^lece. This event gave a mighty impulse end

increased activity to thought and inquiry. 63

Dilke had scid in giving the same cause for that same great-

ness that the Reforraetion occasioned a "greet revolution of

opinion," wherein "the barriers were broken down, snd all

classes of society burst into the arena to contend without

distinction." Hazlltt gives nearly a page to depicting the

effects of freedom from superstition and ignorance and the

consequent literary flowering. Then followinr: Dilke 's second

main point:

The translation of the Bible was the chief engine

in the greet work. It threw open, by a secret spring,

the rich treasures of religion and morality, which had

been there locked up as in a shrine. oij.

Here Hazlitt lists not only the same major point, not only

appropriates almost identical ideas, but also employe somewhat

62Diike, Continuation, I, p. vi.

^3Hazlltt, Complete V^orks , VI, pp. 182-83.

^'+Ibid., p. 182.
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the same teirrainology that Dilke had used in the Continu-

ation ;

The translation of the Bible only. Independently of the
advantages derived by religion and pure morality, was
of great and essential advantage; It opened to all the
purest springs of knowledge, and wisdom, and poetry;
end the dramatic writers of that age availed themselves
of the advantages it held out.°5

In a third major parallel with Dilke 's Continuation ,

Hazlitt derides the inferior drama during the reign of

Charles II, But not content with mere derision, Hazlitt

lists as the causes for that degradation of drama the French

and Puritanical influences--the identical sources that

Dilke had argued earlier:

The old dramatists were swallowed up in the headlong
torrent of puritanic zeal which succeeded, and swept
away every t' Ing in its unsparing course, throwing up
the wrecks of taste and genius at random, and at long
fitful intervals, a ildst the painted gew-gaws and
foreign frippery of the reign of Charles II, °°

Of the Puritanical and decadent French influences Dilke

had previously written:

^Because of Puritanical influences/ the players , , ,

became, in a much greater degree than usual, dependent
on the protection of the great; and what congeniality
could be expected between the uncontrollable wlldness
and unaffected simplicity of these old writers, their
simple portraitures of nature and passion: and the
taste of a nonarch and a court accustomed to the re,::u-

lar and inflated drama of the French school, with its
unnatural and unlmpassloned beings? And without with-
holding a sincere tribute of admiration justly due to
many of the writers of Charles the Second's reign, it

-^Dilke, Continuation , I, p. xil,

Hazlitt, Complete Works , VI, p. 176,
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wlll scarcely be denied that they became of necessity
the caterers to a diseased and unwholesome appetite, °7

Hazlitt's condemnation of Puritanical influences, painted

gew-gaws, and foreign frippery during the reign of Charles

II echoes Dilke*s lament for the "puritanical bigotry," for

the "inflated drama of the French school, with its unnatural

and \inimpassioned beings," and for writers who "became • • •

caterers to a diseased and unwholesome aj^petite" in the

same age.

Other less conclusive parallels indicate Hazlitt's

imacknowledged debt to Dilke. In affirming the superiority

of Shakespeare to other writers of his age, Hazlltt

remarks

:

We single out one or two striking instances /of superior
genius/, say Shakespear or Lord Bacon, which we would
fain treat as prodigies, and as a marked contrast to
the rudeness and barbarism that surround them, 68

In making the same point, Dilke had written:

/These plays/ are certainly inferior to what the public
might have expected from the contemporaries of Shake-
speare, if it were not remembered that Shakespeare was
a prodigy in his own time, as well as in ours,°9

Further evidence of Dilke' s influence is shown in

Hazlitt's argument that the old dramatists suffered unjustly

from lack of attention by nineteenth century readers, a

67
Dilke, Continuation . I, p. viii,

68
Hazlitt, ComTjlete Works , VI, pp. 178-79.

°^Dilke, Continuation . I, p. vi.
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neglect Hazlltt attributed to conservative professors who

made Greek and Roman Classics privileged textbooks. Public

opinion had therefore sllf^hted the old dramatists. In the

course of this argument he quotes Dr. Johnson:

Dr. Johnson said of these writers generally, that 'they
were sought after because they were scarce, and would
not have been scarce, had they been much esteemed, ' His
decision is neither true history nor sound criticism, '^

Dilke had earlier quoted the same passage, had registered

the same objection, in making the same point;

. , . They "ere sought after because they are scarce,
and would rot have been scarce had they been much es-

teemed "
; but in this it must be presumed, that he rather

sought to dazzle the reader viith the point and brilliancy
of the sentence, than to force conviction on the under-
standing by its tinith: it rresi:pposes (what it would
be monstrous to allow) that the public opinion is
always right, and always consistent, 71

Of the many causes for the greatness of the Eliza-

bethan age that he might have nartied. It is noteworthy that

Hazlltt selected the three already advanced by Dilke; from

the many kinds of support for these causes, it is not mere

coincidence that Hazlltt 's should echo those used by Dilke

in the Continuation ; of the many terras to define this same

support for these same causes, it is evident that Hazlltt 's

terminology is in some cases reminiscent of Dilke' s.

Whatever Shakespeare may have been to others in his supei^

lority, he was a prodigy to rilke and Hazlltt, Wherever

"^^Hazlitt, Cowrlete Works , VI, p, 179.

71
'Dilke, Continuation, I, p. vll.
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else Johnson was correct in his opinion of the Elizabethan

age, Dilke and Hazlitt, arguing the same point, unite to

declare him wrong about an innocuous opinion of a mere three

lines.

Hazlitt was too clever to subject himself to charges

of plagiarism; he never employed terminology similar enough

to Dilke 's to admit any absolute evidence. But he does use

the seme major points and in many cases the same ideas

dressed out in different tejrms, and these points are too

numerous and too similar to be considered only happen-

stance.

The extent of Hazlitt 's debt to Dilke is inconse-

quential here. Hovjever, the fact that a critic of Hazlitt 'a

stature concurs in Dilke 's inteirpretation of the forces

that made the age of Elizabeth great does attest the

accuracy of Dilke 's critical judgment. Judged on the basis

of the whole of his criticism, Dilke was Romantic in temper-

ament, versatile in method, broad in vision, penetrative in

judgment, sagacious in policy, end thorough in scholarship.

His real contribution lay in his talent for attaining

historical perspective, and in this method he was not

only among the first in its utilization in point of time,

but among the most dexterous. In his prejudices, his

historical perspective, and his biographical scholarship,

he may be considered to represent both the Romantic and
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Victorian ages. In view of Ms breadth, depth, aiid volxime,

he may likewise be considered, as E-lizabeth Barrett and

Wr, Britton attest, a critic much deserving high recogni-

tion 9



CONCLUSICH

Charles Wentworth Dilke, the second of five succes-

sive Dilkes to bear that name, is remembered today as an

editor, as a friend to Keats, and as a critic. In each of

these three disassociated areas modem scholars have

accorded him Just praise; but because individual scholars In

their estimates consider but one or at most two of his varied

achievements, Dllke's real contribution to letters has been

underestimated. Bom near the end of the eighteenth century,

Dilke during his formative years witnessed a literary ren-

aissance nearly comparable to that of three centuries ear-

lier. He avowed himself a radical, a family man, and a

churchman without a church; certainly, he was an independent

thinker.

A congenial, admirable man, Dilke was blessed with

a large number of intimate friends who respected him for his

character and ability. They trusted implicitly his Judgment

in both personal and public affairs. The advice to "consult

Dilke" appears almost to have become a by-word with a number

of his friends, and the confidence bestowed upon him by the

Daily News staff attests their respect for his sound judg-

ment.

Dilke 's claim to greater recognition is based on

'191;-
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three general phases of his literary career, the first of

whloh Is his establishment of the Athenae^an on a tnily inde-

pendent basis. In the history of literary Journals to I830

complete Independence from either religious, political, per-

sonal, or bookseller Influence had been an unattainable

Ideal, Magazines prior to that time had unwittingly suc-

cumbed to the wily temptations of unscrupulous booksellers

or had allowed personal, religious, or political partisan-

ship to diffuse a pallid hue of partiality over their

policies; these biases Invariably manifested themselves In

book reviews. Dllke, to his own personal discomfort, took

great pains to insure that the Athenaeum was not seduced by

these Insidious Influences. To guard against personal influ-

ence, he delegated reviews of books to staff members not

known to authors; he refused to become friends with authors

and Imposed upon himself a voluntary exile from society

during his sixteen years of editorship. To insure against

political and religious influences, he would permit no

reviewer of books on these controversial issues to express

an opinion on the matter of the book, merely on the manner

in which it was written. Finally, he not only refused to be

a party to, but waged active war against, puffery, the pay-

ment by imscirupulcus booksellers for friendly reviews of

their books. For the first time in the history of literary

periodicals an editor proved that complete impartiality was
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poaslble, The Athenaeiua's success in its fight for inde-

pendence can be measured in terras of its circulation; and

Dilke boasted nenr the end of his career that his journal

enjoyed a sale many times larger than that of any other

weekly literary periodical.

A second reason for reconsideration of Dilke'

a

stature concerns his relations with and influence over his

contemporaries. He maintained close friendships with Lamb,

Hunt, Reynolds, Haydon, Thackeray, the Brownings, Landor,

and Cunninglaara, One of the three or four figures at the

very center of the Keats circle, he enjoyed the company of

that illustrious, alert group of literary enthusiasts. He

belonged to the coterie of luminaries writing for the

London Magazine . (Jeorge Keats and Thomas Hood referred to

him as their best friend, and a lifelong confidant was

Dickens, with whom he worked in a variety of projects over

the years.

Dilke* 3 influence over his contemporaries was

extensive. Thomas Hood believed that Dilke 's encouragement

was an invaluable aid in the completion of the Gom3.c Annuals .

Dilke *s discussions with Keats on aesthetics culminated in

the latter*s theory of negative capability. In relinquishing

to Dilke the powers of copyright over Keats* poems, George

Keata insured that the decision as to who would write the

life of Keats was Dilke 'a. ^^or his prestige as editor of
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the nation's first literary Journal, his authority was con-

siderable. Hazlltt»s introduction to his lectures on

Shakespeare's contemporaries shows untnlstakable borrowing

from Dllke's Continuation ,

Finally, Dilke merits reconsideration for the

quality of his criticism. Thoroughly Roraantlc in his tastes,

rilke accepted the general Romantic attitudes towards the

various aspects of "nature." Althou^ he viewed the

function of the imagination from the standpoint of the audi-

ence, Dilke 's ewphasis on the vital characteristics of the

imagination amounted to the same projection of feeling that

Coleridge envisioned in a poet. Dilke' s stress on the moral

aspects in literature may have anticipated Shelley's

Defense of Poetry . And sharing a xinlversal Romantic prej-

udice, Dllke distrusted rules for dramatic literatiire.

Though Romantic in his tastes, Dllke was more ver-

satile than his early contemporaries in his methods of crlt-

IclBBi. He not only utilized every type of criticism known

to the Romantics, but also demonstrated his dexterity with

the tools of criticism by employing methods that other

Romantic critics did not. It is for his magnificent ability

with these other types that Dllke 's reputation as a critic

stands.

For a critic with Romantic tendencies, Dilke is

xmlque in producing a voluminous quantity of scholarly
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biographical writing. Hla eif^teenth century studies

included Inquiries into the lives of Burke, Swift, Lady

Montagu, V/ilkea, Pope, and Junius. Concerning nearly all

of these fif^n^res Dilke made new discoveries and settled dis-

puted points; many modem biographers have in consequence

acknowledged enthusiastically his contributions to these

areas of scholarship. His respect for facts fitted hira to

trace the authorship of certain disputable pamphlets written

by 3wift. In censiirlng Peter Burke *3 and ?&•• Prior's biog-

raphies of Edmimd Burire for their lack of facts, Dllke

searched diligently and relentlessly until he discovered

concrete evidence indicative of Burko'a dishonesty. Facts

perrnit ted 'hira to prove "^'ope's duplicity with respect to his

letters, and other facts aided Dilke in his efforts to clear

Pope from slanderous charges involving his integrity as a

poet and as a man. V/ilkes and Lady Montagu enjoy a higher

posthumous reputation because of Dilke *s untiring search for

facts, and many legends, false hypotheses, and unfounded

nanors on the Junius controversy were dissolved into noth-

ingness in the presence of acute and detailed accounts of

Dilke 's factual, biographical scholarship.

A second method utilized by Dilke, particularly

fitted to his temperament and ability, was the historical

mode of criticism. In this type Dilke with hla breadth of

vision outdistanced in penetration the efforts of his
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conteniporarles. He could survey an entire ape from o lofty

and detached position and depict the very soul of that age

In a paragraph. Historical perspective Is a Victorian pre-

tension, but Dllke In iPlfJ was writing historical criticism

comparable In quality to most of the piKjdxjcts of the raore

enlightened scholarship of nearly a century later. This

comprehensive criticism in no way hampered Dllke 's talent to

penetrate at once to the heart of a poem or r)lay and abstract

the essential qualltlo3 in their purity.

Dllke contributed no theory of aesthetics to liter-

ature as did the majority of his conteraporarles. While he

agreed with Coleridge about the Importance of "nature" and

the imagination in poetry and with Shelley about the human-

izing Influences in literature, Dllke *3 thinking was not

sufficiently theoretical to fashion a system of aesthetics.

Probably one reason for this neglect Is that such abstruse

theorlzlnpt was not commensurate with his "CJodwin-Methodlst"

mind, as Keats put it, alluding to Dilke*s nreference for

facts and logic over theory. Another reason may have been

his unwillingness as a critic to limit himself to a single

vlewoolnt. By proclaiming criteria, Ruskln and Arnold

forced themselves into awkward acknowledgments that their

own standards could not account for the popularity or great-

ness of Shakespeare and Chaucer. As a critic whose Job It

was to give a fair oolnion on 'vjoks T-oieased daily from
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hundpeds of presses, Dllke undoubtedly believed that cri-

teria were unsuitable for Impartial criticism. He committed

himself only in promising to do his utmost to call a good

book a good book.

Apparently for his eighteenth century critloisra,

Dllke has been incorrectly called conservative in his lit-

erary tastes. We do not suppose Coleridge to have had con-

servative leanings for writing about Shakespeare, though

such a supposition is as valid in Coleridge *s case as

imputing to Dllke conservative tastes for writing about the

eighteenth century. In his tastes Dllke was at least con-

temporary. And by whatever appellation is anplicable to

designate looking forward to a later age instead of looking

backward to a former, Dilke is the opposite of conservative

in his methods of criticism. Any estimate of Dllke*

s

stature as friend, editor, and critic must consider not only

his contribution to letters, but also his unique ability, by

virtue of his Romantic tastes and historical perspective, to

mirror the ages in which he livedo
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